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Abstract

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is being widely used in several wire

less communications physical layer specifications due to its ability to effectively convert a 

frequency-selective fading channel into several flat fading channels. However, it is highly 

sensitive to frequency offset which introduces inter-carrier interference (ICI) and, hence, 

performance degradation. This thesis contributes to the exact bit error rate (BER) perfor

mance analysis of OFDM systems in the presence of carrier frequency offset in additive 

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) environments and in wireless transmission environments, 

as well as contributes to the design and assessment of several ICI cancellation schemes.

An exact analytical BER expression is derived for a ft/4-DQPSK OFDM system with 

multi-channel reception in the presence of carrier frequency offset over frequency-selective 

fast Rayleigh fading channels. By using the precise BER expression, an optimum number 

of subcarriers can be found, and the allowable carrier frequency offset, Doppler shift, and 

mean delay spread for given operating conditions can be determined.

Several ICI cancellation schemes are investigated. The “better than” raised-cosine pulse 

(BTRC) and the Franks pulse are proposed to use in the OFDM transmitter pulse-shaping 

and the receiver windowing to reduce ICI power and improve BER performance. A zero- 

padded discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based OFDM scheme is proposed, and its per
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formance is examined in multipath fading environments. Analysis and simulation results 

show that the DCT-OFDM system outperforms the conventional discrete Fourier trans

form (DFT)-based OFDM system in the presence of frequency offset, and in frequency- 

selective fading environments. In other contributions to ICI cancellation schemes, the 

partial-response pulse-shaped OFDM system and the widely linear minimum mean-square 

error (MMSE) equalizer for real-valued modulation formats are proposed in this thesis to 

mitigate ICI and improve BER performance.

Channel estimation error also introduces performance degradation in OFDM systems. 

Therefore, in another contribution of this thesis, a characteristic function-based method is 

used to derive closed-form BER expressions for OFDM systems in the presence of channel 

estimation error over frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels and frequency-selective 

Ricean fading channels. By using these BER expressions, the performances of two inter

polation methods, a sine interpolator with Hamming windowing and a Wiener interpolator 

are compared.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 A Brief History of OFDM

The history of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) can be dated back to 

the end of the 1950s [1] when Collins Radio Co. developed a 20-channel parallel data trans

mission system operating over the telephone voice band. Later, the employment of band- 

limited orthogonal signals for multi-channel data transmission was studied in [2-4]. In this 

system, data signals are frequency-multiplexed simultaneously on a number of mutually 

orthogonal carriers such that overlapping, but band-limited, frequency spectra are produced 

without causing inter-carrier interference (ICI) and intersymbol interference (ISI).

From the practical point of view, a major disadvantage of the systems above is that 

the numbers of banks of carrier oscillators and coherent demodulators required become 

unreasonably expensive and complex for a large number of carriers. An approach to use 

the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT)/discrete Fourier transform (DFT), and further 

their fast algorithm inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT)/fast Fourier transform (FFT), to 

implement the modulation and demodulation processes in OFDM systems was proposed 

in [5]. Although their system does not obtain perfect orthogonality between subcarriers

1
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over a dispersive channel, it is a major contribution to OFDM technology. Instead of using 

an empty guard time between OFDM symbols, reference [6] introduced a cyclic prefix (CP) 

in OFDM systems. This ensures that delayed replicas of the OFDM symbols always have 

an integer number of cycles within the DFT interval, as long as the delay is smaller than 

the guard time. As a result, the orthogonality between the subcarriers will not be destroyed 

even in a dispersive channel.

OFDM is a very attractive technology for broadband wireless communications because 

it converts a frequency-selective fading channel into several nearly flat-fading channels, 

which can simplify the channel equalization needs. The application of OFDM has been 

considered in several broadband data transmission systems, such as digital wireless com

munications [7], asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) [8,9], and broadcasting sys

tems [10], Particularly, OFDM-based physical layer technologies are being widely used in 

several wireless local area networks (LAN) and metropolitan area networks (MAN) stan

dards, such as IEEE 802.11a [11] and IEEE 802.16 [12,13]. This technology is also being 

used in many systems proposed by the European Telecommunications Standard Institute 

(ETSI), such as, digital audio broadcasting (DAB) [14], digital video broadcasting over ter

restrial (DVB-T) [15] and HIPERLAN/2 [16]. Furthermore, there is growing interest in 

using OFDM for the next generation of land mobile communication systems.

1.2 Basic Principles of OFDM

The basic principle of OFDM can be explained by first considering the parallel data trans

mission system shown in Fig. 1.1.

A serial source bit stream at RN bits/s is transformed into N  parallel source bit streams 

each with data rate R bits/s. Then, the N  encoders map these data bits onto complex-valued 

points in a signal space diagram as dj„ + jd%, m = 0,1, • • • ,N  — 1 where j  = y/—T. At the

2
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Multiplexer

Fig. 1.1. A parallel data transmission system, 

transmitter, N  carriers are modulated by N  data symbols according to

d'mf{ t)  cos 2tc f mt -  d%f(t) sin 2 n f mt

where

( 1.1)

fm
m

( 1.2)

f i t )  =

is the frequency of the mth subcarrier, Tu is the duration of one data symbol, and /( f )  is the 

signal pulse defined by
'

1, 0 < t < T u
(1.3)

0, otherwise.

The sum of N  modulated signals is transmitted at one time, so one OFDM symbol x(t) is 

given as
"w-i

(1.4)E(<4+j'i0)/(r)ew -'
m=0

x(t) =  91

where 9t{y} denotes the real part of y. It is easy to show that

2 . f  “ eftnfmt . e-jlJtfnt _  §mn(m _
Tu Jo

where Smn(m — n) denotes the Kronecker delta function that is defined as

1, if m — n

(1.5)

8mn( m - n ) ( 1.6 )
0, otherwise.
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Therefore, the sub-carrier signals are mutually orthogonal and the data symbols can be 

recovered by using a correlation technique, although at this time the spectrum of the parallel 

system is the sum of N  overlapping sine functions [17].

One of the disadvantages of the system above is that we must employ N  modulators, N  

demodulators and N  oscillators to complete modulation and demodulation, and this is very 

inconvenient and costly from the implementation point of view. Next, we will show that 

one can use an IDFT to implement the system.

Sampling the signal x(t) at time instants tn = { ̂  }^T0' gives N  samples described by

Clearly, the N  samples consist of the real part of an Appoint IDFT of source data symbols

restored from the discrete samples by passing them through an ideal reconstruction filter.

In wireless communications systems, it is a common configuration to modulate base

band signals to the required radio frequency band by employing both in-phase and quadra

ture modulators to implement complex data symbol transmission. Hence, one can transmit 

both the real and the imaginary components of the IDFT in the system. Moreover, in many 

treatments [17,19-21], to make the discrete Fourier transforms unitary, the multiplicative 

factor l /N  in IDFT is usually redistributed between the DFT and IDFT. That is, the JV-point 

DFT of sequence {x„}^T0' is defined as

N—\ m nTu 
Tu NYn =  *

m=0
N- 1

9I{ID FT[4 +  ; ^ Z ' }  n =  0,1, • • • ,IV— 1. (1.7)

{dm + jdm}m=o- From the sampling theorem [17,18], the continuous-time signals can be

(1.8)

and the iV-point IDFT of {X*}^_01 is defined as

(1.9)

4
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Hence, one baseband OFDM symbol is usually expressed as

Mt) =  (i-io)V N  m=0

and one bandpass OFDM symbol is

xp(t) =  3i{xb(t)eJ2Kfc‘} (1.11)

where f c is the carrier frequency. The receiver operations are essentially the reverse of 

those in the transmitter (using the DFT instead of the IDFT). At this time, the parallel 

data transmission system that performs the modulation and demodulation by an IDFT and 

a DFT, and further their fast algorithms IFFT and FFT, becomes a typical OFDM system 

as it appears in most references in the literature [5,7]. Many modulation schemes can be 

used along with OFDM, depending on the desired number of bits per symbol. For example, 

the IEEE 802.11a [11] physical layer can provide data rates ranging from 6 Mbits/s to 54 

Mbits/s by a link adaptation scheme with different modulation formats from binary phase 

shift keying (BPSK) to 64-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (64-QAM). Meanwhile, to 

allow for a low-cost receiver without channel estimation, 7t/4-shifted differentially encoded 

quadrature phase shift keying (7t/4-DQPSK) is adopted in the DAB standard [14].

IFFT
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Prefix M odulator

Symbol
M apping

Information
Source

Digital-to-
analog

Converstion

Scram bling/ 
C hannel Coding/ 

Interleaving

Symbol
Timing

FFT

C hannel
Estimation

Symbol
Demapping

R em ove
Cyclic
Prefix

F requency 
C orrected 

*1 Signal
Analog-to-

digital
Converstion

D em odulator

Timing and 
F requency 

Synchronization

De-interleaving/ 
C hannel Decoding/ 

D e-scram bllng

Fig. 1.2. A typical wireless OFDM architecture.
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Fig. 1.2 gives a clear block diagram of a typical wireless OFDM system architecture. 

Before transmission, a CP is inserted at the beginning of the OFDM symbol to avoid in

terference between consecutive symbols. The CP is a copy of the last part of the OFDM 

symbol, and it makes the transmitted signal periodic. Hence, the linear convolution per

formed by the channel looks like a cyclic convolution to the data if the CP is longer than 

channel impulse response (CIR) and the CIR does not change during one OFDM symbol 

interval. The receiver removes the CP part and performs the FFT with the remainder of the 

received samples.

Proper coding design is usually employed in wireless OFDM systems to achieve a rea

sonable error probability. Coding in OFDM can be implemented in the time and frequency 

domains such that both dimensions are utilized to achieve better immunity against fre

quency and time selective fading. For example, the combination of a Reed-Solomon outer 

code and a rate-compatible convolutional inner code along with proper time/frequency in

terleaving constitutes a powerful concatenated coding strategy [12]. Other advanced cod

ing techniques, such as turbo codes and low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, also seem 

promising for some multicarrier applications [19,22,23].

1.3 Mobile Radio Channels

In this thesis, we will evaluate the performance of OFDM systems in wireless transmission 

environments. Therefore, in this section, we briefly review the characteristics of mobile 

radio channels.

Digital communications over mobile radio channels usually suffer from serious per

formance degradation without proper fading mitigation schemes. The deleterious effects 

inherent in mobile radio channels can be modeled as two types of fading effects, large-scale 

fading and small-scale fading. In addition to fading, the transmitted signal is attenuated by

6
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path loss.

The average path loss (in dB) PL(r) for a transmitter and receiver distance r can be 

predicted by [24]

PL(r) = PL(ro) + 10nlog10 (1.12)

where n is the path loss exponent whose typical value in urban areas is from 2.7 to 3.5, 

ro is the close-in reference distance, and PL(ro) is the average received power (in dB) at a 

distance of ro- The value PL(ro) can be obtained from the Friis free space equation [24].

The effects of log-normal shadowing, due to the receiver being shadowed by promi

nent terrain contours (hills, forests, high-rise buildings, etc.), are usually considered to be 

combined with path loss. Therefore, the loss P ^ (r)  at a specific distance r is log-normally 

distributed. That is

PdB(r)= P L (r )+ N a (1.13)

where Na, measured in dB, is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with variance a 2 

which also has units of dB.

On the other hand, small-scale fading is caused by multipath propagation and time- 

variant behaviors of the channel. The received signal on mobile radio channels is made up 

of several copies of the transmitted signal with different amplitudes and propagation delays 

(and hence random phases). The destructive superposition of the transmitted signal with 

random phases leads to rapid fading in the received signal. What’s more, as the receiver 

moves, the channel between the transmitter and the receiver varies with time.

Under the assumption of wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS), a 

group of parameters including maximum excess delay, Tm, coherence bandwidth, Bc, Doppler 

spread, fd, and coherence time, tc, is used to categorize the small-scale fading channel into 

different types. If we assume that the signal symbol length is Ts, the channel is said to 

be a frequency-selective fading channel if Tm >  Ts, frequency non-selective, or flat fading

7
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if Tm < T S. Coherence bandwidth represents a bandwidth interval over which frequency 

components have a strong correlation, for example, above 0.9. An approximate estima

tion of coherence bandwidth is given by Using Bc as a criterion, we can decide that 

frequency-selective (frequency non-selective) fading occurs whenever B c < W  (Bc > W),

changing state of a fading channel. There exists a similar approximate relationship between 

coherence time and Doppler spread, that is, tc «  as the approximate relationship between 

coherence bandwidth and maximum excess delay. Therefore, the channel is termed as fast 

fading (slow fading) whenever tc <Ts ot f d > W  (tc >  Ts or fa < W).

Considered as a random process, the fading channel is also described in terms of several 

probability distributions to model its statistical characteristics [17]. When the received 

signal consists of multiple rays without line-of-sight (LOS) components, the envelope, R, 

of the channel response, is Rayleigh-distributed as

where Cl = E (R2), at any time instant and the phase is uniformly distributed over the interval 

(0,2?r). However, Ricean fading occurs in the presence of a LOS (unfaded) component. The 

Rice distribution [17] is used to model the statistical fluctuations of the received signals over 

Ricean fading channels. Another two-parameter distribution, the Nakagami-m distribution, 

provides greater flexibility to model fading channels. Its probability density function (PDF) 

is given by

where W (« ^ )  is the signal bandwidth. Doppler spread and coherence time indicate the

(1.14)

(1.15)

where Cl —E (R2), and the fading figure m is defined as

Cl2
(1.16)

m £ p 2-£ 2 )2] ’

8
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and

r ( m ) =  ( +° ° r - 'e - 'd t ,  m >  0 (1.17)
Jo

is the usual Gamma function [25]. The Nakagami-m distribution can be reduced to the 

Rayleigh distribution by setting m =  1. This allows us to model different fading conditions 

by adjusting m.

Different mitigation methods can be used to combat different types of channel distortion 

[26]. Frequency-selective fading introduces serious ISI, for which an equalizer is usually 

inserted to make the combination of channel and equalizer give a flat response with linear 

phase. Other methods, such as spread spectrum, OFDM, and pilot signals are also regarded 

as effective schemes to combat frequency-selective fading. Fast fading can be avoided 

by increasing the signalling rate so that it is greater than the channel fading rate. Flat 

and slow fading mainly leads to a loss in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In this case, some 

form of diversity (time diversity, frequency diversity, spatial diversity, etc.) can provide 

the receiver with additional, and uncorrelated replicas of the signal. Then, by employing a 

proper combining algorithm, the receiver can achieve an improved SNR.

1.4 Thesis Outline and Contributions

OFDM system will suffer from performance degradation in wireless transmission environ

ments. The performance degradation may be caused by Doppler shift, carrier frequency 

offset and imperfect CIR estimation. In this thesis, we give an exact mathematical anal

ysis to evaluate the performance degradation quantitatively for OFDM systems caused by 

carrier frequency offset, Doppler shift, and channel estimation error. On the other hand, 

we investigate several ICI reduction schemes, including transmitter pulse-shaped OFDM, 

receiver pulse-shaping, partial-response pulse-shaped OFDM system, discrete cosine trans

form (DCT)-based OFDM system, and widely linear MMSE OFDM equalizer. This thesis

9
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is organized as follows.

In Chapter 2, an exact closed-form bit error rate (BER) expression is derived for an 

OFDM system, each subcarrier modulated by tt/ 4-DQPSK, in the presence of carrier fre

quency offset over frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channels. Both single channel 

reception and multi-channel reception with maximal ratio combining (MRC) diversity are 

considered. For a small number of subcarriers, the BER expression can be calculated di

rectly. A Monte Carlo method is designed to evaluate the BER for a large number of 

subcarriers. The analytical expression can be used to investigate the effect of several chan

nel parameters, including mean delay spread and maximum Doppler shift, on the system 

BER performance. In particular, the effect of carrier frequency offset on the system perfor

mance can be studied for a more realistic wireless channel environment model. By using 

the exact closed-form BER expression, an optimum number of subcarriers can be found, 

and the maximum allowable carrier frequency offset, Doppler shift, and mean delay spread 

for given operating conditions can be determined.

In Chapter 3, we examine the BER performance degradation of OFDM systems due 

to imperfect channel knowledge. A characteristic function-based method is used to derive 

closed-form BER expressions for OFDM systems in the presence of channel estimation 

error over frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels and frequency-selective Ricean 

fading channels. Both single channel reception and diversity reception with MRC are ex

amined. The BER expressions are shown to be sums of several conditional probability 

functions which can be calculated by using proper complex Gaussian random variable the

ory and a characteristic function method. The closed-form BER expressions can be used 

to accurately investigate the BER performance degradation caused by channel estimation 

error under different wireless channel environment models. The performance of two inter

polation methods, a sine interpolator with Hamming windowing and a Wiener interpolator, 

are compared.

10
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It is interesting to investigate the schemes that can reduce ICI and improve BER per

formance of OFDM systems in the presence of frequency offset. In Chapter 4, the effect 

of several transmitter Nyquist pulse-shapings, including the Franks pulse, the raised-cosine 

pulse, the “better than” raised-cosine (BTRC) pulse, the second-order continuous window 

(SOCW), the double-jump pulse, and the polynomial pulse on ICI reduction and BER im

provement in OFDM systems with carrier frequency offset is studied. The effect of different 

Nyquist pulses on ICI power reduction is first examined. An exact method for calculating 

the BER of the pulse-shaped OFDM system is then derived. This method represents a 

unified way to calculate the BER of the pulse-shaped OFDM system with different one

dimensional and two-dimensional subcarrier modulation formats. The effects of Nyquist 

pulse-shaping on the BER of the system with frequency offset are examined. The depen

dence of the BER on the roll-off factor of the pulse employed for a specific system in the 

presence of frequency offset is investigated. Bandwidth efficiency is studied. Analysis and 

numerical results show that compared with rectangular pulse-shaped OFDM system, al

though the other six pulse-shaped OFDM system can achieve smaller ICI and BER in most 

cases, they require increased symbol duration proportional by the roll-off factor a. The 

prolonged symbol duration will lead to a reduced data rate which may not be desired in 

some cases. In the following four chapters, other ICI reduction schemes without sacrifice 

in data rates are investigated.

In Chapter 5, we first exploit an equivalence between correlative coding and partial- 

response signaling. A BER performance measure is then employed to assess the perfor

mance of OFDM systems using correlative coding. Although recent published work sug

gests that correlative coding can improve OFDM performance by several dB, they does not 

consider fully a BER performance measure for the OFDM systems. It is shown in this chap

ter that although partial-response pulse-shaping or correlative coding can reduce ICI due to 

carrier frequency offset, they do not necessarily improve the system BER performance be-
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cause of the introduction of multilevel signaling with associated reduced receiver decision 

distance. It is observed that BER performance improvement for symbol-by-symbol detec

tion can be achieved only in some cases of large frequency offset. In the case of smaller, 

practical, values of frequency offset the BER is increased by correlative coding or partial- 

response pulse-shaping.

In Chapter 6, pulse-shaping is used at the receiver side. The effects of several widely 

referenced Nyquist pulses on the performance of the system are examined based on both the 

BER measure and the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) measure. It is found that the SIR 

comparison is not necessarily consistent with the BER comparison. The BTRC windowing 

gives the smallest BER among the windowing functions considered for small to medium 

values of pulse roll-off factor. However, the Franks windowing or SOCW windowing shows 

better BER performance when the roll-off factor approaches one.

In Chapter 7, we investigate a DCT-based OFDM system. Through ICI and SIR anal

ysis, we first show the reason why the DCT-OFDM outperforms the conventional DFT- 

OFDM. A precise method for calculating the BER of the DCT-OFDM system on AWGN 

channels in the presence of frequency offset is then derived. These accurate results are 

used to examine and compare the BER performance of a DCT-OFDM system and the con

ventional DFT-based OFDM system in an AWGN environment. We also propose a zero- 

padding DCT-OFDM scheme. The performance of the DCT-OFDM with the zero-padding 

guard interval scheme is then compared with a zero-padded DFT-OFDM with the employ

ment of minimum mean-square error (MMSE) detection and MMSE decision feedback de

tection with ordering scheme over frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channels. Anal

ysis and simulation results show that the DCT-OFDM system outperforms the DFT-OFDM 

system in the presence of frequency offset, and in frequency-selective fast fading environ

ments.

In Chapter 8, a widely linear MMSE equalizer is used in OFDM systems with one-
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dimensional modulation formats to mitigate the ICI caused by fast fading environments. It 

is found that by using the widely linear MMSE equalizer, smaller average error power and 

BER can be achieved, compared with conventional linear MMSE equalizer.

Chapter 9 concludes this thesis by summarizing the major contributions and suggesting 

future work.
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Chapter 2

Precise BER Analysis of n/4-DQPSK 

OFDM with Carrier Frequency 

Offset Over Frequency Selective Fast 

Fading Channels

2.1 Introduction

OFDM is sensitive to carrier frequency offset which introduces ICI and, hence, performance 

degradation. This kind of performance degradation was studied in [27,28], and the refer

ences therein. These works were limited to the development of expressions for the SNR 

degradation due to carrier frequency offset over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) 

channels and multipath fading channels. Meanwhile, in practical digital wireless commu

nications systems, the error rate is a more meaningful performance measure than the SNR 

degradation. In this regard, reference [29] proposed a precise symbol error rate analysis of 

an OFDM system with several modulation formats in the presence of frequency offset based
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on a Fourier series method [30,31]. The effect of Wiener phase noise in OFDM systems is 

studied in [32]. However, these works considered only ideal AWGN channels. Recently, us

ing a Gaussian approximation method, reference [33] compared the performance of several 

diversity schemes for an OFDM system with BPSK modulation in the presence of frequency 

offset, phase noise and channel estimation errors over frequency selective, quasi-static fad

ing channels. An improved Gaussian approximation method was used in [34] to provide 

a very good BER performance prediction for OFDM systems with QPSK and QAM sig

naling impaired by carrier frequency offset in multipath fading channels. The channel was 

assumed to be constant over one OFDM symbol in these analyses. However, the channel 

may change in one OFDM symbol in fast fading environments. The channel time variation, 

measured by the maximum Doppler shift, will also introduce ICI and degrade the system 

performance. A frequency-selective fast fading channel environment is thus considered in 

our BER analysis. Additionally, differential modulation schemes can be used in OFDM 

system to allow a low-cost receiver design without channel estimation. In particular, an 

OFDM system with tt/ 4-DQPSK modulation has been adopted in the DAB standard [14]. 

It is, therefore, important to consider the performance of OFDM systems with differential 

modulation schemes. In this regard, the BER performances of several differential modu

lation schemes, including MDPSK and tt/ 4-DQPSK, were examined in [35-38] by using 

Gaussian approximation methods.

The difficulty in evaluating the BER performance of an OFDM system in the presence 

of ICI lies in the fact that the exact distribution of the ICI is not known. The ICI is not 

Gaussian distributed, although it was approximated as a complex Gaussian random vari

able in [33-38]. In fact, we will show in this chapter that the ICI has a probability density 

function (PDF) of a mixture of complex Gaussian random variables. We then use a differ

ent method from [33-38] to derive an exact closed-form BER expression for a 7T/4-DQPSK 

OFDM system operating with diversity reception and maximal ratio combiner (MRC) in the
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presence of frequency offset over frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channels. Our 

exact BER expressions are obtained by noting that the received signal conditioned on data 

symbols is Gaussian distributed. Proper complex Gaussian random process theory and a 

characteristic function method [39-41] are then applied in the development of the BER 

expressions. The closed-form BER expressions obtained can be calculated directly for a 

small number of subcarriers. In the case of a large number of subcarriers, the closed-form 

BER expression can be evaluated by using a Monte-Carlo method described in [42]. We 

use these BER expressions to examine the system performance degradations, introduced 

by carrier frequency offset, Doppler shift, and mean excess delay. The effect of diver

sity on combating these performance degradations is also assessed. The results indicate 

that, for the 7T/4-DQPSK OFDM system, small carrier frequency offsets and small Doppler 

shifts do not have much influence on the BER performance. However, keeping other con

ditions the same, Doppler shift leads to more system BER performance degradation than 

the same amount of carrier frequency offset because the effect of carrier frequency off

set can be partly canceled by the differential demodulation scheme. Increased mean delay 

spread gives a greater frequency selectivity, which will significantly affect the performance 

of differential detection of jr/4-DQPSK in the frequency domain. Diversity is effective in 

reducing the performance degradations caused by these factors. Several important OFDM 

system parameters can be determined with the employment of the obtained closed-form 

BER expression.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, the system model 

is given. Then, the receiver decision statistic is developed. The BER expressions are de

rived in Section 2.3 using a characteristic function method. Some discussion of the results 

together with theoretical and simulated BER curves are presented in Section 2.4. Lastly, 

Section 2.5 summarizes the chapter results.
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2.2 System Model

A continuous-time baseband OFDM signal, s(t), including CP can be expressed as

1 +°° N - 1

S(*) ~  /Tt H  H  D‘̂ eV̂ V ,=_oo n=0

j2 ltn (t-T g -iT s ) 
Tu u(t — iTs) (2.1)

where A >  is the complex symbol modulated onto the nth subcarrier in the ith OFDM sym

bol, Tu is the useful signal duration, Tg is the length of the cyclic prefix, Ts = TU + Tg is the 

duration of an OFDM symbol, and u(t) is defined as

u(t)
1, 0 < r < r,

0, otherwise.

The complex symbol Di n is differentially modulated using tt/4-DQPSK as

A >  =  D i ^ xem " =  y / 2E beM - ' +AM

(2.2)

(2.3)

where Eb is the average energy per bit, <j>n~\ is the phase of the symbol modulated on 

the (n — l)th subcarrier, and A<pn g (±7r/4, ± 3^/4}  is the differential phase carrying the 

information bits. The differential encoding is performed in the frequency domain by the 

subcarrier. The data in one OFDM symbol can be written as a vector

A ,o  A , i  ••• A yv-1

(2.4)=  s/2Wb s f W be ^  s/7 E he ^ +^  ••• y/Z E hem i+ - + W N - i )

where D(jo in each OFDM symbol is always assumed to be sJ2Eb as a reference for differ

ential detection at the receiver side. Although the channel may vary in one OFDM symbol, 

the differential detection of the DQPSK signal is effective provided there are no significant 

channel phase shift variations between two neighboring subcarriers.

The channel impulse response (CIR) of the time-variant L-path fading channel consid

ered is [17]

L - 1

h i t ^ )  = £ M 0 5 ( t - T / )  
1=0

(2.5)
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where hi(t) and T/ is the complex amplitude and propagation delay of the Zth path, respec

tively. We further assume that

To <  Ti <  • • • <  XL- l  (2.6)

and that the complex stochastic processes hi(t) are Gaussian distributed. The time-variant 

transfer function of the channel is thus

H { t J ) ^ Y , h i { t ) e - ^  (2.7)
1=0

which represents the channel response at the time instant t and frequency / .  By design, the 

cyclic prefix Tg is usually much larger than the maximum channel delay xmax — Xl- \ .  In 

addition, the duration of one OFDM symbol is long enough that the ISI occurs only between 

two adjacent, i.e. the (k— l)th and Mi, OFDM symbols. As a result, the received signal in 

the presence of carrier frequency offset A/  is then

y(t) = ej2nAft £  hi(t)s(t -  T i )  + w{t)
1=0

1 - 1  A J L  ' Y z 1 J 2 m ( t - T g - i T s - z , )

= - f n e L  M O £  £  A >e ^0  u(t -  iTs -  T/) +  w(t) (2.8)
V N  ;=o i=k-\ n=o

where w(t) is a zero-mean, complex Gaussian noise process with variance a 2 per dimen

sion.

One assumes that the receiver is synchronized to the 0th path with delay To =  0, and 

sampled at the instants

tm = kTs + Tg + m =  0,1, • • ■ , N —l (2.9)

since the samples within the cyclic prefix Tg are discarded before further processing. Thus, 

the received N  sam ples in  one O F D M  sym bol are

+Wm (2 .10)
v N  n= 0
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where e =  Af T u is the normalized carrier frequency offset, wm are zero-mean complex

Gaussian random variables with variance cr2 per dimension, Htmj n is the channel response

at the sampling time instant tm and the subcarrier frequency /„  — n/Tu, and

-jlnnxt

C2-11)
1=0

The channel responses

H(tm, f„ )= X m^ + jYm,n (2.12)

where j  =  \ / —I, at different times and frequencies are zero-mean complex Gaussian ran

dom variables. The correlations and variances of the real parts and imaginary parts of these 

complex Gaussian random variables are [43-45]

E[xw,„xm,n] =  E[ym,„ym,„] =  a j  (2.13a)

E[Xm,„ym,„] =  E[ym>„Xm,„] =  0 (2.13b)

ajJo(2nB I m — s\/N)
E[Zm,„Xsv] -  E[ym,„yv ] =  - I  (2.13c)

cjJo(2n^  | m — s\/N)
1 +  [2n(n-t)ri]2 
-2 a jK ( t  -  n)T}Jo(2n\m -  s |€ /N )

E[W ,,] =  - E I V . J  =  '  1 +  | 2 » ( , - , ) V  <Z13d)

where E[Z] is the expectation of the random variable X, Jo(-) is the Bessel function of the 

first kind of order 0, £ — foTu is the normalized maximum Doppler shift, and rj =  t /T u is 

the normalized mean delay spread measure given in [43].

Performing a DFT on {ym}m=o g*ves the data sequence as

/  „ , \
+ np, p  = 0 , - - - ,N — l (2.14a)r  -  } _ J 27lA f(k T s+Tg)

rP ~  N e

N - 1

Cp.pDk,, -)- Cn,pDk,n

where Cn<P is defined as

n^P\  n=0 /

i2n(n-p+e)tn
Cn,p = Z  H(tmJn)e N (2.14b)

m=0
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and rip is a zero-mean, complex Gaussian random variable with variance a 2 per dimen

sion. With the employment of differential detection and MRC at the receiver, the decision 

statistics can be written as

i (2.15)
d= 1

where rdtP is the received signal from the dth diversity branch, and r*dp_x represents the 

conjugate of rd,p- \ .  For tt/4-DQPSK demodulation, the two bits can be decided indepen

dently by the real part, D [p, and the imaginary part, D®p, of Dk,P, respectively [46].

2.3 Precise BER Analysis

In this section, we will first derive the characteristic function of the decision statistics. From 

eq. (2.15), the decision statistics for the /-bit and the g-bit of symbol D , are

^  =  E % / V  i l  (2-16)
< f =  l

and

t = I 3 { v V  >} (2-1?)d= l

respectively, where 91 {X} denotes the real part of X  and 3{X} denotes the imaginary part 

of X. Under the assumption of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) diversity

branches, the decision statistics £>[ p and £>fp are each a sum of statistically independent

random variables [17], and the characteristic function (CHF) of each can be written as the 

product of the characteristic functions of the terms in each sum. Hence, the work at hand is 

to derive the CHF of ‘R{rd,pr*d p_ j } and 3{rd,pr*d p_x}.

By defining the 1 x N  vector cp

C n —

20
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one can write rdtP as

rdtP = L ej2nAfW+Tg)d(M +  Hp (2 .19)

where c®1 denotes the Hermitian (conjugate transpose) of the vector cp. The received sig

nal rd,p is not Gaussian distributed. However, it is noted that rdtP is a conditional complex 

Gaussian random variable, conditioned on a given data sequence d; or a given phase se

quence A0i, A02j • • • ,A0w-i- The reason for this is that the channel responses H(tm, f n) at 

different time instants and different subcarrier frequencies are joint complex Gaussian ran

dom variables [43]. For a given data sequence or a differential phase sequence, rdtP is a sum 

of several joint complex Gaussian random variables. It is, therefore, a complex Gaussian 

random variable [47] with mean zero and variance

o f  =  p d / A P)/,d f  +  2cr2 (2.20)

where APUP2 is the N  x N  correlation matrix defined as

APi, „ = E [ ^ icP2]. (2.21)

Recalling the channel correlation functions in (2.13), one can give the element at the njth 

row and the «2th column, 0 <  n \ , «2 <  N  — 1, of the matrix A puPl as

^n\,ni =  E[£'n1,p1Cn2,p2]

mi=0m2=0
2 ( J 2 N - l  N - 1

E  I
mi=0m2=

x ej2K{ni-pi)mi/Ne-j2lt(n2-p2)m2/N' (2.22)

1 j 2n(n2 ni)T} m 0m 0

The unconditional PDF of the received signal rdtP, / ( x), can be written as the sum of several 

conditional PDFs, that is,

K  K  —x*x

f ix )  = t  /(*|d/)Prob(d/) =  £  — ^  Prob(d,) (2.23)
1=1 1=1 KUi
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where x  is a complex variable, and K  represents the number of all possible data sequences d 

or phase sequences A0i, A02, • ■ •, A0W_ 1, and Prob(d/) represents the probability of a spe

cific data sequence d/. Since different data sequences will give a different variance value 

o f, the PDF in (2.23) is not necessarily a Gaussian PDF except when CotP,C\tP, ■ ■ ■ ,Cn - i,p 

are independent, which is not the case in the OFDM system. The PDF in (2.23) was called 

a mixture of complex Gaussian distributions in [48]. Similarly, rd,p- i  is also a conditional 

complex Gaussian random variable. Moreover, rd,p and rd,p-1  are conditional proper com

plex Gaussian random variables [39,41] since

Note that ^{rd,pr*d p_x} and Z{rd,pr*d p_ j } can be written as Hermitian quadratic forms

E[rd,prd,p- \  | A<j>i, A02, • • • — 0. (2.24)

*{r<l,Pr*d,P- i }  = RmQrR (2.25a)

and

S{rd,Pr*d,p- l } = R mQiR (2.25b)

respectively, where the complex Gaussian random vector R is defined as

(2.26)
rd,p—\

and the Hermitian matrices Qr and <2, are

respectively. Then, the CHF of 9^{rd,Pr*dtP_\}  conditioned on

g — A<j>i ••• A0P-1 A0p+i ••• A<Pn - i (2.27)

and A<j)p can be written as [39]

^ (f i)  | g, A(j>p) = 112 ~  j(0MQr\ 1 (2.28)
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where I2 is the 2 x 2 identity matrix, |X| is the determinant of the matrix X,  and M  is the 

covariance matrix defined as

(2.29)
0 a  +  j p

a - j p  P

where 6, p , a, and P are parameters conditioned on differential phase sequence g and A<j>p. 

They are given as

1
e = E [rd,pr*d}P I g,A<j>p] = - ^ d A PtPda  + 2o

P =  E |  g ,A ^] =  dAp- 1 )P_ 1 dH +  2<t:
N 2

a  + jP = E [ r d,pr*dp„l \ g,A<j>p] =  -^ d A p ^ -id 1iH

(2.30a)

(2.30b)

(2.30c)

where d is the data symbol sequence obtained from differential phase sequence g and A(j>p 

following (2.4). Similarly, the CHF of conditioned on g and Atj>p can be

derived as

<Z>Q((0 | g,A<j>p) =
1

(2.31)
1 -  jcop -  |m 2(a2 +  p 2 -  p0)

Under the assumption of i.i.d. diversity branches, the CHF of t^k p and £>fp can be written 

as

and

^(o) | g M P) = I g M p ) ] °

'¥Q(a>\g,A<l>p) = [*Q( < o \sM p)}D

(2.32)

(2.33)

respectively. The BER of the single branch reception and multi-branch reception will be 

derived using a characteristic function method in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
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2.3.1 BER for Single Branch Reception

The decision rules for the /-bit and the g-bit can be summarized as follows:

if

if

if

if

K p > °> 

A L < o ,  

4 ep >  o,

C < 0 ’

then bit /  =1 

then bit /  =0 

then bit g  =1 

then bit g  =0.

Therefore the /-bit error probability of the pth subcarrier conditioned on a specific phase 

sequence

g/ = A0i,/ A0p-i,/ A<Pp+\j A0AT-1,/ (2.34)

in the case of single branch reception, Ppj(gi), is

Ppj (g/) = \ p xp,i ( & M p  = J) + \ p I j  ( g i M p  = ^ ) +  \ p Xp,i ( g iM p  =  -  J) 

+  \ ph  =

=  ^Prob \ b [ p <  0 gi,A<pp = ^  } +  ^Prob ^ b [ p > 0 

+  ^Prob | £>lp <  0 g/, A(f>p = —-  |  +  ^Prob >  0

A , 3tt 1 
g / . A ^  —  j

, i - 3 ^ 1  
g i M p  = — t-

(2.35)

The four conditional probabilities in eq. (2.35) can be evaluated by using the characteristic 

function method [31] and the inversion theorem [49-52], that is,

Fx (x) = Prob {X < x}

r+°° 3{<I)(to)}costae — 9t{«l>((u)}sin(0;c=i_r
2 Jo 7CCO

d(o (2.36)

where X  is a random variable with an absolutely continuous cumulative distribution func

tion (CDF) Fx(x), and <F(ffl) is the characteristic function of this random variable.
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y

p p X

Fig. 2.1. The contour for the integral in eq. (2.37) 

For single branch reception, one has D = 1, and

Plp,i (g i M p  =  f )  =  Prob {&k,p < 0 =  f  }

_ 1 f +°°
~ 2 ~ J o

| g iM p ) }
xm

dm

1 16ai,/ /+ 'X±L [
h  Jo

v2x ldm
2 xv2 , Jo to4Vj i +  16o2(c(^i +  O.Sv^/) + 16

a u (2.37)
2 2 y /e u p u - l 3 2l

where v y  — QijP\j -  a xl -  ft2/, and p\j,  6ij, a iyi and p i j  are evaluated according to eqs. 

(2.30a)-(2.30c) by letting g = g/ and A<j>p = n/A. The integration in eq. (2.37) is calculated 

by summing the values of the complex residues inside the contour plotted in Fig. 2.1 [53].

Similarly, one can calculate the other three conditional probabilities. Subsequently, the 

/-bit error probability conditioned on g/ is

p 1pM )  = \ ~ 1L
\/2cos(A (l>p,u)ocUyi

(2.38)
“- 1 ^ e u,ipu,i Pu,i

where A<f>Pt\ =  x/A, A0Pj2 =  3x/A, ApPy2, = —3x/A, and A<j)Pt4 = —x/A. Following the same
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approach, the Q-bit error probability can be obtained as

-v/2sin(A4>p|M))3„,/
(2.39)

The symbol D(jo on subcarrier 0 is used as a phase reference symbol. Hence, averaging over 

the remaining N  — 1 subcarriers, one can obtain the conditional system BER as

For the tt/4-DQPSK modulation, there are 4N~2 possibilities for the phase sequence g. 

Averaging over all possible phase sequences, one can get the average BER as

4 N - 2

pb = jN=2 £ ^ ( e ) -  (2-41)
H 1=1

For a small number of subcarriers, the BER can be evaluated directly by calculating eq.

(2.41). However, for a large number of subcarriers, the number of terms in the summation 

is prohibitively large, and direct calculation will become intractable. In this case, we may 

resort to the Monte Carlo method [42] which can give an excellent estimate of (2.41) by 

choosing randomly M  phase sequences and averaging as

Through extensive experimentation, a value of M  — 100 was found large enough to give a 

result in excellent agreement with exact calculation for small numbers of subcarriers, for 

example N = 8. Therefore, we use the Monte Carlo method to determine the theoretical 

BER results for IV =  64 in the sequel.

2.3.2 BER for M ulti-Branch Reception

We will first consider the /-bit error probability. Under the assumption that received signals 

come from D i.i.d. diversity branches and a maximal ratio combiner is employed at the

Pb (§/) 2(n  — 1) ^  4-Fpig(gj) • (2.40)

(2.42)
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receiver, from eq. (2.32), the CHF of t̂ k can be written as

¥ > 1 8 ,4 0 , )  =  — ----- !--------- 5
(\co2v - j c o a + 1)

(2.43)
(1 -  jA(o)D(\ + jB(o)D 

where v =  dp  — a 2 — j82, A = (a  +  Vcc2 + v)/2  and B — (—a  +  \ / a 2 +  v)/2. It is noted in 

[46] that 'F/ (ft)|g, A<j>p) is the CHF of jX \  —1^2 where X\ and X2 are two independent Chi- 

square random variables with 2D degrees of freedom and E[Xi] =  E ^ ]  =  2D. Therefore, 

the error probability conditioned on g/ and A<j)p — k/A  is

P?J {& ’A<t>P = f )

=  Prob |& Kp <  0 | gi, A<t>p =

=  Prob -  | x 2 <  0 | g/,

/■+00 /-1-00 jc f- 'e - *2/2
=  Jo 2D(D — 1)! JA

dx2 dx 1
2°{D — 1)! ,m*i/b 2D(D — 1)!

B \ D^  (£  +  </-1)! /  A y

(£> +  < /- ! ) !
(2.44)

where P j/  (g/,A0p =  | )  is the conditional error probability evaluated in eq. (2.37) in the 

case of single branch. Similarly, one can obtain

37Tn
F f j [ u M P = 4

=  P r o b |t ^ p  >  0 I a ,  A0p =  ^  j
=  Jo 2D(D — 1)! JbX2/a 2d (D — 1)!

/  A y ^ ; 1 (Z> +  r f - l ) !  /  B \ d

Pp,I ( g/>A0p =
3;r ( D + r f - 1 ) !

( D - l ) W !
l - < / ( g / , A 0 P =

3tt
(2.45)
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The /-bit error probability conditioned on g/ can then be written as

(2.46)

Following the same approach, one can obtain P^g(g/), the <2*bit error probability condi

tioned on gi. Averaging over all N  subcarriers, and all possible phase sequences, as in eqs.

(2.40) and (2.41), one can finally obtain the average BER in the case of D diversity branches 

as

For large N, (2.47) can be evaluated by the Monte Carlo method.

2.4 Examples and Discussion

We will examine the BER performance of the ?r/4-DQPSK OFDM system under different 

wireless channel environments in this section. Tables 2.1-2.3 gives typical values and their 

normalized values for a set of parameters, including Doppler shift, carrier frequency offset, 

and mean delay spread.

The theoretical BER curves obtained by using the Monte Carlo method [42] in eq.

(2.42), the direct calculation method in eqs. (2.41) and (2.47), and a direct simulation 

method are shown in Fig. 2.2, where the number of subcarriers is jV =  8. As a reference for 

differentially encoding other subcarriers, the amplitude and phase of the tt/4-DQPSK data 

symbol at the 0th subcarrier of each OFDM symbol is fixed to be \/2Eb and 0, respectively; 

that is Difi — s/2£*. We further assume that the average bit energy E\, = 1 and fading 

power o j  =  1 for theoretical calculations and simulations in the sequel. In the case of 

direct calculation, all 46 possible values of the data sequence are generated to calculate the 

BER according to eq. (2.41). In the case of the Monte Carlo method, the theoretical results 

are obtained by evaluating eq. (2.42) with M = 100 randomly chosen differential phase

E E jK(&)+0&)3/_ 1 n—1 ^
(2.47)
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Fig. 2.2. The effect of different normalized Doppler shift values on the system BER 

performance for AfTu — r/Tu =  0.002, N = &.
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TABLE 2.1

Typical values and normalized values for Doppler shift

Velocity

m/s

Doppler shift 

Hz

Normalized Doppler shift 

f c =  5.35 GHz, Tu =  3.2 /is

0.1 1.78 5.70 x 10"6

1 17.83 5.71 x 10-5

50 891.67 2.85 x 10~3

100 1783.33 5.71 x 10“ 3

500, aircraft velocity [54] 8916.67 2.85 x 10-2

TABLE 2.2

Typical values and normalized values for mean delay spread

Mean delay spread Normalized mean delay spread

ns Tu =  3.2 jus

20 6.25 x 10~3

50 1.5625 x 10-2

100 3.125 x 10"2

1,000 0.3125
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TABLE 2.3

Typical values and normalized values for carrier frequency offset

Carrier frequency offset Normalized carrier frequency offset

Hz Tu =  3.2 us

100 3.2 x 10~4

500 1.6 x 10-3

1,000 3.2 x l O " 3

10,000 3.2 x 10"2

sequences. We also give BER performance results for the system obtained from direct 

simulation. To reduce the variance of the simulation estimates, 106 OFDM symbols, each 

with 8 subcarriers and 7T/4-DQPSK modulation, are generated. The decision statistics are 

then formulated as eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) for the /-bit and Q-bii, respectively. One can see 

that the theoretical results obtained by using the Monte Carlo method and direct calculation 

method coincide exactly. For a large number of subcarriers, for example =  64, it is not 

practical to give the theoretical results using the direct calculation method. So in the sequel, 

when considering 64-subcarrier OFDM system, we present only the results obtained using 

the Monte Carlo method. The simulated BER values are also in excellent agreement with 

the theoretical results. Several normalized Doppler shift values, t; =  fdTu =  0,0.01 and 

0.05 are considered in this figure. The extremely large normalized Doppler shift values 

0.01 and 0.05 are shown in this figure for the purpose of comparison. For small normalized 

Doppler shift values, say 5 x 10-6, the BER curve will almost coincide with the fyTu = 0 

curve. The normalized frequency offset and the normalized mean delay spread are both 

0.002. For single branch reception, when the normalized Doppler shift changes from 0 to
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0.01, an increment of 0.87 dB in SNR can be observed to keep the same BER of 10~3. The 

system performance is improved significantly by using dual branch diversity. For example, 

in the presence of a normalized Doppler shift of 0.01, given a SNR value of 20 dB, the 

system can achieve a BER of 2.70 x 10-3 using single channel reception, and a BER of 

2.23 x 10~5 using dual branch diversity reception, respectively.

Fig. 2.3 examines the effect of different mean delay spread values on the system BER 

with single branch reception and dual branch reception for a 64-subcarrier tt/ 4-DQPSK 

OFDM system. Typical mean delay spread values are on the order of microseconds in out

door environments and nanoseconds in indoor wireless communications [24]. Hence, we 

choose the normalized mean delay spread as 0,0.005,0.01 and 0.02, that is f  from 0 to 64 

ns in this figure. The normalized frequency offset and the normalized Doppler shift are set 

to 0.002. Both the theoretical results by using Monte Carlo method and the simulated BER 

results are shown in this figure. One can see that the theoretical results obtained by using 

Monte Carlo method can exactly predict the simulated BER values. It is noted that the 

system is sensitive to mean delay spread change. For example, with the mean delay spread 

increment from 0 ns to 16 ns, system performance is deteriorated by as much as 3 dB in 

SNR at a bit error rate 10-3 without diversity. The reason is that the differential encoding 

is performed subcarrier-by-subcarrier in the frequency domain. Moreover, the duration of 

one OFDM symbol is not long enough to combat the channel frequency selectivity effec

tively. Therefore, even small variations of mean delay spread will change the frequency 

domain characteristics notably at different subcarriers, which will affect the performance 

of differential decoding at the receiver. Keeping the OFDM system bandwidth constant, 

one can decrease the subcarrier frequency spacing by using more subcarriers, which will 

at the same time increase the duration of the OFDM symbol. This is beneficial to the per

formance of the frequency domain differential decoding because the channel variations at 

different subcarrier frequencies may be negligible for small frequency spacing.
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Fig. 2.3. The effect of different normalized mean delay spread values on the system BER 

performance for foTu = A fTu =  0.002, N  =  64.
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One can see in eq. (2.14) that the system performance is affected by the time selectivity 

(measured by the Doppler shift), frequency selectivity (measured by the mean delay spread), 

and the carrier frequency offset. Time selectivity and carrier frequency offset will destroy 

the orthogonality among the subcarriers, and introduce ICI which becomes evident with the 

increase of N. The influence of frequency selectivity on the system performance, on the 

other hand, will decrease with the increase of the number of subcarriers, as seen from the 

preceding analysis. When N  is small, the dominant interference is caused by the frequency 

selectivity so that the ICI introduced by the channel time selectivity and carrier frequency 

offset can be ignored. Therefore, the system performance will become better when N  in

creases. However, when N  is large enough that the dominant interference is from ICI, the 

system performance will become worse as N  increases. Hence, there exists an optimum 

value of N  for a set of given system parameters. This can be observed in Fig. 2.4 where 

the BER versus the number of subcarriers is plotted using the system parameters listed in 

Table 2.4 for both the case of single channel reception (D = 1) and the case of dual-branch 

diversity (D =  2) with maximal ratio combining. The BER curves for both the D =  1 and 

D = 2 cases at first decrease as N  increases for a small number of subcarriers. However, 

for larger N, there is a slight increase as N  increases. It is found that the optimum N  for 

the configuration in Table 2.4 is about 224 and 248 for D =  1 and D = 2, respectively. In a 

practical system, 256 may be used for the convenience of FFT and IFFT implementation.

Fig. 2.5, where the normalized mean delay spread f /Tu is fixed at 0.002, shows the 

effect of Doppler shift and carrier frequency offset on system BER performance with multi

branch reception. In order to compare the effect of normalized carrier frequency offset 

with the same amount of normalized Doppler shift on the system BER performance, we 

set one parameter to be some value and the other to be zero, and vice versa. One can 

see that Doppler shift always leads to worse BER performance than the same amount of 

carrier frequency offset because part of interference due to the fixed carrier frequency offset
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Fig. 2.4. The system BER as a function of the number of subcarriers.
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Eb/N0 (dB)

Fig. 2.5. The effect of Doppler shift and carrier frequency offset on the system BER 

performance for f  /Tu = 0.002, N  = 6A, and D =  2,3 and 4.
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TABLE 2.4 

Parameter Values for Fig. 2.4

Parameter Value

Signal-to-noise ratio 20 dB

Maximum Doppler shift fa 500 Hz

Carrier frequency offset A/ 500 Hz

Mean delay spread f 20 ns

Bandwidth 20 MHz

Useful signal duration Tu 3.2 jits

Carrier frequency f c 5.35 GHz

has been partly canceled by differential detection at the receiver. The BER curves for the 

case of dual-branch diversity obtained using a Gaussian approximation method [35] are 

shown in the same figure. One can see that for small normalized Doppler shift values and 

normalized frequency offsets, the Gaussian approximation results are almost the same as 

the accurate results. However, for large Doppler shifts and frequency offsets, there are wide 

discrepancies between the approximate results and the accurate results.

The BER versus the normalized carrier frequency offset A/Tu, versus the normalized 

Doppler shift foTu, and versus the normalized mean delay spread f /T u for a value of 20 dB 

SNR are plotted in Fig. 2.6. The system is more sensitive to Doppler shift and mean delay 

spread than to frequency offset. For example, with two-branch diversity reception and at 

a BER of 10~4, the maximum allowable normalized mean delay spread and the Doppler 

shift are 0.013, 0.040, respectively. However, under the same conditions, the maximum 

allowable normalized frequency offset is larger than 0.1.
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Fig. 2.6. The BER versus the normalized carrier frequency offset, versus the normalized 

Doppler shift, and versus the normalized mean delay spread with N  = 64 and SNR=20 

dB.
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2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we developed an exact method for calculating the BER of a 7t/4-DQPSK 

OFDM system in the presence of frequency offset over frequency-selective fast Rayleigh 

fading channels. An analytical BER expression was obtained. The closed-form BER ex

pression can be calculated directly for a small number of subcarriers. In the case of a large 

number of subcarriers, the BER expression can be evaluated by using a devised Monte 

Carlo method. The theoretical analysis results are in excellent agreement with simulation 

results. The exact BER expression was used to analyze the system performance under sev

eral wireless channel configurations. Doppler shift and delay spread will cause significant 

performance degradation. Particularly, Doppler shift usually results in more performance 

degradation than the same amount of carrier frequency offset. Important parameters, such 

as optimum number of subcarriers, tolerable mean delay spread, carrier frequency offset and 

Doppler shift, can be determined by using the exact closed-form BER expression. It was 

shown that multi-branch diversity can greatly reduce the system performance degradation 

caused by carrier frequency offset, time selectivity and frequency selectivity of channels.
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Chapter 3

Exact BER Analysis of OFDM 

Systems over Rayleigh and Ricean 

Fading Channels in the Presence of 

Channel Estimation Error

3.1 Introduction

Channel state information (CSI) estimation is an indispensable part for coherent detection 

in OFDM systems. Different CSI estimation methods, including decision-directed channel 

estimation and pilot-symbol-aided channel estimation have been extensively studied in the 

literature [55-59]. However, it is not possible to acquire exact CSI at the receiver due to 

the influence of noise, and hence channel estimation error is inevitable. The performance 

degradation due to channel estimation error in a single carrier system for pilot-symbol-aided 

channel estimation has been studied in references [60-63]. Unlike single carrier systems, 

two-dimensional (2-D) time-frequency interpolation algorithms are usually used in pilot-
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symbol-aided channel estimation for OFDM systems to improve the channel estimation 

performance.

Several works on BER evaluation for OFDM systems in the presence of channel estima

tion error when using pilot-symbol-aided channel estimation schemes have been reported. 

Reference [33] gave a semi-analytical BER expression for binary phase shift keying (BPSK) 

modulation conditioned on channel fading for OFDM systems with channel estimation er

rors. The average BER can then be obtained by using Monte Carlo simulation to average 

out the channel fading. The effect of channel estimation error in OFDM-based wireless 

local area network (WLAN) was examined in [64], Several approximate BER expressions 

for QPSK and M-QAM were given. Reference [65] presented a systematic approach for 

analyzing the BER of OFDM systems with channel estimation errors over Rayleigh fading 

channels. The BER performance of multichannel receivers and the BER performance over 

Ricean fading channels were not considered there.

In this work, we will develop exact closed-form BER expressions for an OFDM system 

operating in the presence of channel estimation errors over frequency-selective Rayleigh 

fading channels and frequency-selective Ricean fading channels. Our analysis includes 

the case of multichannel reception, which can improve the system performance signifi

cantly. Proper complex Gaussian random process theory [41] is applied in the development 

of a characteristic function analysis method. The BER expressions are then obtained us

ing the characteristic function method. This method is different from the method used 

in [33,64,65]. Moreover, this method can be further extended to multichannel reception 

and Ricean fading environments, which were not studied in [33,64,65], We consider 16- 

QAM modulation, which is essential for high data rate applications, and two interpolation 

schemes, including Wiener filtering, and sine function interpolation. However, the analy

sis method presented in this chapter can be used for other modulation formats and for any 

linear interpolation schemes. The BER expressions can be written as sums of several con-
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ditional probability functions which can be accurately evaluated by using proper complex 

Gaussian random process theory and a characteristic function method. The closed-form 

BER expressions obtained are then used to evaluate the system performance with different 

system configurations. We compare the performance of a sine interpolation method and a 

Wiener interpolation method. It is found that the sine interpolator gives worse BER per

formance than the Wiener interpolator in the considered scenarios although it has a simpler 

implementation. The effects of channel estimation error on OFDM systems with different 

numbers of diversity branches, and different Ricean factors are examined as well. We also 

study the effect of different pilot placement spacings on the system BER performance by 

using the accurate closed-form BER expressions.

The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the system model 

is given. Then the BER expressions for Rayleigh fading channels and Ricean fading chan

nels are derived by using a characteristic function method in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, 

respectively. Some discussion of the results together with Monte Carlo simulation results 

are presented in Section 3.5. Lastly we summarize our results in Section 3.6.

As shown in Chapter 2, a continuous-time iV-subcarrier baseband OFDM signal, 5(f), in

cluding CP can be expressed as

We assume that the receiver is synchronized to the Oth path with delay To =  0, and sampled 

at the instants

3.2 System Model

(3.1)

tm — kTs + Tg + m  — 0,1, • • • , N — 1 (3.2)
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since the samples within the cyclic prefix Tg are discarded before further processing. Thus, 

the received N  samples on the dth diversity branch in one OFDM symbol are

1 L — \  k  N - 1 j l K n U k - ^ T s + m T u / N - t A

ydm = - 7f f L h^ k ]  £  £  Di,ne  E u[(k i)Ts + Tg - n  + m T jN ]  +  wm
V N  /=0 i=k- 1 «=0

(3.3)

where hi [m,k] =  +  7̂  +  ^ “), and wm are zero-mean complex Gaussian random vari

ables with variance a 2/2  per dimension. Since Tg > T/, u[{k — i)Ts + Tg — T/ +mTu/N] ^  0 

only when i = k. Different from Chapter 2, in this chapter we assume that the channel is a 

slowly fading channel so that h[[m,k] does not vary according to sample location m in the 

fcth OFDM symbol, that is

hi [m , k] = hi [0, k] = hi [fc]. (3.4)

Thus one has

i  1  r ,  ^  j ln n m

ym = -?rT7Lhl W L  Dk^e^~e + wm
V N  i= 0  n= 0

1 N - l1 r i  j2 ltn m

— r—z Dk^nHd\tmifn\e N ~^wm (3.5)
V N  n=0

where

^ ~ }  -  j2rtnXi
Hd[tm, f n } = Y , h l[ k}e^ rA (3.6)

1=0

is the channel response at the sampling time instant tm and the subcarrier frequency /„  =  

n/Tu. Performing a DFT on {yf,}^~Q, with the assumption that the channel will not change 

within one OFDM symbol duration one can obtain the received signal on the 5/th  subcarrier 

of the Sfth OFDM symbol as

rd[St ,Sf ] = H d[S„Sf ]D[S„Sf } + wd[St ,Sf ] (3.7)

where Z)[5f,5/] is the complex symbol modulated on the 5/th subcarrier in the 5rth OFDM 

symbol, and u^[5,,5/] is the AWGN with mean zero and variance a 2.
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The channel response Ha[St ,Sf] at time St and frequency S f  is a proper complex Gaus

sian random variable. In the case of Rayleigh fading channels

where E[X] denotes the expectation of the random variable X.  Under the assumption of 

exponential distribution of the multipath time delays, the correlation between Hd [S(, , S/, ] 

and Hd[St2 ,Sf2] is given in [43,45,66] as

where * denotes complex conjugation, Jq(-) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order 0, 

£ =  fuTu is the normalized maximum Doppler shift, and J] — f  /Tu is the normalized mean 

delay spread measure given in [43]. In the case of Ricean fading channels, we assume that

where mios and H f a[St,Sf] are the line-of-sight (LOS) component and multipath scatter 

component, respectively. One can then derive

where P, — \m L o s\2 + 2aj  and the Ricean K  parameter is defined as K = \mios\2 /2a j .  

When the Ricean K  parameter K  =  0, the Ricean fading channel becomes a Rayleigh fading 

channel, and (3.11) reduces to (3.9).

In a practical system, the channel response Hd [5,, S/] can be obtained from pilot-symbol- 

aided channel estimation [56,58,60]. We assume that the pilot symbols are placed on a two- 

dimensional rectangular time-frequency grid evenly with spacing T in the time-domain and 

spacing F  in the frequency-domain. However, extension of the BER analysis method in

(3.8)

E
2o}Jo[2n(Stl - S ,2)g] 
l - j 2 7 t { S f2- S f l )ri

(3.9)

Hd[St , S f } = m Los + Hsdca{S„Sf } (3.10)

-  \ m w s \2
2 a j j Q[2n(Stl - S tl)^} 

+  1 — j2n(S / 2 — S/, )rj
/o [2 7r(S„-S t2)g]

(3.11)
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this chapter to any pilot placements is straightforward. The pilot symbols P[Tu,Fv] with 

energy \P[Tu,Fv] \2 =  Ep, known at the receiver, are placed on the Fvth subcarrier of the 

Tuth OFDM symbol where u and v are integers, — <» < u < °° and 0 <  Fv < N  — 1. The

spacing T  and F  are chosen to satisfy a 2-D sampling theorem so that foTsT < 0.5 and

*maxF/Tu < 0 .5 . The received signal at the pilot positions can then be written as

rd[Tu,Fv] = Hd[Tu,Fv]P[Tu,Fv\ + wd[Tu,Fv\. (3.12)

Thus, the channel estimation at pilot positions can be obtained as [56]

Hd[Tu,Fv] = rd[Tu,Fv]P*[Tu,Fv]/Ep

= Hd[Tu,Fv\ + wd[Tu,Fv\ (3.13)

where wd[Tu,Fv\ =  P*[Tu,Fv]wd[Tu,Fv\/Ep is the AWGN with mean zero and variance 

<72 jEp. The channel estimation Hd[5,, S/] for data positions of the 5/th subcarrier and the 

5,th OFDM symbol, where

St = Tu + At, l < A t < T - l  (3.14)

Sf  =  Fv + Af ,  1 < A f  < F —I (3.15)

can then be obtained by interpolation using the channel estimation at the pilot positions as

P2 42

Ad[St,Sf} =  £  £  f {p ,q ,A t ,A f)Hd[T(u + p),F(v + q)] 
p=pi q=q\

PI  92 (  s

=  £  £  f ( p , q , ^ t , ^ f ) \ H d[T(u + p) ,F(v + q)} + wd[T(u + p),F(v + q)} I 
p=pi q=q i v. J

(3.16)

where f (p ,q ,A t ,A f )  is a one-dimensional (1-D), double 1-D or two-dimensional (2-D) 

interpolation function.

When using the Wiener filtering method from [58], one can obtain the 2-D interpolation 

function with the employment of orthogonal projection theorem [67]

E { (Hd[St,Sf] - Hd[S„Sf ])H*d[T(u + / ) ,F(v + m))} = 0
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which can be further simplified to

pi qi
£  £  f (P ,q ,AtiAf)'E {Hd[T(u + p) ,F(v + q)\Hj[T(u + l),F(v + m)}}

P = P  l 9 = 9 l

=  E {Hd[St ,Sf ]HZ[T(u + l),F(v + m)]} (3.17)

where I = p \ , • • • ,P2 and m = q\, - - ,<72- Using the knowledge of the channel correlation 

functions in eq. (3.11), one can then derive

where the PQ x  PQmatrix R has the element E {Hd[T(u + p) ,F(v + q)]H%[T(u + l),F(v + m)\} 

at the [{I — pi)Q + m —q\ + l]th row and the \{p — p\)Q  +  q — q\ + l]th column, the \{p —

P\)Q + q - q \  + l]th row element of the PQ x 1 vector c is f (p ,  q, At, A /), the [(/ — p \ ) (q2 — 

q \- \ r \ )+m— +  l]th row element of the PQ x 1 vector p is E {H4  [S,, Sf]H% [T (u + 1) , F  (v +  m)]}, 

and P — P2 - P 1 + 1, Q = q z ~ q \  + 1 , p  =  pi,-- - ,P2 , q = qi, - ^ 2 - Therefore, the inter

polation coefficient matrix is c =  R ” *p.

In the case of sine interpolation, the interpolation function can be written as [68 ]

E {Hd[T (u + p) ,F(v + q)}H% [T(u + l),F(v + m)\}

(
p = I and q — m

(3.18)
J o \2 7 C T ( l - p ) i \

l —j 2 j c F ( m —q)ri

and

E {Hd[S„Sf }H*d [T(u + l),F(v + m)}}

Jq[2k (TI — At)^}
(3.19)

Note that eq. (3.17) can be written in matrix form as

Rc =  p (3.20)

p  I sine (3.21)
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where the sine function is defined as

| 1, t = 0
sinc(r) =  < (3.22)

I sin(Trr) / t ^ O .

A Hamming window is usually applied to this interpolator to reduce the influence of the 

abrupt truncation of the rectangular window.

We consider a receiver with I  diversity channels that are mutually independent. The 

maximal-ratio combining scheme is used, where the channel information is obtained from 

the pilot-symbol-aided channel estimation method described above. The decision statistic 

D[S,,S/] of the data symbol on the S/th subcarrier and the Sfth OFDM symbol is, thus,

A r o n ,  L ld= M S t ,Sf]H*[S‘ ,Sf]

6[S,’S , ] -  ‘ >

The BERs of the OFDM system with channel estimation error in Rayleigh fading chan

nels and in Ricean fading channels are then evaluated in Section 3.3 and in Section 3.4, 

respectively.

3.3 Rayleigh Fading Channels

In the BER analysis, we choose 16-QAM as the subcarrier modulation format. However, 

the analysis method presented in this chapter can be used for other modulation formats. 

The Gray-coded 16-QAM constellation specified in the IEEE802.11a and IEEE 802.16a 

standards is used in this chapter. In 16-QAM signaling, D[St,Sf] = D1 [5,,S/] +  jD®[5,,S/] 

is a complex symbol, and D; [S(,S/] and D@[St ,Sf} are chosen independently from the set 

{—3d, —d,d,3d}.  The four bits bl b2 b3 b4 in one 16-QAM symbol are divided into two 

groups [69], in-phase bits (bl,b2) and quadrature bits (b3,b4), so the decision on the in- 

phase bits is determined only by the real-part of the decision statistic D[5,,5/] in eq. (3.23). 

The imaginary part of D[5f,5/] determines the decision of the quadrature bits b3 and b4.
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The decision rules for the in-phase bits can be summarized as follows:

if D^StjSf] >  0 , then bl  =  0 

if &[St ,Sf ] < 0 , then bl  =  1 

if &[S„Sf ] > 2d or D1 [S,, S/] <  -2d ,  then b 2 = \  

if - 2 d < D I{Sl,Sf }<2d ,  then b2 = 0.

There are similar decision rules for the quadrature bits b3 and M. Thus, the BERs of the bl 

bit and b2  bit can be calculated as

Pbl = ^Prob { fl'fo .S ,]  >  0 | Dl [St ,Sf ] < 0 }

+  ^Prob { &[S„Sf ] <  0 | D7[5(,5/] >  0 } (3.24)

and

Pb2 = ^Prob { Z ^ . S / ]  >  2d or ^ [ 5 (,5/] <  - 2 d  \ D^S^Sf] = d )

+ ip rob  { D'[St ,Sf ] > 2d or &[S„Sf ] < - 2 d  | Z/[S,,S/] =  - d  }

+  ip rob  { - 2 d  < Dl [St ,Sf } < 2d \ D'[St ,Sf } = 3d }

+  ^Prob { - 2 d  < D'[St,Sf} < 2d | D'[St ,Sf } = - 3 d  } (3.25)

respectively. Noting the symmetries of the BER expressions in eqs. (3.24) and (3.25), one 

can immediately obtain that

^ 1  =  5  E  P rob{0/ [S„S/ ]< O |D [S „S / ]} (3.26)
s  D\s„sf ]e S ius2

Pb2 = \  E  Prob{&[St ,Sf} < - 2 d  I D[St,Sf }}
6 D[S„Sf  ]€S3

+ 1 E  Prob <  ~ 2 d | D[SflS/]}
D[s,,S/]eSi

+ 1 E  Prob W \ S‘ > ■SA < 2d I ° l s ‘ > SA I
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- I  L  Prob {£>'[Su Sf } < - 2 d \D{Sh Sf }} (3.27)
0[S (,S /]€§2

where § 1, • • •, §3 are the following symbol sets

§1 =  { d + jd, d — jd, d + j3d, d  — j3d  }

§2  =  { 3d + jd, 3d — jd, 3d + j3d, 3d — j3d  }

§3 =  { — d + jd, —d — jd, —d + j3d, —d — j3d  }.

Observe from eqs. (3.26) and (3.27) that, if we define the following conditional probability

function

F lprob (a,D[St ,Sf }) = Prob <  a | £>[S„S/]} (3.28)

where a is a real number and superscript I  denotes I  diversity channels, then the bl  bit and 

b l  bit error probabilities can be further written as

I  F‘rob(0,D[S„Sf }) (3.29)
D[S,,Sf ] 6 S 1US2

and

pbi = \  I  F‘wb(-2d,DlSt ,Sf ] ) + l-  £  F‘roh(-2d,D{S„Sf })
6 D[S„S/ ]e  S3 D [S„S f]  6 S,

+  1 I  Flprob{2d,D[St ,Sf } ) - \  £  F‘rob(-2d,D{St,Sf ]). (3.30)
°  D [S „ S f } £ S 2 D{S,,Sf } e S 2

Thus, the problem at hand is to derive the probability function Fprob(a,D[St ,Sf]). In the 

following developments, the conditional probability function in the single channel recep

tion case, Fpmb(a,D[St ,Sf}), is first derived. We then show that the conditional probability 

function in the case of any /  number of diversity branches, F !pmh(a,D{St ,Sf\), is a function 

of Fprob(a,D[St,Sf}) under the assumption of independent diversity branches. The error 

probability function Fprob(a,D\St,Sf}) for single channel reception can be written as

F}rob(a,D[St ,Sf }) = Prob {91 {£>[S„Sf ]} < a \ D[St ,Sf }}
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=  Prob{9t{3j[S„S/] ( r ^ . S / ]  - o ^ [ S „ S / ] ) }  <  0 | Z>[S„S/]}

(3.31)

Now defining the proper complex Gaussian random variables [41] A d and Bd as

Ad = Hd[St ,Sf] (3.32)

and

Bd = rd[St ,Sf ] - a H d[St ,Sf} (3.33)

respectively, and then putting them into (3.31) yields

Flrob(a,D[St,Sf ]) =  P ro b j ±(A*dBd + AdB*d) < 0 | D[S„Sf )}  . (3.34)

The probability in (3.34) can be calculated using a characteristic function method. Not

ing that j(AjBd + A dBd) is a Hermitian quadratic form [39] in complex Gaussian random 

variables, one can write its characteristic function conditioned on data symbol D[S,,S/] as

4>(fl)|D[S„5/]) =  | £>[5„S/]}

=  T T ^ Y  —  (335)1 +  j(o v — jcoa

where a  =  91 {<7^ }  and v — Oa<5b -  |oab|2. Since the correlation matrix is almost always 

positive definite [70], one has v > 0. The variances E{AdA*d) — aA, E {BdB*d) — erg, and the 

complex covariance between Ad and Bd, E(AdBd) =  <?ab are given in eqs. (3.36)-(3.38)

oA =  E{AdA*d)
P2 q i  P2 Q2

=  £  £  £  £  /(P ^ ,A t,A /)/* (/,m ,A t,A /)
P = P l  9 = 9 1 l = P i  m = 9 l

x E | Hd[T(u + p) ,F(v + q)}Hd [T(u + l),F(v + m)\ j
P2 92 P2 92

+  £  £  £  £  / (p > ^ A^ A/ ) / * ( /. 'w»Af>A/ )
P = P \  9 = 9 l l = P i  m= 9 l
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X E ^ w d[T{u + p),F(v + q)}w*d[T(u + l),F{v + m)] j
« « « « w a Â „ f a Â 2ffJ/0[2>T7’(Z-p)§]

=  1 1 1 1  /(P,<Z,Af,A/)/ (/,m,Ar,A/)- ■ — — —
p = p i q = q l l = p l m = q i 1 J ^ t \ m  q ) T ]

P2 92

+  £  £  |/(p,<?,Ar,A/)|20 2/E p (3.36)
p = i = p i  q = ™ = q  i

CTs =

-  202 |D[S,, 5/] |2 +  E ( w d  [S„ S/KHS, ,Sf ] )+a 2 cxA

{ PI  92 )

£>*[^,5/] £  £ / ( p , 9,Ar,A/)E(H</[r(ii +  p),E(v +  9)]^ [5 f,5/ ])[

P = P l 9=91 J

= 2aj\D[St ,Sf ] \2 + a 2 + a2 aA

[ P  P  2 o 2fJo[2n(Tp-At)£,})
£  £ / ( P.^.A/> , : w / _ F9)„ } (3.37)

PAB =  E(ArfB5)
k  9 ! r ^

=  £  £ / ( p , 9 ,A#,A/)/)*[S„S/ ] E ^ </[r(« +  p),F(v +  9)]Hrf*[St,5/ ] - a 0 A
9 = P l 9=91 ^ >

P  P  2 a 2fJ0 [2 n ( T p - A t ) B ]

< 3 ' 3 8 )

Applying the inversion theorem in [49-52], one can then obtain a closed-form expression 

for the probability in (3.34) as

F xpwb{a,D[SuSf}) =  P r o b | i ( A ^ rf+ A ^ )  < 0 \D[St,Sf }^

= i _
2  7o tf<0

=  1 -  (3.39)
2 2 \ / a 2 +  v

where 3  {4>(co|Z)[Sf,5/])} denotes the imaginary part of 4>(fi)|D[Sf,5/]).

In the case of I  independent diversity channels, the probability function Fproh (a,D[St ,Sf]) 

becomes

F ^ a M S u S f } )  =  Prob j ±  £  (A*dBd + AdB*d) <  0 | £>[5f, 5 / ] | . (3.40)
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The characteristic function <P(ct)) of the sum 5 Lj=i (AjBd +AdBd) can be written as

( 3 ' 4 1 )

where C\ =  (a  +  Vce2 +  v)/2 and C2 =  (—a  +  \ / a 2 +  v)/2. Recalling that v >  0, one 

has Ci >  0 and C2 >  0. It is noted in [46] that d>(co) is the characteristic function of 

^ X \  — ^fX2 where X\ and X2 are two independent chi-square random variables with 21 

degrees of freedom and E[Xi] =  E[X2] = 21. Using (3.41) with (3.40) yields

Fprob(aiD[St,Sf]) — Prob |  < Q x 2 \D[S',Sf ]}

p o o  1 p o o

~ I ~wmTt— e~X̂ 2 /  ^ 2 Xe~X2/2dx2dx\Jo 22I[(I — l)!]2 1 JC m / c2 2 

=  F r̂ob(a,D[St ,Sf } y  £  _ Fpiro6(ti)Z)[s,,S /])]-. (3.42)

The quadrature bits b3 and b4 have the same BERs as the in-phase bits bl  and b2, 

respectively. Therefore, combining eqs. (3.29) and (3.30), the average BER of the 16-QAM 

modulated OFDM system with channel estimation error is

Pb = \{,Pbi+Pbi). (3.43)

3.4 Ricean Fading Channels

In the case of Ricean fading channels, F[jroh(a,D[St ,Sf]) in eq. (3.40) can be calculated 

using the results in [71], that is

1   Vo — 112
Fprob(a iD[St ,S f \ )  = Q(d,b) -  - ^ - I 0 (db)e— r -  (3.44)

Vi +  V2

for I  = 1, and

2 2  J ( ~hl /—I
Pprob(a,D[S„Sf }) = Q(a,b) - I0(ab)e-S- ¥ -  +  ^ vJ Vl)2/-I E C2/ - 1  (v2/ v l )k

/ _i  ( l - l - n
+  (1 +  V2/ Vl)2/-1 E  C2/-i [ { b / a n v i / n t - i a / b f ^ / v . f 1- ^

(3.45)
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for I  > 1 where Q(a, b) is the Marcum Q function with arguments a and b, /„(•) is the mod

ified Bessel function of the first kind of order n, C2/- i  denotes the number of combinations 

of 2/  — 1 things taken k at a time, and

_ 25R{m^}
W-xxWyy V̂ xyl

VI =  t W 2 H----------------------j------- ry -  W
V WlxxWlyy

V2 =  \  w 2 H----------------------1------- pr +  W
y  m x x t r i y y  -  I m x y l 1

a\ = ^ [|mx\2myy + |mj,|2m*c -  29l{m*m),m*),}]

a2 =  I ■3i{m*my}
P i  Q2

mx = E [Ad\ = £  £  Af’ Af ) mLOS
p = p \  q= Q \

( P l  <12 \

D[St, S f ] - a  £  £  /(f,< 7,A/,A/) I

p = p i  <i-<ii )

mxx = E [(Ad -  mx)(Ad -  mx)*] = aA

Myy =  E \{Bd — nty)(Bd — Hly) ] = <7g

m^ =  E [(Ad -  mx)(Bd -  my)*] =  <7^ 

a =  y 2vfv2(aiV2 - f l 2) /(v i+ v 2)2 

£ =  ^ 2 v\v\{a\v\ + a2 ) /{vx + v 2)2.

Note that when the Ricean parameter A- =  0, the Ricean fading channel becomes a Rayleigh 

fading channel. In this case, it is easy to verify that eq. (3.44) becomes F}rob(a,D[St,Sf }) 

in eq. (3.39) for Rayleigh fading environments. However, in the case of multichannel 

reception, eq. (3.45) can not be applied for Rayleigh fading cases because a — b — 0 when 

K  =  0. For multichannel reception over Rayleigh fading channels, one can use the simple 

expression in eq. (3.42) derived in Section 3.3.

Following the same approach, the BER for the OFDM systems with perfect channel
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information can be obtain immediately by letting A a — Hd[St,Sf} and —

aHd[St,Sf}.

3.5 Examples and Discussion

The theoretical results in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 are compared to Monte Carlo simu

lation results in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. To reduce the variance of the simulation estimates, 107 

16-QAM data symbols were generated to obtain each BER value. We assume the average 

16-QAM symbol energy and the energy of the pilot symbols Ep are both 10c?2 and d  =  1 

in the simulations. The fading power ay is normalized to 1. The normalized maximum 

Doppler shift ^ and the normalized mean delay spared 7] are both 0.02. We further assume 

that the time-domain pilot spacing T  and the frequency-domain pilot spacing F are both 4, 

Ar =  A / =  1, pi — q\ = —4, and pi  = q2 = 4. Hamming windowing is applied to the case of 

sine interpolation. The theoretical results and simulation results are in excellent agreement 

in both figures.

Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 examine the effect of channel estimation errors on the BER perfor

mance of OFDM systems with diversity reception over frequency-selective Rayleigh fading 

channels and over frequency-selective Ricean fading channels, respectively. Solid lines, 

dashed lines and dash-dot lines represent results obtained from the exact analysis in Sec

tion 3.3 and 3.4, and symbols (circles, asterisks, etc.) denote the average BER’s obtained 

from Monte Carlo simulations. One observes from Fig. 3.1 that, compared with the case 

of perfect channel information, the channel estimation error will introduce significant per

formance degradation. In particular, 4.2 dB and 1.3 dB loss in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

can be observed at a bit error rate of 10-3  for dual branch reception when using sine inter

polation and Wiener interpolation, respectively. In the system configurations considered, 

the sine interpolation gives much worse BER performance than the Wiener interpolation
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Fig. 3.1. The BER performance of a 16-QAM-OFDM system over a Rayleigh fading 

channel with a sine interpolator, Wiener interpolator, and perfect channel information, 

for I  reception branches.
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Fig. 3.2. The BER performance of a 16-QAM-OFDM system over a Ricean fading channel 

with a sine interpolator, Wiener interpolator, and perfect channel information, for I  

reception branches and Ricean factor K = 2 dB.
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method. An error rate floor occurs in the high SNR region when using the sine interpola

tion method. Although Wiener interpolation method can give better performance than the 

sine interpolation method, it is more complex than the sine interpolation method because 

channel parameters, such as Doppler shift, mean delay spread, and noise variance, must be 

acquired to construct the Wiener interpolation coefficients. Practical system design must 

consider the trade-off between complexity and performance. In the case of Ricean fading 

channels, the superiority of Wiener interpolation can be observed in Fig. 3.2. Nonetheless, 

diversity reception is still an effective way to improve system performance even with imper

fect channel information. At a bit error rate of 10-2 , using Wiener interpolation, compared 

with single branch reception, a 7.3 dB gain can be observed with dual-branch reception.

In Fig. 3.3, we investigate the system performance of single channel reception using 

a Wiener interpolation method over Ricean fading channels with different Ricean factors 

K = 3 dB, 5 dB, 7 dB and 9 dB. As expected, an increased Ricean factor will give better 

BER performance because of the larger LOS component. In particular, at a BER of 10—3, 

one can obtain 4.6 dB, 9.7 dB and 14.3 dB gain in SNR when the K  factor increases from 

3 dB to 5 dB, to 7 dB and to 9 dB, respectively.

Fig. 3.4 considers the effect of Doppler shift on the system performance with different 

interpolation methods. As the Doppler shift increases, the channel varies more rapidly and 

thus system performance becomes worse. The worst performance is bounded by a extremly 

large and impractical normalized Doppler shift value 0.1 in this figure. One can also see 

that in the low SNR region, the system performance changes only slightly for different 

maximum Doppler shift values when using the sine interpolator which is not related to 

channel state parameters. However, in the high SNR region (Eb/No >  10 dB in this figure), 

the performance changes significantly. The reason for that is for small SNR values, the 

AWGN is the dominant factor affecting the accuracy of channel estimation. However, in 

the high SNR region, mismatch of the sine interpolator with the channel variations becomes
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Fig. 3.3. The BER performance of a 16-QAM-OFDM system over a Ricean fading channel 

with Wiener interpolator, single channel reception, |  =  7] = 0.02, and Ricean factors 

K  =  3 dB, 5 dB, 7 dB and 9 dB.
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Fig. 3.4. The BER performance of a 16-QAM-OFDM system over a Rayleigh fading 

channel with a sine interpolator and Wiener interpolator, tj =  0.02, and normalized 

maximum Doppler shift £ =  0.01 and 0.1.
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the dominant cause limiting the system performance. The Wiener interpolation, on the 

other hand, employs the channel parameter information to construct optimized interpolation 

coefficients, and thus achieves a better BER performance. One can see that for a fixed 

BER value, in the high SNR region, the variation of the BER curve in the case of sine 

interpolation is greater than in the case of Wiener interpolation. For example, at a BER of 

2 x 10-3  and with two diversity branches, in the case of Wiener interpolation, there is about

1.6 dB performance degradation when the normalized maximum Doppler shift increases 

from 0.01 to 0.1. The same measure, in the case of sine interpolation, is about 4 dB.

It is also interesting to study the effect of pilot spacing T in the time-domain and pilot 

spacing F in the frequency-domain on the system BER performance. In Fig. 3.5, we com

pare the system BER performance with different pilot spacings and different data symbol 

positions. The first data symbol after the pilot symbol and the middle data symbol between 

two neighboring pilot symbols are considered. One can see that increased pilot spacing 

can lead to significant performance degradation. In particular, at a bit error rate of 10_5, 

increasing pilot spacing from T =  F  =  4 to T = F = 8 will introduce around 2 dB loss 

in SNR. Small BER values, as small as 10~15, are shown in this figure to indicate that in 

the case of T = F — 4, the first data symbol position and the second data symbol position 

have almost the same BER performance. However, slight performance improvement of the 

first data symbol position over the second data symbol position can be seen only in the 

impractical high SNR and small BER region.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we developed an exact method for calculating the BER of an OFDM system 

in the presence of channel estimation error over frequency-selective Rayleigh fading chan

nels and frequency-selective Ricean fading channels. Closed-form BER expressions were
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Fig. 3.5. The effect of pilot spacing on the BER performance of a 16-QAM-OFDM sys

tem over a Ricean fading channel with Wiener interpolator, diversity branches 7 =  4, 

Ricean factor K = 2 dB, normalized maximum Doppler shift % =  0.02, and normalized 

mean delay spread rj = 0 .0 2 .
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obtained. The theoretical analysis results are in excellent agreement with Monte Carlo sim

ulation results. The exact BER expressions were used to examine the system performance 

under several wireless channel configurations, and with sine interpolation and Wiener inter

polation. It was seen that diversity reception is still an effective method to improve system 

BER performance even with imperfect channel estimation. It was shown that, the sine 

interpolation gives worse BER performance than the Wiener interpolation method.
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Chapter 4

The Effect of Transmitter Nyquist 

Shaping on ICI Reduction in OFDM 

Systems with Carrier Frequency 

Offset

4.1 Introduction

It was shown in Chapter 2 that OFDM is sensitive to carrier frequency offset which intro

duces ICI in OFDM receivers. Frequency offset can be compensated by frequency offset 

estimation. However, estimation error is inevitable and hence residue frequency offset usu

ally exists in OFDM systems. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate schemes that are 

robust to frequency offset. ICI reduction techniques using coding were studied in [72-75]. 

Transmitter pulse-shaping can also realize ICI power reduction. As classified in [76], three 

types of pulse shaping have been examined in the literature for ICI reduction.

The first type, pulses of infinite time duration, were studied in [2,3,77-80]. Reference
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[2,3,77] considered band-limited Nyquist pulses in multichannel data transmission systems. 

The pulse is chosen as g(t) — F - 1{ \/G (/)}  where G(f)  is a band-limited Nyquist filter 

with roll-off factor a  and F _1{ } denotes the inverse Fourier transform. Other infinite- 

duration pulses were designed in [78-80] under the framework of the Weyl-Heisenberg 

system of functions. The second type comprises pulses of finite duration that is longer 

than one OFDM symbol interval. These pulses were developed for an OFDM system with 

offset QAM in an AWGN environment based on an optimization criterion that maximizes 

the in-band energy under the constraint of zero ISI and ICI [76]. The pulse shapes in these 

two categories are usually obtained by numerical computation [76,78-80]. In particular, the 

pulse shape design methods in [76,78] involve the solution of highly nonlinear optimization 

problems. The third category also consists of pulses of finite duration. But different from 

the second category, the pulses have a specified length of one OFDM symbol interval. 

These pulses are usually chosen to be Nyquist pulses in the time domain, that is G(t). In 

this regard, [81] used a raised-cosine pulse in their time-limited orthogonal multicarrier 

modulation schemes.

Note that conventional OFDM systems employ the rectangular pulse so that digital 

modulation and demodulation can be realized with the IDFT and DFT, respectively [5]. 

In pulse-shaped OFDM systems, the conventional IDFT/DFT implementation structure can 

not be applied directly because the data symbols have been weighted by different pulse sam

ples. In this case, additional filtering operations must be performed for each OFDM symbol 

both at the receiver and transmitter. However, the pulse-shaped OFDM can still be im

plemented digitally. Several discrete implementation structures with modified IDFT/DFT 

methods for pulse-shaped OFDM have been discussed in the literature. A filter bank - based 

scheme is discussed in the Appendix C of reference [79]. This scheme allows efficient dig

ital implementation by using DFT filter banks. More filterbank discrete-time implementa

tions for pulse-shaped OFDM are discussed in [82] and [83]. Reference [84] proposed using
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a fractional Fourier transform [85] to realize pulse-shaped OFDM systems in a discrete-time 

implementation. On the other hand, the surface acoustic wave (SAW) chirp Fourier trans

form (CFT) provides an analog implementation for the pulse-shaped OFDM systems [81]. 

One extraordinary benefit of this scheme is that the implementation of pulse-shaping OFDM 

in SAW CFT is independent of the number of subcarriers employed.

In this chapter, we consider the third category of pulse shapes, that is time-limited 

Nyquist pulses having closed-form expressions and a length of one OFDM symbol interval, 

in ICI reduction for OFDM systems in the presence of carrier frequency offset. Although 

these pulses overlap in the frequency domain, the orthogonality property of the Nyquist 

pulses ensures the separation of the data symbols on different subcarriers. Several Nyquist 

pulse shapes have been introduced in the literature. Optimal pulse design problems based on 

a MMSE criterion were investigated in [86] and [87]. Reference [86] developed an optimal 

Nyquist pulse, called the Franks pulse in this thesis, for a single-sideband carrier system 

in the presence of ISI caused by timing mismatch. The Franks pulse is a frequency offset- 

independent pulse, and can also be employed in the OFDM scenario to reduce ICI. On 

the other hand, by minimizing the ICI power caused by carrier frequency offset in OFDM 

systems, [87] derived a frequency offset-dependent pulse. Since the frequency offset is 

unknown, a pulse shape which is independent of frequency offset is required for practi

cal implementation. Reference [87] derives a pulse shape that was dubbed the “constant 

Nyquist shape”. This pulse, called the double-jump pulse in this thesis, was previously de

rived as an optimal solution to minimizing the mean square error when considering phase 

error only [86]. Reference [88] constructed a BTRC pulse, which exhibits better BER 

performance than the raised-cosine pulse in both ISI environments and cochannel interfer

ence environments [89]. More recently, reference [90] proposed a second-order continuous 

window (SOCW) shape, and applied it in OFDM receiver windowing to reduce ICI. Refer

ence [91] proposed a family of ISI free polynomial pulses which can be used in the OFDM
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transmitter shaping to reduce ICI. These two pulses can give better performance than the 

conventional raised-cosine pulse in the aspect of ICI reduction in OFDM systems with car

rier frequency offset, by using a set of properly chosen parameters.

A complete comparison of the performance of these pulses in OFDM systems is not 

available in the literature. In this chapter, we assume there exists a carrier frequency offset 

of A/  between the transmitter and receiver oscillators in an IV-subcarrier OFDM system 

with subcarrier frequency spacing 1 /Tu operating in an AWGN channel. We then compare 

the effect of using these six widely referenced Nyquist pulse-shaping functions, i.e., the 

raised-cosine pulse, the Franks pulse, the double-jump pulse, the BTRC pulse, the SOCW 

pulse, and the polynomial pulse on the ICI power reduction and SIR enhancement.

Just as for other digital communication systems, the ICI and SIR analyses offer a sim

ple, and quick “pretty good” answer. However, in some cases, a more accurate yet more 

complicated answer is desired, in terms of the BER which is a more meaningful measure 

for a digital communications system. Error rate evaluations of OFDM systems in the pres

ence of frequency offset have mainly been done using Gaussian approximation methods 

due to the difficulty of obtaining an exact distribution for the ICI [21,27,92,93]. Refer

ences [29,94] showed that Gaussian approximation is only acceptable for small frequency 

offsets and small SNR values in AWGN channels. Further, [29] proposed a precise symbol 

error rate analysis of an OFDM system with BPSK, QPSK and 16-QAM over AWGN chan

nels in the presence of frequency offset based on a Fourier series method [30,31]. Since 

the in-phase and quadrature components of the QPSK and 16-QAM modulation formats 

considered are not independent, they wrote the correct detection probability as the product 

of two error functions, and then used the joint characteristic function and a Fourier series to 

calculate the symbol error probability. Hence, this analysis is inherently a two-dimensional 

analysis. Moreover, this work did not consider the effects of pulse-shaping on the BER 

performance of the OFDM system.
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Therefore, in this chapter, we also develop a theoretical framework for analyzing the ef

fects of transmitter Nyquist pulse-shaping on the BER of an uncoded OFDM system in the 

presence of frequency offset. The characteristic function method is used to derive analyti

cal BER expressions for pulse-shaped OFDM systems with different modulation schemes, 

such as BPSK, QPSK and 16-QAM in the presence of frequency offset over AWGN chan

nels. We then examine and compare the BER performance of OFDM systems using dif

ferent Nyquist pulse-shapings. Different from the method in [29], we assume square con

stellations with Gray encoding for QPSK and 16-QAM. This configuration is common in 

practical communications systems using QPSK or QAM [11,12,69], The benefit of this 

assumption lies in that we can use a one-dimensional analysis, and less computation effort 

is required for the BER calculation than is needed using the approach in [29]. Another con

tribution in this work is to investigate the dependence of the BER on the roll-off factor of 

the pulse employed for a specific system in the presence of frequency offset. Our method 

for calculating the BER of a pulse-shaped OFDM system with frequency offset can be used 

to determine the optimal roll-off factor by constructing average BER versus roll-off factor 

curves. Our theoretical BER analysis is in excellent agreement with results obtained from 

computer simulation, and it provides an exact prediction tool for the BER performance of 

OFDM systems in AWGN environments when using different ICI-reducing pulse shapes.

The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, the system model 

is given. The ICI and SIR analyses are then presented in 4.3. The BER expressions for 

transmission over AWGN channels are derived in Section 4.4. Some numerical results, 

simulation results, and the bandwidth efficiency of the pulse-shaped OFDM system are 

presented in Section 4.5. In Section 4.6, we summarize our chapter results.
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4.2 System Model

The complex envelope of one radio frequency (RF) /V-subcarrier OFDM symbol with pulse- 

shaping is expressed as [27]

N - 1

x(t) = e]2nfct Y ,  Dkp(t)ej2ltfk‘ 
k= 0

(4.1)

where f c is the carrier frequency, f k is the subcarrier frequency of the fcth subcarrier, p(t) 

is the time-limited pulse-shaping function and Dk is the data symbol transmitted on the kth 

subcarrier. We assume that Dk has mean zero and normalized average symbol energy. We 

further assume that the data symbols are uncorrelated. That is,

E DkD*m
1, k = m 

0 , kf=m
(4.2)

where D*m denotes the complex conjugate of Dm. One also has that

fk fm —

to ensure subcarrier orthogonality [17]; that is,

k — m 
~~Tu~

(4.3)

/ +oo
p(t)ei2n f̂k~fm)t dt ■■

-oo

1, k — m 

0 , k 7  ̂m
(4.4)

where jr is the minimum subcarrier frequency spacing required. Eq. (4.4) also indicates 

the important condition that the Fourier transform of the pulse p(t) should have spectral 

nulls at the frequencies ± ^ ,  ± ^ ,  • • • to ensure subcarrier orthogonality.

We consider here six time-limited Nyquist pulses in the time domain. Let p rc{t), 

P b tr c(t), P s o c w (t)* P p o i y ( t ) ,  P f ( t ) ,  and P d j i f )  denote the raised-cosine pulse, the BTRC 

pulse, the SOCW pulse [90], the polynomial pulse [91], the Franks pulse [86], and the
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double-jump pulse [86,87] defined as follows:

P rc(t) =  <

71’

YjT < 1 +  COS o 7 ( l ?l
7 i ( i - g )

0 ,

|t| <

> ,  r“(1~g) <  |f| <  T*(l+a)

otherwise

(4.5)

Pbtrc ( t )

71’

-2 in 2  Tl.l 7 a ( l - a ) l
ig -a irll'l—

r„{

0 ,

—21n2 r  Tu( 1+a)
1 _  e a7» L 2

|f| <

Zki^Hl < |,| <  £t 

f  < |t| < 

otherwise

(4.6)

71’

Psocw (t) — ‘

1 _  ; ( _ M x  1 ) 
1 A  ar„ +  a7

J. /■(' 2]£L _  I )
Tu J \ a T u a h  

0 ,

where f ( t )  =0.5 + a \ t - (0.5+ai)t2,

P poly(t) — <

71’

r j
k |- 7 L ( l - a ) /2

a T u

|r| <

a) < |r| < f

St <  I?| <  S,(i+a)

otherwise

< 7 l ( i - a )

7 1 ( l - a )
< k l <

i j 1 8

o,

7 1 ( l+ a ) /2 - |r |
a T u j, f<|t|<^y^

otherwise

where g(t) = E L (A f'>

71’ < 7 1 (1 -0 )

0 ,

7 1 ( l_ o l  <  |^| <  j l l ! + a )

otherwise

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)
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and

Pdj(t)

1

V
0 <  | f |  <

1 T L ( l - a )  ^

2 7 ’u ’ 2  —

0 , otherwise

r„(i+a)
2

with Fourier transforms

D • f r r  \ cos{7tatTu)
Prcif)  ~  smc( f T u) J _ 4 a 2t 2T 2

P b trc if) — sin c (/ru)

PSocw{f) =  sine ( f T u)

2 n a f T u &m{nafTu)/In 2 +  2cos(na f T u) — 1 
(jcafTu/  In 2)2 +  l

2(1 + a i)s in c (a /T u) — (1 +  2ai)sinc2(a /T H/2)

Ppoiyi f )  =  sine( f T u) j(l + y + ̂  + y )s in c (a /T u) -  y s in c 2(a /T u/ 2 ) 

3^3 [sinc(a/TM) — 1] 3^4 sinc2(7r a / / 2 ) — 1
+  2 (7 ra /rM)2 + ' 8  (%afTu/ 2 f }

for a fourth degree polynomial,

/»/(/) =  sinc(/T„) (1 — a)cos(7ra /T u) +  ocsinc(cr/Tu)

and

f y ( / )  =  sinc(/Tu)cos(7ra /T u)

respectively, where

sinc(jc) =  <
1,
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and a,  0 <  a  < 1, is the roll-off factor. When a  =  0, all of these six pulses coalesce into 

the rectangular pulse

P r ( t )  = (4.18)
\ t \< T u/2  

0 , otherwise

One can verify that if g(t) — 1 — f ( —2t +  1), the polynomial pulse and the SOCW pulse 

have the same form. The SOCW pulse is a special case of the polynomial pulse when g(t) 

is chosen as a second-order polynomial. It is also interesting to note that p SOcw{t) — P f ( t ) 

for the special case of a  =  1.0 and a \ =  —0.5, although this pulse is not a SOCW because 

it is not second-order continuous. This equality does not hold for other values of a.

The time domain waveforms of these pulses in the case of a  =  0.25 are shown in Figs.

4.1 -4.6.

In a practical system implementation, a time delay ^ (1  +  a )  is required since the du

ration of the pulse starts before the pulse sampling instant. Let pd(t) represent the time 

delayed version of p(t), where

pd(t) =  p t - f  (1 +  a ) , 0  <  r <  r M(l + a ) (4.19)

The Fourier transform of p d(t) is

Pd(f)  =  p ( f ) e - M U \ + a ) ' (4.20)

4.3 ICI and SIR Analysis

To study the effect of different pulse-shapings on the ICI reduction of an OFDM system 

in the presence of frequency offset, we first consider an imperfect receiver with frequency 

offset, A /(A / >  0), operating on an ideal AWGN channel in the following analysis. The fre

quency offset may come from the receiver crystal oscillator inaccuracy, residual frequency
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Fig. 4.1. The time domain waveform of the raised-cosine pulse (a  =  0.25).
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Fig. 4.2. The time domain waveform of the “better than” raised-cosine pulse (a  — 0.25).
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Fig. 4.3. The time domain waveform of the SOCW pulse (a  =  0.25).
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Fig. 4.4. The time domain waveform of the polynomial pulse (a  = 0.25).
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Fig. 4.5. The time domain waveform of the Franks pulse (a  =  0.25).
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Fig. 4.6. The time domain waveform of the double-jump pulse (a  =  0.25).
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offset after frequency offset estimation, or Doppler shift introduced by the time variation in 

one OFDM symbol.

ISI is not encountered in the AWGN channel model, so it is not necessary to employ a 

guard interval here. The received signal after multiplication by e~y27t^ c~A-0' becomes,

N - 1
r(t) = e^271̂ '  Y  Dk J p d(t)eJ2K̂ kt +  n(t) (4.21)

k=o

where the real part ni(t) and imaginary part ng(f) of the complex noise process n(t) are 

independent and Gaussian-distributed with zero-mean and variance or2 — Optimal, min

imum probability of error, detection is realized using a correlation demodulator. The mth 

subchannel correlation demodulator gives the decision variable, Dm, for transmitted sym

bol, Dm, where

Dm ~  J  r{t)\J pd(t)e~j2Kfmt dt

= Dm [ + pd(t)ej2nAf‘d t+  Y  Dk [ + p d ^ y M ft -L n + m t  dt + Nm (4.22)
J—oo 7, / „  J—ook^m 

k=0

The first term in the sum in (4.22) contains the desired signal component, and the second 

term in the sum is the ICI. The noise component {/Vm }m=o is a zero-mean, independent com

plex Gaussian random variable whose real part N'm and imaginary part Nm have common

variance a 2 since

E ( / V '< ) = e ( < / v 2 )

fTu(\+a) /*7̂ (l-i-0!) j j
=  J  J  E[ni(t)n}(t)]y pd{t)^J pd dt dz

=  o -2 [  p d {t ) e~j2ltDm-fk)t d t
Jo

cr2, k = m
(4.23)

0 , k ^ m .

Combining (4.3) with (4.22) gives,
N - 1

Dm = Dmco *F Y< Dkck—m +  Nm (4.24a)
kjtm 
k=0
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where

ck- m = P + A f j  eMk-m+AfTu)(i+a) (4.24b)

with real part c[_m and imaginary part cf_m. The first term in the sum in (4.24a) contains 

the desired signal component, and the second term in the sum is the ICI. The average power 

of the desired signal is

o f  =  E [|Dm|2] |P(A/ ) | 2 =  \P(Af)\2 (4.25)

since we assume that E [|£>m|2] =  1 in (4.2). In the presence of frequency offset, the desired 

signal amplitude is attenuated by a factor \P(Af) \ which is the amplitude of the main lobe 

of the spectrum of the pulse-shaping function at the frequency offset A /. The average ICI 

power, averaged across different sequences is

t f a  =  L *  £  E  I W )  C k - m < - m 
k^m n=£m

=  I £ E M f ( ^ + A / )  P* ( ^  +  A / )
k^m n^m  V J  \  l u /k^mn^m 
k= 0  n=0
N - 1

L
k^m 
k= 0

(4.26)

One sees that the average ICI power for the mth symbol depends on the number of sub

carriers and on the spectral magnitudes of the pulse-shaping function at the frequencies 

^ +  Af^j , k ^ m ,  k — 0,1, • • • ,N  — 1. By design, the spectra of the pulses have nulls at

the frequency points ' ^ ( m  ^  k), and hence no ICI occurs when A/  =  0. However, in the 

presence of frequency offset, it is observed that if the spectrum of one pulse-shaping func

tion has smaller side-lobes than another, then the application of this pulse-shaping function 

in OFDM systems will lead to less ICI power. For example, by examining the frequency 

spectra of the different pulses in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 for a  — 0.25 and a  — 1.0, respec-
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tively, for the raised-cosine pulse, one has

Prc (4.27)

and

(4.28)

Therefore, it is expected that both the BTRC pulse-shaped OFDM system and the Franks 

pulse-shaped OFDM system will have a reduced ICI power relative to a raised-cosine pulse

shaped OFDM system.

One can also consider the comparative performances of the different pulses in terms of 

the average signal power to average ICI power ratio [27], defined as

Figs. 4.9 - 4.12 show the variation of the ICI power and SIR as a function of the 

normalized carrier frequency offset, Af T u. The number of subcarriers is 64, and the desired 

subchannel index is 32 in these comparisons. The parameter a\ =  —0.5 and 0.4 in the case 

of a  = 1.0 and 0.25, respectively for the SOCW pulse. A family of polynomial pulses with 

asymptotic decay rate of t~2 is used for the comparisons with other pulses because of their 

small side lobe amplitudes. The parameter set 6 ,- is chosen as {bo = \,b\ = —1.6875,62 =  

5 ,63 — —13,^4 =  11.5} in the case of a  =  1.0 , and {bo =  l ,^i  =  —6 .625,62  =  40,£3 =  

— 100,Z?4 — 85} in the case of a  =  0.25 [91].

One can see in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 that the Franks pulse is superior to the other pulses in 

terms of both ICI power reduction and SIR enhancement. In particularly, one can observe 

in Fig. 4.10 that, to obtain a SIR of 20 dB, the maximum allowable normalized carrier 

frequency offset values are 0.067, 0.075, 0.079, 0.081, 0.083, 0.084 for the raised-cosine 

pulse, the BTRC pulse, the SOCW pulse, the polynomial pulse, the double-jump pulse, and

S I R - \ n m 2 (4.29)

k= 0
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0 BTRC pulse (<x=0.25)
—*— Franks pulse (a=0.25)
 Double-jump pulse (a=0.25)
 Raised-cosine pulse (a=0.25)
 SOCW pulse (a=0.25,a1=0.4)
 Polynomial pulse (a=0.25)
-  b -  Rectangular pulse

Fig. 4.7. The frequency spectra of different pulse-shaping functions (a  =  0.25).
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Fig. 4.8. The frequency spectra of different pulse-shaping functions (a  =  1.0).
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the Franks pulse, respectively. With the employment of these pulses, the OFDM symbol 

interval is Tu( \ +  a). The rectangular pulse-shaped system is also shown in these figures 

as a reference. It should be noted that the OFDM symbol interval is Tu for the rectangu

lar pulse-shaped system. Therefore, although the rectangular pulse-shaped system gives a 

larger ICI power and a smaller SIR than the other pulses, it has a shorter symbol interval. 

Since both the duration Tu rectangular pulse-shaped system and the other duration Tu(l + a) 

pulse-shaped systems have a subcarrier frequency spacing \ /T u, the systems compared have 

the same bandwidth N /Tu. On the other hand, if one keeps the symbol durations of all of 

the systems the same, for example Tu(l + a), the bandwidth requirements for the rectan

gular pulse-shaped system and the other systems will be N /T u(l +  a )  Hz and N /T u Hz, 

respectively. A detailed discussion of the bandwidth efficiency is given in Section 4.5.2.

In Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 where the roll-off factor a  =  1.0, it is noted that the SOCW pulse 

is the same as the Franks pulse. For small normalized frequency offset values, the Franks 

pulse achieves the smallest ICI power and the greatest SIR. However, in the case of medium 

normalized frequency offset values, from 0.12 to 0.39, the BTRC pulse-shaped OFDM sys

tem or the polynomial pulse-shaped system slightly outperforms the Franks pulse-shaped 

system. Numerically, in the presence of normalized frequency offset 0.05, by using the 

Franks pulse-shape, one obtains 5.2 dB, 8.7 dB, 16.4 dB, and 27.7 dB less ICI power than 

the polynomial, the BTRC, the raised-cosine, and the double-jump shapings, respectively. 

On the other hand, in the presence of normalized carrier frequency offset of 0.2, it is bet

ter to use the polynomial pulse. In this case one can obtain a gain of 0.5 dB, 1.2 dB, 7.3 

dB, and 14.5 dB over the BTRC pulse, the Franks pulse, the raised-cosine pulse, and the 

double-jump pulse respectively. However, both the SOCW pulse and the polynomial pulse 

need a set of properly chosen parameters for different roll-off factor values to give good 

performance. Both the Franks pulse and the BTRC pulse have fixed forms for any roll-off 

factor values. For frequency offset values larger than 0.39 in Fig. 4.11, one sees that the
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double-jump pulse-shaped system has the smallest ICI power. This can be explained by 

examining Fig. 4.8 where one has

where Pothers ( f ) denotes the frequency spectra of pulses other than the double-jump pulse. 

In spite of this fact, one can see that the double-jump pulse gives the worst SIR among the 

six pulses compared in the case of a  =  1.0, even when A fT u >  0.39 in Fig. 4.12. This is 

because the existence of frequency offset attenuates the power of the transmitted signal by 

|P (A /)|2. Observing the frequency functions of the six considered pulses in Fig. 4.8 one 

sees that

Therefore, achieving the smallest ICI power with the employment of the double-jump pulse 

for AfTu >  0.39 does not necessarily give the largest SIR in this case. On the other hand, 

it is interesting to note that the system with the employment of the double-jump pulse has 

exactly the same SIR as the system with the employment of the rectangular pulse in the 

entire frequency offset range although they have different ICI since the double-jump pulse

shaped system has the SIR

, k — m ^  — 1, and A fT u >  0.39

(4.30)

\P d j (A f)  I <  I Pothers ( A / " )  | • (4.31)

sinc(A /T „) cos(7tA /T m) |2

|sinc(fc — m +  Af T u) cos [n(k — m + AfTu)\ |2

sinc(A/TM) |2
(4.32)

£  |sinc(& — m + A/T„ ) |2
k^m 
k= 0
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Fig. 4.9. The ICI power in a 64-subcarrier OFDM system with the employment of different 

pulse-shaping functions (a  =  0.25).

since cos[n(k — m + A fT u)\ = cos(nAfTu), and the rectangular pulse-shaped system has the 

SIR

|2

SIRr
smc (AfTu)\

N - 1
(4.33)

^  \sinc(k-m  + A fT u)\
k^m
k—0

4.4 Bit Error Rate Performance

In this section we perform a precise BER analysis for an OFDM system with different 

pulse-shaping functions by using a characteristic function method [30, 31,95]. Our goal 

is to develop a theoretical framework for analyzing the effects of different pulse-shapings
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Fig. 4.10. The signal-to-interference ratio in a 64-subcarrier OFDM system with the 

employment of different pulse-shaping functions (a  =  0.25).
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Fig. 4.11. The ICI power in a 64-subcarrier OFDM system with the employment of 

different pulse-shaping functions (a  = 1.0 ).
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on the BER of an OFDM system in the presence of frequency offset, and then to compare 

six widely referenced pulse-shapings. Different from [29], we employ a one-dimensional 

analysis rather than a two-dimensional analysis, which is more complex and which costs 

more computer time. Our simpler analysis is applicable to all two-dimensional modula

tion formats that have the property that the in-phase and quadrature data streams can be 

demodulated independently.

4.4.1 BPSK-OFDM

In BPSK signaling, Dm e  {—i/Eb, \fE~h} and the receiver decision statistic is

9t{Dm} -  0 * 4  +  E M - ™  + N 'm (4-34)
k^m 
k= 0

The characteristic function of the mth subchannel decision statistic, conditioned on D m and 

A /, can be written as

<M<o|Dm,A /) =  E{eJ(oD̂ -" •)
k^m 
k= 0

_  ej(oDm4  \m2a2 j - j  (4 .35)
k^m 
k= 0

Combining (??) and (4.35) gives the BER of the mth sample in an OFDM symbol, 

Pb{m) =  iprob{9I{Dm} < 0 | Dm = y/Fb} + iprob{9t{Dw} > 0 | Dm = -  y/Fb}

=  Prob{9l{Dm} < 0 | Dm =  y/Eh} 

2 Jo 7C(0

I -  f  e P [c o s (v/EfeCOci„m)Jm . (4.36)
2 Jo Tico .Mk^m

k=0

Note that the BER is a function of the sample location, m. This is because the ICI is a 

function of the sample location. The average bit error rate is Pb =
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4.4.2 QPSK-OFDM

In QPSK signaling, Dm — DIm + jD% is a complex symbol in which Dlm and D® are chosen 

independently from the set { —y/Eb, \/Eb}. The decision statistic is given by

N - 1

Dm = Dmco +  £  DkCk-m + Nm. (4.37)
kfm
k=0

Eq. (4.37) indicates that there is crosstalk, or interference, between the two quadrature 

components. However, for the Gray-coded QPSK constellation, which is employed in the 

IEEE 802.11a standard [11] and IEEE 802.16a standard [12], the receiver can decide the 

bits from the in-phase component 91{Z)m} =  Di, and quadrature component 3{£>m} =  Dm 

independently according to the following rules:

if Dm > 0 , then i\ = 0

if b'm < 0 , then i\ — 1

if Z>£ > 0 , then q \= Q

if D® < 0 , then #1 =  1

where i 1 and q\ are two bits constituting a QPSK symbol. Since the il bit and q\ bit have 

the same bit error rate, the BER for the mth sample location is

Pb(m) =  i p r o b < 0|Dlm =  ^ E b} + ^Prob{ffm >  0\I?m = - y / E b}

= ip ro b {b'm < 0|D‘m = yj.E~b,D% =  - y / F b} +  ^Prob{D^ < 0|D^ =  s /Eb,DQ = y/F b}
J  z '+oo

=  - - /  sin(coy/Ebcl0)cos(a)y/Ebc9)y((o)d(0 (4.38a)
2 Jo

where

e ~ \ ( 0 2a 2 N - 1

r (« )  =  - n  cos (to V ^ 4 - m ) cos(w V/ ^ ct_m)- (4.38b)
nw tym 

k= 0
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4.4.3 16QAM-OFDM

In 16-QAM signaling, Dm = DIm + jD®, m =  0, • ■ • , IV -  1 is a complex symbol in which D'm 

and Dm are chosen independently from the set {—3d,—d,d,3d}. To derive the BER, we 

divide the four bits il i2 q\ q l  in one 16-QAM symbol into two groups [69]: in-phase bits 

(il,i2) and quadrature bits (q\.q2). The decision on the in-phase bits is determined only 

by the real part of the received signal Dm in (4.37). The imaginary part of Dm determines 

the decision of the quadrature bits ql  and q2. The decision rules for in-phase bits can be 

summarized as follows :

if Dlm >  0 , then il =  0

if b ’m <  0 , then il =  1

if Dlm > 2d or b'm < —2d, then i2 = 1 

if —2 d < b /m < 2d, then i2 =  0 .

There are similar decision rules for the quadrature bits ql and q2. The BERs of the il bit 

and the i2 bit of the mth sample can be calculated as

Pa (m) =  ^Prob{ &m >  0 | D>m < 0 } +  iprob{ < 0 | >  0 }

=  ^Prob{ Dfm < 0 \ D Im = d }  + ^Prob{ < 0 | Dtm -  3d } (4.39)

and

Pa(m) = ^Prob{ t^m > 2d or b'm < - 2 d  \D{m = d }

+ ^Prob{ - 2 d  < b ‘m < 2 d \ D lm = 3 d }  (4.40)

respectively. The characteristic function of Dlm, conditioned on Dm and A/  is

<$lm((o\Dm,A f)  -

N - 1

x cos(2aidcIk_m)cos((OdcIk_m)cos(2o)dcf_m)cos((Odcf_m). (4.41)
k^m 
k=0
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Combining (??) with (4.41), and applying the results to (4.39) and (4.40) gives the BER for 

the i\ bit as

|  r-\-oo
Pn (m) =  -  — /  cos (2 (0dc9) cos (codc9) sin {2(odcfQ) cos (codcb) /3 (co) dm  (4.42a)

2 J o

and for the i2 bit as

I p+oo
Pa (m) =  -  — / 2 sin(2 G)flf)sin(2 fi)dco)sin(a)dco)cos(2 coJco)cos(a)dco )fl((o)d(D

+* J  0

(4.42b)

where

e - \ a ) 2a 2 N - 1

cos (2fflrfc[_m) cos ((odc[_m) cos (2 codcf_m) cos (o)dcf_m). (4.42c)

k= 0

According to symmetry, the il bit has the same BER as the ql bit, and the i2 bit has the 

same BER as the q2 bit. Therefore, the average BER can be given as

pb = 4  L  [p'i (») +  • (4.43)
m= 0

4.5 Numerical Results and Discussions

4.5.1 Numerical Results

In Section 4.4, we derived precise BER expressions for pulse-shaped OFDM systems over 

AWGN channels. In this section, we will use these results to examine the performance 

of systems with different pulse-shaping functions. In the examples, we choose frequency 

offset parameters that are consistent with useful error rates.

Fig. 4.13 shows the average BER versus the SNR per bit for a 64-subcarrier BPSK- 

OFDM system assuming the employment of different pulse shaping functions in the pres

ence of normalized frequency offsets Af T u = 0.2. Computer simulation results are also 

shown to substantiate the theoretical results. To ensure the reliability of the computer sim

ulation, 106 OFDM frames are generated to obtain each BER value in this figure. Lines
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10
Eb/N0

Fig. 4.13. The average BER performance of a BPSK-OFDM system with the employ

ment of different pulse-shaping functions (a  = 0.25) in the presence of normalized 

frequency offset AfT u = 0.2.

(solid lines, dashed lines, and so on) represent results obtained from the exact analysis of 

Section 4.4 and symbols (circles, diamonds, squares, and so on) denote the average BERs 

obtained from simulations. The theoretical results and the simulation results are in excel

lent agreement. Therefore, in the remaining examples we will only show numerical results 

obtained using the precise analytical expression.

The BER performance of a rectangular pulse-shaped system where the OFDM symbol 

duration is Tu is also show n in Fig. 4 .13 as a  reference. C om pared  w ith  the rectangu lar 

pulse-shaped system, the systems shaped by pulses with duration Tu(l + a)  substantially 

improve BER performance at the expense of increased OFDM symbol time duration pro-
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Fig. 4.14. The average BER performance of a BPSK-OFDM system with the employ

ment of different pulse-shaping functions (a  =  0.25) in the presence of normalized 

frequency offset AfTu — 0.1.
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Fig. 4.15. The average BER performance of a BPSK-OFDM system with the employ

ment of different pulse-shaping functions (a  =  1.0 ) in the presence of normalized 

frequency offset AfT u =  0.1 and 0.2.
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portionally by a. Specifically, in the case of A f T u = 0.2, an error floor occurs for the 

rectangular pulse-shaped system, whereas, no error floor occurs for other pulses in this 

case. The reason for this is that the magnitude of the ICI term (the second term) in (4.22) 

can exceed the magnitude of the desired signal component (the first term) in (4.22) for the 

rectangular pulse but not in the cases of other pulses. If the OFDM symbol time duration 

can be allowed to be Tu ( 1 +  a ) , at a BER of 10~3, one can observe that the polynomial 

pulse-shaped system requires the smallest SNR, about 13.68 dB. However, for large SNR 

values, the BTRC pulse-shaped system achieves the smallest BER among all of the pulses 

considered. For a smaller normalized frequency offset value, Af T u =  0.1 in Fig. 4.14, the 

BER performances of duration Tu( \  +  a)  pulse-shaped systems are quite similar because 

the ICI power in the case of small frequency offsets is negligible.

One observes in Fig. 4.15, that in the case of a  = 1.0, the duration Tu ( l  + a)  pulse

shaped systems perform even worse than the duration Tu rectangular pulse-shaped system 

at small values of SNR but better at large values of SNR. This result is, in fact, expected. 

To clarify this behavior, first note that the BER is dominated by the influence of the additive 

noise at small SNR and dominated by the ICI at large SNR. Now, another factor influencing 

the BER is the attenuation of the desired signal component caused by the frequency offset. 

From eq. (4.25), it can been seen that the existence of frequency offset attenuates the power 

of the transmitted signal by |P (A /)|2. Observing the frequency functions of the considered 

pulses in Fig. 4.8 one sees that

\Pothers(Af)\2 < \Pr(&f)\2 (4.44)

where Af T u =  0.1  and 0 .2 , and P0th ers(f) denotes the frequency spectra of pulses other than 

the rectangular pulse. Therefore, the rectangular pulse will perform best when the SNR is 

small and the BER is dominated by the additive noise. At large values of SNR, the BER 

is dominated by the ICI and the rectangular pulse performs poorer than the other pulses.
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Another interesting observation is that although the double-jump pulse-shaped OFDM sys

tem and the rectangular pulse-shaped system have the same SIR, their BER performances 

are not necessarily the same. Actually, the rectangular pulse-shaped OFDM system outper

forms the double-jump pulse-shaped OFDM system over the entire range of SNR values 

shown.

The BER performance comparisons of the QPSK-OFDM systems that employ different 

pulse-shapings in the presence of normalized frequency offset Af T u =  0.08 and 0.1 are 

shown in Fig. 4.16. In particular, by using the Franks pulse, one can achieve 0.76 dB and

2.1 dB performance gain in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at a BER of 10 ~4 compared to using 

the raised-cosine pulse in the case of A fT u =  0.08 and Af T u =  0.1, respectively. One can 

also observe that in the high SNR region, and with Af T u =  0.1, the BTRC pulse slightly 

outperforms the other pulses.

We have seen that the BER performance of a specific pulse-shaped OFDM system in the 

presence of a frequency offset depends not only on the SNR per bit Eb/No but also on the 

pulse roll-off factor a. In some cases, for a fixed Eb/No and normalized frequency offset 

AfTu, there exists an optimal value of a  that minimizes the BER. In these cases, we can 

find the optimal value of a  by using the results derived here to plot the average BER versus 

the roll-off factor a. For example, Fig. 4.17 shows that the optimal a  for the BTRC pulse 

is about 0.43 in the case of pulse-shaped BPSK-OFDM when A fT u =  0.1 and Eb/No =  10 

dB. Interestingly, the raised-cosine pulse also has an optimum value of a  and it is about the 

same as the optimum value of a  for the BTRC pulse for these values of A fT u and SNR. On 

the other hand, an optimum value of a  may not exist in some cases. Fig. 4.18 indicates that 

the optimal roll-off factor a  is 0.25 for BTRC pulse in the case of a 64-subcarrier QPSK- 

OFDM system with AfTu = 0.12 and Eh/N0 = 20 dB. Yet, the raised-cosine pulse performs 

increasingly poorer as a  increases and does not achieve a local minimum.

We also examine the performance of a pulse-shaped 16QAM-OFDM system in Fig.
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Fig. 4.16. The average BER performance of a QPSK-OFDM system with the employ

ment of different pulse-shaping functions (a  =  0.25) in the presence of normalized 

frequency offset AfT u — 0.08 and 0.1.
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Fig. 4.17. The average BER versus roll-off factor a  for a 64-subcarrier BPSK-OFDM 

system with the employment of different pulse-shaping functions for Af T u =  0.1 and 

Eb/No =  10 dB.
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Fig. 4.18. The average BER versus roll-off factor a  for a 64-subcarrier QPSK-OFDM 

system with the employment of different pulse-shaping functions for Af T u =  0.12 

and Eb/No =  20 dB.
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Fig. 4.19. The average BER performance of a 16QAM-OFDM system with the employ

ment of different pulse-shaping functions (a  — 0.25) in the presence of normalized 

frequency offset AfT u = 0.03 and 0.05.
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4.19. The parameters chosen here are a  = 0.25, the number of subcarriers A =  64, and 

the normalized frequency offset A fT u =  0.03 and 0.05. The average signal energy per bit 

is Eb =  2.5d2. One can see that systems with Franks pulse shaping, double-jump pulse- 

shaping, SOCW pulse-shaping, and polynomial pulse-shaping can achieve much better 

performance than systems with BTRC pulse-shaping, or raised-cosine pulse-shaping and 

rectangular pulse-shaping.

4.5.2 Bandwidth Efficiency

In Section 4.5.1, we have presented the BER performance of the pulse-shaped OFDM sys

tem with frequency offset in an AWGN environment. The OFDM symbol duration is Tu 

and T„(l -(- a )  when one uses the rectangular pulse and the other Nyquist pulses in this 

chapter, respectively. Therefore, they have different data transmission rates. The subcarrier 

frequency spacing in all of these cases is \ /T u Hz, so the total bandwidth required is the 

same for these systems.

TABLE 4.1

Bandwidth Efficiency (bits/s/Hz) of an A-subcarrier pulse-shaped OFDM system

BPSK QPSK 16QAM

The rectangular pulse with duration Tu 1 2 4

Other Nyquist pulses with duration Tu{\ +  a) 1 /(1  +  °0 2 /(1  + a ) 4/(1 + a )

One can compare the bandwidth efficiency (normalized data rate), defined as the data 

transmission rate to bandwidth ratio [17], of these pulse-shaped OFDM systems. Table

4.1 gives the bandwidth efficiency of an A-subcarrier pulse-shaped OFDM system with 

different modulation formats. Figs. 4.20 and 4.21 show the bandwidth efficiency of the 

pulse-shaped OFDM systems as a function of the SNR per bit with a given BER of 10-5 .
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 Franks pulse
  Double-jump pulse
 SOCW pulse
 Polynomial pulse

•  BPSK
♦  QPSK 
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Fig. 4.20. Comparison of several pulse-shaped OFDM systems at a BER of 10 5, a  = 

0.25, AfT u = 0.04.

One can see from Fig. 4.20, in the case of 16-QAM, the rectangular pulse-shaped system, 

with the bandwidth efficiency of 4 bits/s/Hz, requires SNR per bit, around 24.17 dB to 

achieve the given BER of 10~5. To achieve the same BER, the Franks pulse-shaped system 

requires only 18.98 dB in SNR. However, the cost of the smaller SNR requirement is a 

decrease in bandwidth efficiency to 3.2 bits/s/Hz. Also observed, the raised-cosine pulse

shaped system has the worst performance, both in terms of SNR requirement and bandwidth 

efficiency. Similar observations can be made in Fig. 4.21 where 16-QAM case is not shown 

because an unusable error floor occurs in this case.
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Fig. 4.21. Comparison of several pulse-shaped OFDM systems at a BER of 10 5, a  

0.25, A fTu = 0.1.
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4.6 Summary

In this chapter, the effect of several Nyquist pulses on ICI reduction and SIR enhancement 

of OFDM systems in the presence of frequency offset was first examined. The relation

ship between two recently proposed Nyquist pulses, the SOCW pulse and the polynomial 

pulse, were disclosed. The Franks pulse, which was previously proved to be optimal in the 

sense of MMSE for small timing offset and small roll-off factor values in single-carrier ISI 

environments, was employed in OFDM systems to reduce ICI.

Analytical BER expressions for an uncoded pulse-shaped OFDM system in AWGN en

vironments in the presence of carrier frequency offset were then derived. The BER perfor

mance of pulse-shaped OFDM systems with frequency offset was compared for six widely 

referenced Nyquist pulses. It was shown the Franks pulse exhibits best performance among 

the Nyquist pulses considered in most cases.

The bandwidth efficiencies of the pulse-shaped systems were examined. Compared 

with rectangular pulse-shaped OFDM system, although the other six pulse-shaped OFDM 

system can achieve smaller ICI and BER in most cases, they require increased symbol 

duration proportional by the roll-off factor a. The prolonged symbol duration will lead to 

a reduced data rate which may not be desired in some cases. In the following two chapters, 

two ICI reduction schemes without sacrifice in data rates, including the partial-response 

pulse-shaped (correlative coding) system and the receiver windowing are investigated.
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Chapter 5

Correlative Coding and 

Partial-Response Pulse-Shaping in 

OFDM Systems

5.1 Introduction

We have shown in Chapter 4 that transmitter pulse-shaping can effectively reduce ICI intro

duced by frequency offset in OFDM systems. However, when using a Nyquist pulse with 

roll-off factor a , the OFDM symbol time duration will increase proportionally by a. Thus, 

the data transmission rate will decrease. Partial-response signals can also be used in OFDM 

transmitter pulse-shaping to reduce ICI. The principle of partial-response signaling is to in

troduce some known ICI. At the receiver, the intentionally introduced ICI can be removed 

since it is known. Significantly, the data transmission rate will not be decreased by using 

partial-response pulse-shaping. This scenario is similar to the partial-response pulse design 

problem for single carrier systems in ISI environments.

Correlative coding across subcarriers in OFDM systems was proposed, in reference
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[96], as an ICI reduction scheme. It was shown that, compared to a system without correl

ative coding, the SIR of the system with correlative coding can be improved by 3.5 dB in 

SIR. In further investigation, reference [75] studied the optimum ffequency-domain correl

ative coding for ICI reduction in OFDM systems. The optimum two-tap correlative coding 

can reduce the ICI due to Doppler shift and the ICI due to carrier offset by about 4.0 dB 

and 4.5 dB in ICI power, respectively. However, as pointed out in [96], correlative coding 

introduces multilevel signaling which increases the system BER. The use of either a SIR 

measure or an ICI power measure to assess performance in an OFDM system with ICI does 

not map directly to a quantifiable improvement in BER performance. Sometimes, these 

measures can be misleading as shown in Chapter 4, since greater SIR does not necessarily 

mean smaller BER. Therefore, it is not clear that benefits predicted by a SIR measure or a 

ICI power measure will be real. Reference [96] did not examine quantitatively the BER per

formance of the correlative coding OFDM systems. Reference [75] gave simulation results 

for the word error rate of a Reed-Solomon coded OFDM system with correlative coding 

employed over a hilly-terrain channel exclusively for the case of large normalized Doppler 

shift of 0.1. Although the results indicate that the error rate floor due to Doppler shift is 

reduced from 10-2  to 10-3  with the employment of correlative coding, whether the benefit 

can be achieved in the case of other frequency offset values was not reported in that work.

In this chapter, we derive expressions for the BER of pulse-shaped OFDM systems 

with symbol-by-symbol detection, and show, using these BER results as the performance 

measure, that in fact, only for large frequency offsets can partial-response pulse-shaping 

in the time domain, which is equivalent to correlative coding in the frequency domain, 

reduce ICI and improve system BER performance. For small frequency offset values, the 

performance gain achieved from ICI reduction can not compensate for the performance 

loss due to multilevel signaling, and thus there is no benefit in BER performance from 

using partial-response pulse-shaping, or correlative coding across subcarriers.
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The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, the system model 

is given. Then we derive BER expressions for symbol-by-symbol detection for the partial- 

response pulse-shaping OFDM system operated over AWGN channels in the presence 

of frequency offset in Section 5.3. Performance comparisons between the system with 

partial-response pulse-shaping and the system with rectangular pulse-shaping are presented. 

Lastly, we summarize our findings of this chapter in Section 5.4.

5.2 Partial-Response Pulse-Shaped OFDM

In this section, we develop a partial-response pulse-shaped OFDM signaling model that pro

vides an alternative, though equivalent, view of an OFDM system with correlative coding. 

We choose the duobinary partial-response pulse [17] for pulse-shaping in the frequency- 

domain. Then, in this application, the time domain response is

Ppr{t)  =
f-ejm/Tucos(nt/Tu), |f| <

0 , otherwise

where Tu is the OFDM symbol length. The Fourier transform of ppr(t) is

(5.1)

Ppr( f) =  sine(/r„) +  sine( f T u -  1). (5.2)

The complex pulse in (5.1) can be transformed to a real pulse to facilitate implementation 

by choosing ^  as the new frequency origin. Under this new frequency origin, the time- 

domain expression p pr(t) and the ffequency-domain expression Ppr( f ) become

Ppr(t)
fc o s (n t/T u), \ t \ < f

(5.3)
0 , otherwise

and

Ppr( f) =  sinc(/T„ +  ^) +  sine( f T u -  ^) (5.4)
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respectively. In a practical system implementation, a time delay If is required since the 

duration of the pulse starts before the pulse sampling instant. The time delayed version of 

ppr(t) is pdpr(t), and

Pdpr{t) =  Ppr(t - - £ )  =  4 (5.5)
Yu sin(jrt/T u), 0 <  r < TU 

0 , otherwise.

The Fourier transform of pdpr(t) is Ppr( f )  =  P p r { f ) e ~ ^ T“ ■

One pulse-shaped OFDM symbol with length Tu can thus be written as

s { t ) = Y . a n ^ lT' J ^ f )  (5.6)
/)=0

where we assume a„ is a BPSK data symbol, and an takes values -/Et, or — \/Eb with equal 

probability. In the case of transmission over an AWGN channel, a matched-filter receiver 

for the mth subcarrier gives

rTu
, =  J  s(t)e j2nmtlT“ yjPdpr(t)ejm/Tu dt +  

=  P  E ' ane~j2K(m- n- 0^ t/T“ pd {t) dt + w,
JO M—A

wm

tun-  1

E<
n = 0

1 X 1 ^
' W„amPpr{ 2T  ̂~^am~1̂ pr(2T ^

— jiPm (5.7)

for m — 1,2, • • • , N  — 1 and

d0 = jao + wo (5-8)

where the term e^m!Tu in (5.7) is used to compensate the frequency origin change in (5.4),

Ppr{~Tp.) — h  and P^r{^fu) — ~ j-  The complex additive Gaussian noise samples, wm —

w'm + jwm, are the symbol-spaced matched filter output samples resulting from the input 

white Gaussian noise process.
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The receiver can use the imaginary part of am in (5.7)

3  \&m  } — Clm Clm— 1 ©  ^m (5.9)

for m = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,N  — 1 and 3 {do} =  +  w® as its estimate of the transmitted symbol.

In eq. (5.9), the first term represents the desired symbol, the second term, represents ICI 

corresponding to the previous symbol. The intentionally introduced ICI can be removed at 

the receiver by adding am_i from the received signal. However, in this way, the decision 

of mth subcarrier will depend on the (m — l)th subcarrier, and thus, error propagation is 

introduced.

The error propagation can be avoided by using a precoding technique [17]. In the case 

of duobinary pulse, the precoded sequence Pm is defined as

where © denotes modulo-2 addition, Dm is a source binary data sequence, and Dm taking 

values 0 or 1 independently with probability 0.5. The transmitted BPSK data symbol with 

precoding is then am =  \/Eb(2Pm — 1). When the precoding is used, the matched-filter 

output signal values are 2 y/Eb, —2 y/Ei, and 0 , and the decoder decides that a “1” bit was 

transmitted if \Dm\ >  y/Eb, and otherwise it decides that a “0” bit was transmitted.

Comparison of the procedure described above with the procedure shown in [96, Fig. 

1] indicates that the time-domain precoded partial-response pulse-shaping OFDM model is 

equivalent to the frequency domain correlative coding model using the correlation polyno

mial F(D) =  1 — D in [75,96].

The OFDM system without correlative coding is equivalent to a system with rectangular 

pulse-shaping p r(t)

Pm — Dm © Pm— 1 (5.10)

pr(t) =  <
o < t< T ulu

(5.11)
0 , otherwise.
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It is noted that the energy of one partial response pulse-shaped OFDM symbol is

Es = f TuE[\s(t)|2]dt = NE„ [ Tu \pdpr(t)| dt = —NEb (5.12)
J0 Jo It

since / J ^ 2 \pdpr(t)\dt = |  and

E [ana*m] =  < (5.13)
Eb, n = m 

0 , otherwise.
S.

However, the energy of one rectangular pulse-shaped OFDM symbol is NEb. One can use 

a scaling factor of it/A in (5.5) to ensure normalized pulse energy, that is / 0r“ \pspr(t)\dt =  1 

where

sin (m /T u), 0 < t < T U 
pJrM  =  1 (5.14)

0 , otherwise.
*

With these definitions, the energy of one OFDM symbol with pulse-shaping p pr(t) is the

same as the energy of one conventional OFDM symbol with rectangular pulse-shaping.

Therefore, we will use pspr(t) in the following development.

In the presence of frequency offset, the received OFDM symbol can be written as

r(t) = e ^ ‘ £*  ane ^ nl/T“ J ^ J t )  + w(t) (5.15)
n= 0

where w(t) is a white Gaussian random process. The correlator (matched-filter) for the mth 

subcarrier gives

rTu „ n- \
am =  f  V 27tA/' V  anej2x(n- m+0-5WT“p U t)d t  +  

Jo „to

= Nf  an [ T“ ps ( ^ e-j2K(m-n-e-0.5)t/Tu +  ^
n=0 Jo

Nx~J 7>s f m  — n — £ — 0.5 \
Y<anPpr\  t   ) +Wm (5-16^
n=0 V

where £ =  AfT u, and P^r( f)  = jP Pr{f)e ^ Tu. The imaginary part of am, namely

A r* r * 1 X r, f - e - 0 . 5 \  , . it n / 0 . 5 - e \  . ..
Dm — — ~̂ ®mPpr ( ^  ) COS(?T£) +  —Clm—]Ppr [ — 1 COs[?t(1 ~  £)]
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(5.17a)

n=0n= 0

form =  1,2,••• ,1V — 1, and

cos[^(n +  e)] +  Wq

(5.17b)

are used as estimates of the data symbol on the mth (m >  1) subcarrier and the Oth subcarrier, 

respectively. In eqs. (5.17a) and (5.17b), the sum term is the ICI due to frequency offset. 

The term Do in (5.17b) is different from Dm in (5.17a) because there is no intentionally 

introduced ICI term.

In the case of a rectangular pulse-shaped OFDM system, the estimate of the data symbol 

on the mth subcarrier in the presence of normalized frequency offset £ will be

Rm = amPr { -  — ) cos(?r£) +  Y , an P r \  ^  I cos[ T c (m -n -e )\+ w lm (5.18)
V ■ ' « /  n^m  V /

n = 0

where Pr( f)  =  sinc(/7„). Note that in the absence of frequency offset, £ =  0, eq. (5.18) 

becomes

This is different from eq. (5.9) since there is no intentionally introduced ICI in the absence 

of frequency offset.

It is known that the ICI power depends on the sidelobe amplitudes of the pulse-shaping

side-lobe amplitudes. Thus, it is expected that the employment of the partial-response 

signal pulse-shaping (or correlative coding) will achieve smaller ICI power than the em

ployment of the rectangular pulse (without correlative coding). The ICI reduction achieved 

by correlative coding was shown in [96]. Our discussion of this phenomenon here views 

it from a different perspective, although it reaches the same conclusion. This effect should

Pm — T Wm- (5.19)

functions [97]. In Fig. 5.1, it is observed that the partial-response signaling has smaller
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Fig. 5.1. The Fourier transforms of the partial-response pulse and the rectangular pulse.

contribute to reducing the BER for OFDM with partial-response pulse-shaping. On the 

other hand, however, it is seen in eq. (5.17a), that because of the introduction of multilevel 

signaling, without knowledge of normalized frequency offset, Dm will be compared with 

two thresholds at \\fE~b and — jy/Ei> for data recovery. In contrast, in eq. (5.18), there is 

no intentionally introduced ICI term and the decision is based on threshold 0, that is, the 

decoder decides a “1” bit was transmitted if Rm > 0, and otherwise a “0” is decided. The 

reduction of receiver decision distance will lead to BER performance degradation. The sit

uation is clarified in Fig. 5.2 which shows the receiver decision regions for the two cases. 

Ignoring other effects, the reduction in receiver decision distance will cause a performance 

penalty of ( | ) 2 =  2.1 dB for the correlative coding OFDM system.
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Decision region for rectangular pulse-shaped OFDM systems

Fig. 5.2. The receiver decision regions for the partial-response pulse-shaped OFDM sys

tem and the rectangular pulse-shaped OFDM system.

5.3 BER Analysis over AWGN Channels

We derive the BER of the two systems in AWGN channels using a characteristic function 

method in this section.

The characteristic function of Dm conditioned on am, am- \  and £ can be written as

d>m(rn|am_i,nm,£) = E(eja)t>m). (5.20)

Conditioned on am, am—\ and £, the sum term

^ a mPpr ^ £ r ° '5 ^ cos(7T£) +  ^ a m-iPpr ( ° '5t  £ j  cos[^(l -  e)] +  w£ (5.21)

in eq. (5.17a) is a Gaussian random variable with mean

~̂ ®mPpr ^ ^  ^ cos(7T£) +  —a.m-\P pr ^ ^ cos[7r(l — £)] (5.22)

and variance <72. The sequence an in (5.17a) is obtained after the precoding operation to 

reduce error propagation. In Appendix A, it is shown that the elements of the sequence an
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are still independent. Therefore, the characteristic function of Dm can be written as

&m(w\am- i ,a m,e) = j i ( c o )

where

K
X(am- i ,a m,e) = -co s(n e ) amPpr

- e - 0 . 5
' Qm—lPpr

0 .5- e

and

j3(co) =  e a )V /2  P J  cos (  J^/EbC oPpr ( m  n  _ £— — ^ cos[?r(m — n — e
n^m—l,m v \  « /n^m 

n= 0

The mth (m > 1) subcarrier BER can be written as

Pb(m) = ^Pbi(m) + ^Pbi(m)

where Pbi(m) and Pbi{m) are

and

Pbi(m) — P ro b |\Dm\ < | am =  \[E b,am- \  =  - y / E b,e ^

— Prob ^D m <  \JEb | dm =  y/pbiQm—1 =  — \/Pbi

Prob <  — \/~Eb | dm =  \/Hf). dm—i =  \ / £/>,

_  /-+00 2j5 (co) cos(o)yi) sin(f ylfcto)
~  Jo 7C(0

Pbi(m) = Prob{An > or £>m <  I am = dm- i  =  \ / ^ » e }

=  Prob{Dm < — \/E b | dm =  dm—i =  \/Pf)- £ }

+  Prob{Dm > —y/Eh | dm =  dm—i =  \/Eh • £}
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Jo
+°° 2/3 (ft)) cos(fi)}^)sin(f y/Ebto)

K(0
da (5.26)

respectively, and

and

7i =  ^-\/£*cos(?re)

^  |  V/£^cos(n:ft))

rpr
-£ -0 .5

p r

pr
- e - 0 . 5

ipr

0 .5 - £

Hr)]

(5.27)

(5.28)

Combining eqs. (5.24)-(5.28), one can obtain the BER for the mth (m > 1) subcarrier as

l r+o°
pt M = 2 ~ L

2jS(ft))sin(fy^ft))
TTft)

sin
- £ - 0 . 5

xsin  T
0 .5 - £

(5.29)

It is noted that, in eq. (5.17b), there is no intentionally introduced ICI term for subcarrier 

0, and the decision is based on threshold 0. Applying the characteristic function method 

again, one can get the 0th subcarrier BER

P*(0) =  Prob jA )  <  0 | a0 =  y/Eb, fi}

sin[f y/E^coPpr ( ~ef„°5)  cos(7t£)]/3(ft))j /•+»> ■

=  2 ~  Jo 1t(0
d a . (5.30)

The average BER over different subcarriers in the presence of normalized frequency offset 

£ is

(5.31)
m=0

Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 compare the BER performance of a 64 subcarrier BPSK-OFDM sys

tem with partial-response pulse-shaping and the system with rectangular pulse-shaping. The 

theoretical BER expression for rectangular pulse-shaped OFDM system has been developed 

in eq. (4.36) in Chapter 4 as

prec(m ) =  I  _  [ +°° Sin [V ^ ft)P r ( - £ / T H)cO s(^£)] ,_Am2g2
b K ’ 2 Jo n a
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The definition of partial-response pulse in eq. (5.14) has ensured that the transmitted OFDM 

symbol with partial-response pulse-shaping has the same energy as the transmitted OFDM 

symbol with rectangular pulse-shaping. The solid line and the dashed line represent theoret

ical BER results, and the symbols (square, diamond, etc.) represent Monte Carlo simulation 

results. The theoretical results and the simulation results are in excellent agreement. In Fig. 

5.3, one can see that for small normalized frequency offset values 0.02, 0.05 and 0.1, the 

BER performance of the system with rectangular pulse-shaping is much better than the 

BER performance of the system with partial-response pulse-shaping. In particular, in the 

presence of normalized frequency offset 0.02 and at a BER of 10-3 , using partial-response 

pulse-shaping will lead to about 2.4 dB loss in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The reason for 

this is that for small frequency offset values, the ICI power is small. The benefit of ICI 

reduction by partial-response pulse-shaping can not compensate the loss due to multilevel 

signaling. As the normalized frequency offset increases, in Fig. 5.4, the benefit of using 

partial-response pulse-shaping can be observed. For example, in the case of normalized 

frequency offset 0.15, at a BER of 10-4 , about 1.6 dB performance gain in SNR can be 

achieved by using partial-response pulse-shaping rather than the rectangular pulse-shaping. 

Greater performance gain, about 3.9 dB in SNR, can be observed at a BER of 2 x 10-3  and 

normalized frequency offset £ =  0.2. However, when one further increases the normalized 

frequency offset value to 0.3, the BER performance favors the rectangular pulse-shaped 

system again. This is expected from examination of eqs. (5.17a) and (5.17b). In the pres

ence of an unknown frequency offset, the desired signal amplitude is attenuated by a factor 

Ppr (  ~£̂ 0 3^ cos(7re) which decreases as the normalized frequency offset increases. The 

attenuation in signal amplitude has more adverse effect on the pulse-shaped OFDM system 

where the decision is more strongly influenced by the amplitude than on the rectangular-
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shaped OFDM system where the decision is more strongly influenced by the phase of the 

BPSK symbol.

5.4 Summary

Some ICI reduction in OFDM system can be achieved either by using partial-response 

pulse-shaping in the time-domain or by using correlative coding in the frequency-domain. 

The pulse-shaped OFDM system can be implemented by using digital filter techniques or 

a surface acoustic wave (SAW) chirp Fourier transform (CFT) [81]. Both pulse-shaping 

and correlative coding, which were shown to be equivalent in this work, will introduce 

multilevel signaling and BER performance degradation. For small frequency offset values, 

it is not beneficial to use these two techniques to reduce ICI because the BER loss caused by 

the reduced decision distance in the multilevel signaling is greater than the benefit obtained 

from ICI reduction. For some large frequency offset values, these two methods can both 

reduce ICI and improve BER performance.

Expressions for the BER of pulse-shaped OFDM systems with symbol-by-symbol de

tection operated in AWGN channels have been derived.
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Fig. 5.3. Comparisons of the system BERs with partial-response pulse-shaping (or cor

relative coding) and the system with rectangular pulse-shaping (without correlative 

coding) transmitted over an AWGN channel in the presence of normalized frequency 

offsets 0.02, 0.05 and 0.1.
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Fig. 5.4. Comparisons of the system BERs with partial-response pulse-shaping (or cor

relative coding) and the system with rectangular pulse-shaping (without correlative 

coding) transmitted over an AWGN channel in the presence of normalized frequency 

offsets 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3.
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Chapter 6

Receiver Windowing in OFDM 

Systems

6.1 Introduction

The application of Nyquist pulse-shaping and partial-response pulse at the transmitter of 

OFDM systems to reduce ICI has been investigated in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respec

tively. The Nyquist windows can also be applied to the ISI-free part of a received OFDM 

symbol to reduce the ICI power [73,87,98,99]. One benefit of OFDM receiver windowing, 

compared with transmitter Nyquist pulse-shaping, lies in that the receiver windowing signal 

processing algorithm takes place at the receiver side only, and the OFDM transmitter can 

be left unchanged. The /V-subcarrier OFDM receiver windowing algorithm can be imple

mented by an FFT structure which is slightly more complex than the conventional //-point 

FFT algorithm [98].

A raised-cosine window was used in [98]. Other Nyquist pulse shaping functions in 

Chapter 4 can also be used in the OFDM receiver windowing scenario. In this chap

ter, we first provide an ICI analysis for receiver windowing OFDM systems operating
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in a Rayleigh slowly fading channel when carrier frequency offset exists. All previous 

work [73,86,87,98,99] has considered the AWGN channel exclusively. The carrier fre

quency offset can not be known perfectly at the receiver. Therefore, we consider several 

robust frequency offset-independent windowing reception Nyquist shapes, including the 

raised-cosine window, BTRC window [88], SOCW [99], the polynomial window [91], the 

Franks window [86], and the double-jump shape [86,87], We then, using SIR as the per

formance measure, examine the effect of applying these receiver windowing functions on 

ICI reduction in OFDM systems. Although, a very recent work [100] presented an average 

signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) analysis of OFDM systems in the presence 

of carrier frequency offset for fading channels, the application of receiver windowing func

tions was not included in that work. Moreover, [100] did not consider the BER performance 

of OFDM systems with receiver windowing in carrier frequency offset because of the diffi

culty of obtaining the exact distribution of the ICI. Therefore, in another contribution of this 

work, we derive an exact BER expression for a receiver windowing QPSK-OFDM system in 

fading environments. The exact BER expression is obtained by noting that the received sig

nal conditioned on data symbols is Gaussian distributed. Proper complex Gaussian random 

process theory and a characteristic function method are then applied in the development of 

the BER expression. Based on the exact BER result, a performance comparison of different 

receiver windowing functions using the BER measure is then undertaken. It is interesting 

to note that the comparisons based on the BER measure do not necessarily coincide with 

the comparisons based on the SIR measure. This is because the desired signal and the ICI 

component are not independent in fading environments, and the BER is more related to 

the distribution of ICI than to the SIR value itself. Therefore, the application of pulses 

designed using ICI power minimization or SIR maximization as an objective may not give 

the smallest BER. In this sense, BER gives a more meaningful and effective performance 

measure. Our theoretical BER analysis is in excellent agreement with results obtained from
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computer simulation, and it provides an exact prediction tool for the BER performance of 

OFDM system when using different ICI-reducing windowings. We find that, for small to 

medium pulse roll-off factors, the BTRC windowing gives the smallest BER among the six 

windowing functions considered. However, when the roll-off factor approaches one, the 

Franks and SOCW windows exhibit better BER performance.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, the system model 

is given. The ICI analysis and the effects of different window functions on the ICI power 

reduction are compared using the SIR performance measure in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 

gives the BER analysis of a QPSK-OFDM system with windowing reception. In Section 

6.5, we summarize our major findings of this chapter.

6.2 System Model

A continuous-time baseband OFDM signal, s(t), including cyclic prefix (CP) can be ex

pressed as

where £>,> is the complex symbol modulated onto the nth subcarrier in the ith OFDM sym

bol, Tu is the useful signal duration, Tg is the length of the cyclic prefix, TS = TU + Tg is the 

duration of an OFDM symbol, and u(t) is defined as

(6.1)

0 , otherwise.
(6.2)

We also assume that

Es, i = j  and n = m
(6.3)

0 , 2 ^  j  or n ^ m
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where D*jm represents the complex conjugate of the complex symbol D jtin.

By letting

A > /2. n — 0,2,4, • • • ,2N — 2
h n  =

0, n — 1,3,5,-** ,2N — 1

(6.4)

one can write (6 .1) as

(6.5)

Eqs. (6.5) and (6.1) are equivalent. We will use eq. (6.5), instead of eq. (6.1) in the 

following analysis because the receiver windowing OFDM reception can be implemented 

by a 2/V-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT) according to (6.5).

The channel impulse response (CIR) of the time-variant L-path fading channel consid

ered is [17]

where hi(t) and T/ is the complex amplitude and propagation delay of the /th path, respec

tively. We further assume that

and the complex stochastic processes hi(t) are independent and identically Gaussian dis

tributed.

By design, the cyclic prefix Tg is usually much longer than the maximum channel delay 

spread 'Znmx =  x L -  \ — To- In addition, the duration of one OFDM symbol is long enough that 

the ISI occurs only between two adjacent, say the (k — l)th and fcth, OFDM symbols. As a 

result, the received signal in the presence of carrier frequency offset A/  is then described as

= E  h i { t ) 8 { x - x i ) (6.6)

T0 <  T] <  • • • <  T z ,_ i (6.7)

J 2 x A f ( t - i T s - i i )
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where w(t) is a zero-mean, complex Gaussian noise process with variance jCT2 per dimen

sion.

We assume that a duration, Tv, of the cyclic prefix is not corrupted by the intersymbol 

interference. Thus the length of the ISI-free part of the OFDM symbol is Tv + Tu. Assum

ing that the receiver is synchronized to the Oth path with delay To =  0 , and sampling the 

continuous-time signal y(t) at time instants tm = kTs + Tg — Tv + mTu/N , one can obtain the 

discrete-time sample of the kth received OFDM symbol as

where m — 0,1, • • • ,NU — 1, Nu = |_(1 +  a)N \ + 1, a  = Tv/T„, and ju =  Tg/Tu. The operation 

|aJ represents a nearest integer less than or equal to a. The normalized frequency offset 

with respect to subcarrier frequency spacing jr is £ =  AfT u. The channel response to the 

frequency +  A / at the Mi OFDM symbol is

where hi^ = hi (kTs + Tg — Tv + mTu/N )  is the channel impulse response of the /th multipath 

during the Mi OFDM symbol. In a slowly fading channel, hi^ will not change during one 

OFDM symbol. Under the assumption of exponential distribution of the multipath time 

delay, the correlation between channel response Hk,n and Hk,m can be written as [66], [43]

since the complex amplitudes of different path are independent and identically Gaussian 

distributed. In (6.11), t] = x/Tu is the normalized mean time delay, and T is the mean time 

delay measure given in [66], [43].

=  ^ Nt h , n e B̂ e - ^ aHKne ^ - ^ + Wm 
VW n=0

(6.9)

■j2n(n/2Tu+ ^ f ) x i (6 .10)
1=0

(6.11)

where

L - 1 L - 1 L- 1
<y} =  E [|//m |2] =  £  £  E[hluich*2ik}ej2n(-n/2Tu +Â (T(2~T'i) =  £  E[\hi<k\2} (6.12)

li =o/2=o 1=0
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We will compare six Nyquist window functions which are obtained by sampling the 

raised-cosine pulse, the BTRC pulse, the SOCW pulse, the polynomial pulse, the Franks 

pulse, and the double-jump pulse defined in Chapter 4. For the purpose of FFT implementa

tion of the OFDM reception, samples ym in (6.9) are first extended to 2N points by inserting 

zeros at both sides so that
f

0, m =  0,1,---, Lf (1 -  «)j

^m ~  \ym-{[N{\-a)/2\+\)-> m =  L f ( i —°0J + > Lf ( i - °0J +w« (6.13)

0, m =  L f ( l - a ) J + J V M +  l , --- ,2jV—1.

The discrete-time samples obtained from the continuous-time pulses mentioned above, p m, 

m = 0,1, • • •, Nu — 1, are also extended to 2N  points by
f

0 , m =  0 , l , - - - , L f ( l - a ) J

Pm—(\N(\—a)/2\ + \)i m =  L f ( l  ~  a ) J  +  1 ) ' " )  L f  ( 1  —  O O J  + N u 

0, m =  Lf (1 — a)J +  iVM +  1, - • • ,21V — 1.

One can then perform a 2/V-point DFT on rm = ymgm, and obtain

i  2N—1

^  =  4 ,  L

8m — (6.14)

V̂ V m=0

n= 0 m—0

wheren\ =  |_y(l — a )\ + 1, p  — 0,1,••• ,21V- 1, and

1 jx(m + ni )p
= L  wmPme N

V'V m=0

(6.15)

(6.16)

The noise sample wp has mean zero and variance o£ =  l " “=oxpW / n .

In the absence of carrier frequency offset, £ =  0, the sum Y!^=o Pme V '+2£) jn (6,15)

becomes

unmin—p) I 0- "  -  P +  0 and n -  p  is even
Pme iN =

W1“ 0 | » i rtN, n — p  =  0.
(6.17)
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since pm,m  =  0,1,• •• ,NU — 1 are samples of a Nyquist pulse. Recalling that b^n is zero 

when n is an odd number, one can choose only even bins p — 2q in Dk,P to recover the 

transmitted data sequence Dk,q where q = 0,1,2, • • • ,N  — I. That is,

£>k,2q — Dk,qH2q,2q +™2q (6.18)

where

Hn,P = Hk,nSn,P (6.19)

and

Sntp =  1  eM2s(n~a)-na-nlP/N] *£* . (6 .20)
N  m=0

Since only even bins are required to recover the transmitted data sequence, the 2/V-point 

DFT can be implemented by an improved Appoint FFT structure slightly more complex than 

the conventional /V-point FFT structure [98]. It is noted that there are no ICI components in 

(6.18) in the absence of carrier frequency offset. The optimal, minimum probability of error 

detection of the transmitted data can then be accomplished with a correlation demodulator.

6.3 Intercarrier Interference

In the presence of carrier frequency offset, ICI will be introduced. From (6.15) one has

2N-1
Dk,P =  bk,nHn,p +  Wp (6 .21)

n=0

Choosing only even bins p — lq u i  the receiver, one obtains

N-l
Dk,2q ~  Dk,qH2q,2q +  ^  ^k,d flu ,2q  +  W>2q- (6.22)

d±q 
d=0

The first term in (6.22) is the desired signal, the second term is the ICI component, and the 

last term is the AWGN. The ICI power can be written as

N-l N-l
t f a  =  £  I  E [Dk A D l 4 l ] E [ H ^ H ^ a q ]

d\ ̂ qd i ^q  
d\ = 0 ^ 2 = 0
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L I E  PmPm*
j2n(m \ -m ? ){d -q + e)  

N (6.23)

The power of the desired signal, o f , is

o ?  =  E [ |D * J 2]E[|JT*)2, f ]  =
j2n{m \ —m-y)e 

N (6.24)

Previously, optimal pulses were designed in [86,87] with the objective of minimizing the 

average interference power. Therefore, in order to examine the effect of different pulse 

designs on ICI reduction, we define the SIR as the ratio of the average desired signal power 

a 2 to the average ICI power cfCI, and write it as

Signal-to-interference ratio is commonly defined in another way where the average SIR is 

obtained by averaging the instantaneous fading SIR conditioned on given channel gains 

and data symbols. However, it is difficult to get an analytical expression for the average 

SIR defined this way because both the numerator and the denominator include the channel 

gain components, and they are correlated. In the next section, we will use a characteristic 

function approach to derive the BER, which is a more meaningful performance measure 

than the SIR.

Fig. 6 .1 compares the SIRs for different receiver windowings applied in a 64-subcarrier 

OFDM system in the presence of carrier frequency offset. As suggested by [99], for the 

SOCW window, we choose a\ as 0.4 and —0.5 for a  =  0.3 and a  =  1.0, respectively. The 

SIR is related to the frequency spectra sidelobe amplitude [97]. Some insight is gained 

from examining the frequency spectra of the different pulses in Fig. 6.2 in this chapter 

and Fig. 4.8 in Chapter 4 for a  — 0.3 and a  = 1.0, respectively. From Fig. 6.1 one can 

see that, in the case of a  = 0.3, the employment of the Franks window function gives the 

greatest SIR compared with the other four window functions because of the relatively small

^Nu-l V'Ak-l „ „ „
Lmi=0 £ m 2= 0 Pm  Pm2e

a lC l y / V - l  y N u - l  y N u- \
L d ^ q  Lm i =0 L m2=0 P m  Pm2e

(6.25)
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spectrum sidelobe amplitude of the Franks pulse, as shown in Fig. 6.2. In particular, for a 

normalized carrier frequency offset e = 0.1, one achieves 0.18 dB, 0.30 dB, 0.54 dB, 1.11 

dB, and 2.26 dB more SIR with the employment of the Franks window function rather than 

the polynomial window, the double-jump window, SOCW window, BTRC window, and the 

raised-cosine window, respectively. The situation is different when a  is increased to 1.0. 

For a  =  1.0, in the case of large normalized carrier frequency offsets e, larger than 0.17, the 

employment of both the BTRC window and the polynomial window gives slightly better 

SIR than the Franks window, or the SOCW window. However, when e < 0.17, the SIR 

favors the Franks window (SOCW window). One can also observe that, different from the 

scenario of a  — 0.3, the double-jump window gives the worst SIR among the six pulses 

compared in the case of a  =  1.0. The reason for this is that, unlike the other windowing 

functions, the frequency domain sidelobe amplitude of the double-jump window (shown in 

Figs. 6.2 and 4.8) becomes very large when a  = 1.0.

6.4 Bit Error Rate Analysis

A SIR measure is not as meaningful as an appropriate BER measure, and the application 

of the former is often motivated by analytical tractability. In this section, we will develop 

a BER assessment of the OFDM system operating in frequency-selective Rayleigh fading. 

Then, the benefits of using the different receiver windows will be assessed in terms of BER. 

We will find that the BER and SIR measures can sometimes lead to contrary selections of 

the “best” window to use in particular conditions. We use a characteristic function method 

to evaluate the BER.

The subcarrier modulation format is assumed to be QPSK. Therefore, the real part Dlk 

and the imaginary part D®q of data symbol D^q take values from the set { \/E b ,—\/Et>} 

with equal probability. We further assume that the two bits b\ and b%, corresponding to one
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Fig. 6.1. The SIR in a 64-subcarrier OFDM receiver windowing with the employment of 

different window functions (a  =  0.3, and 1.0).
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QPSK symbol, are Gray-coded as in IEEE standards 802.11 and 802.16a. To manifest the 

effect of pulse-shaping on BER performance in the presence of frequency offset when using 

different receiver windowing functions, we assume that H2q,iq is perfectly known as in [27]. 

Therefore, the receiver can give the b\ bit decision and b2 bit decision of the QPSK symbol 

on the <?th subcarrier from the in-phase component b\<q = ^{Dk^qH^^q}, and quadrature 

component b2>q =  3  {At,29^ , 2?}, respectively.

The terms Hid2 q in (6.22) are joint complex Gaussian random variables since the chan

nel frequency responses H^n are joint complex Gaussian random variables [66], [43]. Fur

thermore, Dk,2q is a complex Gaussian random variable conditioned on data symbol set 

A =  {Dkfi,Dk,\,- • • ,DktN -1} since a sum of joint complex Gaussian random variables is 

Gaussian [47]. Averaging over all data sequences of length A — 1, the characteristic func

tion of bi^q conditioned on Dkq is given as

l 4"-'
I DKq) = -rpY £  d%(® | At*, A,) (6.26)

4  1=1

where d>j q{(0 \ Dktq,A() is the characteristic function of b\,q conditioned on Dk,q and a 

specific data symbol set A,- =  {Dlkfi,D‘k V - ■ ■ ,Dlkq_ v D'kq+v- • • ,DlkN_ J .  From [39], one 

has

I D k,q , A t )  -  i  _  +  1 _  | (6‘27)

where the covariances a lA, a lAB, and aB are 

°A =  \Dk,7qDk 2q \ Dkjg,Ai]

= 2Eba}\S2qM\2 + 2% n* c* NV  
k’9 ^ lq d£q l - j 2 7 t ( d - q ) T ]

d=0

+ a » (M 8a)
d\ =0 2̂=0

° A B  =  E [D ky2qH 2q,2q | D k^ , A i ]  =  D k,q a j \ S 2q,2q\2 +  Nf  (6'28b)
d^q 
d=0
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CT' =  E [ / W E , , 2* I D^ A ‘] =  ° f \ S^ \ 2 (6.28c)

respectively.

The bit error rate of the <jth subcarrier in the presence of normalized carrier frequency 

offset e can then be obtained by using the inversion theorem [49-52], as

According to symmetry, the 62 bit has the same error rate as the b 1 bit, hence the average 

BER over different subcarriers is

For a small number of subcarriers, for example, N  — 8 , the computational complexity 

of (6.29) is acceptable. For larger N, a Monte Carlo method [101] can give an excellent 

estimate of (6.29) by choosing randomly M  data sequences and averaging as

Through extensive experiment, a value of M = 100 was found to be large enough to give 

a result that is in excellent agreement with exact calculation when N  < 8. Therefore, we 

use the Monte Carlo method with M  =  100 to determine the BER results for N  =  64 in the 

sequel. A larger value of M  can improve the accuracy of the BER calculation at the expense 

of increased computation time [101].

Figs. 6.3 - 6.7 show the BER performance of a 64-subcarrier QPSK-OFDM system  with 

windowing reception in several scenarios. Without further specification, the normalized 

mean time delay spread Tj is chosen as 0.03 in all the BER simulations and calculations.

P§.i(e) =  ^Prob{S1)9 <  0 | Dk>q = y / fy  + jy /E b}  +  ^Prob

1
2
1
2

1 4y (6.29)

p*(e) =  i  L  ^ i ( £)-
9=0

(6.30)

(6.31)
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Fig. 6.3. The bit error rate in 64-subcarrier QPSK-OFDM receiver windowing with the 

employment of different window functions (a  =  0.3).
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Fig. 6.4. The bit error rate in 64-subcarrier QPSK-OFDM receiver windowing with the 

employment of different window functions (a  =  1.0).
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In Fig. 6.3, the BERs of the QPSK-OFDM system with different windowings for 

a  — 0.3 in the cases of normalized carrier frequency offset values 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 are 

compared. The lines (including the solid line, dashed line, dotted line, and so on) represent 

the theoretical results obtained from the BER analysis, and the symbols represent the simu

lation results. The theoretical results are in excellent agreement with the simulation results. 

Therefore, we give only theoretical results in the following figures. One can see that, dif

ferent from the SIR comparisons in Section III, the Franks pulse does not display the best 

performance in BER comparisons. Instead, the BTRC pulse gives the smallest BER among 

the six pulses considered in this case. In particular, for £ =  0.2, the error floor occurs at 

a BER value of 2.6 x 10-3 in the case of the BTRC pulse, and at 4.5 x 10-3 in the case 

of the Franks pulse. In Fig. 6.4 where a  =  1.0, the BER comparison is consistent with 

the SIR comparison. In the case of £ =  0.05, the double-jump pulse has the worst BER 

performance, displaying an error rate floor at a BER of 6.1 x 10~4.

It is found that the comparison based on the BER performance measure is not neces

sarily consistent with the comparison based on the SIR measure. The reason for that is 

in fading environments the BER is more related to the distribution of the ICI than to the 

long term average SIR. Note that the desired signal and the ICI component are not indepen

dent because they both experience channel fading gains which represent correlated channel 

responses at different subcarriers. Furthermore, the distribution of ICI will change with dif

ferent window functions, roll-off factors, carrier frequency offsets, and channel conditions. 

These factors lead to the situation where the BER is not always consistent with the SIR. 

Observing the SIR comparisons in Fig. 6.1 and the BER comparisons in Figs. 6.3 - 6.4, 

one can find that, generally, if the SIR difference is small, it is difficult to predict whether 

one window function’s BER performance is better or worse than another window function’s 

BER performance based on the SIR comparison; however, if the SIR difference is signifi

cant, the BER comparison is consistent with the SIR comparison. On the other hand, one
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can readily verify that the BER comparison is always consistent with the SIR comparison 

for systems where the ICI component is Gaussian, and the ICI component is independent 

of the desired signal.

We also show the effect of different roll-off factors on the BER performance. Fig. 

6.5 shows the BER performance of the system with the employment of BTRC windowing 

reception for a  =  0.1,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 and 1.0 in the case of £ =  0.1. As a  increases, fewer 

samples are corrupted by ISI, and smaller BER can be achieved. However, this is not the 

case for the double-jump pulse. In Fig. 6.6 where the BER is plotted as a function of a  in 

the case of Eb/No =  50 dB and e =  0.1, one can see that, for a  > 0.1, the BER will remain 

unchanged or become larger as a  increases for the double-jump pulse. The reason for this 

is that although more samples are available to the receiver as a  increases, the frequency 

domain side-lobe amplitude of the double-jump pulse will increase significantly at the same 

time, introducing more ICI. Also in this figure, one can observe that for a  < 0.85, the BTRC 

pulse gives the smallest BER, whereas for larger a,  the Franks pulse or the SOCW pulse 

gives better BER performance. For the SOCW pulse, we choose a\ as 0.4 and —0.5 for 

a  < 0.5 and a  >  0.5, respectively.

The theoretical BER expression can also be used to show the influence of the normalized 

mean time delay 7] on BER performance. In Fig. 6.7, we give the BER performance of a 

system with Franks windowing reception for a  = 0.5, £ =  0.02, and different mean delay 

spread values, rj — 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.4. One can see the BER becomes worse when rj 

increases, as expected. In particular, an increase of rj from 0.01 to 0.1 will introduce about

2.4 dB performance loss in SNR at a BER of 10-4 .
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6.5 Summary

An exact BER expression was derived for windowing reception OFDM systems operating 

over slowly Rayleigh fading channels in the presence of carrier frequency offset. The ef

fects of several different Nyquist windows, including the BTRC window, the raised-cosine 

window, the SOCW window, the Franks window, the polynomial pulse, and the double

jump window, on the performance of the system was examined by the long term average 

SIR measure and the BER measure. It was found that the comparison based on the BER per

formance measure is not necessarily consistent with the comparison based on SIR measure. 

Hence window design based on minimizing ICI or maximizing SIR, may not give pulse de

signs with the best BER performance in fading environments. Pulse optimization according 

to BER is hard to conduct because of the complex BER expression. However, the proposed 

BER expression provides an exact BER performance prediction for the OFDM system with 

different ICI-reducing windowing. The BTRC windowing gives the smallest BER among 

the six windowing functions considered when the pulse roll-off factor is not large. How

ever, the Franks windowing or SOCW windowing shows better BER performance when the 

roll-off factor approaches one.
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Chapter 7

A DCT-Based OFDM Data 

Transmission Scheme

7.1 Introduction

Multicarrier modulation (MCM) is used not only in the physical layers of many wireless 

network standards, such as IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 802.16a, and HIPERLAN/2, but in wire- 

line digital communications systems, such as ADSL [8,9,102,103]. All of these systems 

belong to the class of DFT-based MCM’s. They employ the complex exponential functions 

set as orthogonal basis. In particular, in OFDM systems, digital modulations and demodula

tions can be realized with the IDFT and DFT, respectively [5]. Data obtained from general 

signaling (BPSK, M -ary PSK, and M-ary QAM, etc.) are first processed by an IDFT, or 

its fast algorithm, the IFFT; then the resulting complex samples are transmitted by in-phase 

and quadrature modulators [19]. The receiver performs a DFT, or its fast algorithm imple

mentation, a FFT, to restore the original data.

However, the complex exponential functions set is not the only orthogonal basis that can 

be used to construct baseband multicarrier signals. A single set of cosinusoidal functions
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can be used as an orthogonal basis to implement the multicarrier modulation scheme and 

this scheme can be synthesized using a discrete cosine transform. Hence, we will denote the 

scheme as DCT-OFDM, and the conventional OFDM system as DFT-OFDM in this chap

ter. In particular, for one-dimensional (1-D) modulations (real-valued modulation formats), 

such as BPSK and pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), in the absence of a quadrature mod

ulator, DCT-OFDM can completely avoid the IQ imbalance problem addressed in [104] 

inherent in conventional DFT-based OFDM systems. As far as fast implementation algo

rithms are concerned, the fast DCT algorithms proposed in [105] and [106] can provide 

fewer computational steps than FFT algorithms.

In the literature, reference [107] proposed using a DCT, rather than a DFT, to imple

ment multicarrier modulation because of the bandwidth advantage a DCT-based system can 

achieve. Reference [108] proposed using a DCT to implement a coherent y/M-ary ampli

tude shift keying OFDM system. A DCT implementation can also be employed in OFDM 

systems with two-dimensional (2-D) modulations (complex-valued modulation formats). 

In addition, carrier frequency offset, which was not considered in [108], will introduce ICI 

in both the DFT-OFDM system [27] and the DCT-OFDM system. Although the BER per

formance of the DFT-OFDM system with frequency offset in an AWGN channel has been 

discussed in reference [29], the effect of carrier frequency offset on the BER performance 

of DCT-OFDM systems has not been investigated.

Of concern is the fact that, as is the linear transformation modulation in [109], the sub

carriers are not orthogonal without introduction of proper schemes after frequency-selective 

fading. In the case of frequency-selective slowly fading channels, different processing 

schemes for DCT-OFDM schemes have been investigated in several recent works. By us

ing the circular convolution property of the DCT [110], reference [111] reported that by 

feeding a symmetrically extended data sequence into a DCT-OFDM system, in the case 

of static and exponentially decaying channel profiles, the throughput lower bound of the
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DCT-based OFDM system is greater than that of the DFT-based OFDM system. On the 

other hand, [112] derived conditions required for the impulse response and input signal of a 

frequency-selective slowly fading channel to be diagonalizable by the DCT into parallel, de

coupled, and memoryless subchannels. The conditions were then used to design a receiver 

to remove both intersymbol interference (ISI)1 and ICI completely. In this work, we further 

consider the performance of DCT-OFDM in frequency-selective fast fading environments.

In this chapter we will first give an ICI analysis for a DCT-OFDM system operating in 

the presence of carrier frequency offset over AWGN channel. We show that DCT-OFDM 

gives smaller ICI power and greater SIR than DFT-OFDM in this case. We then derive exact 

expressions for the BER of DCT-OFDM systems with frequency offset in an AWGN chan

nel, and compare the BER performance of the DCT-OFDM system with the conventional 

DFT-OFDM system by using the obtained BER performance expressions. Our results indi

cate that in the presence of carrier frequency offset, the BER performance of DCT-OFDM 

is superior to that of DFT-OFDM due to the energy compaction property [18] of the DCT; 

that is, the signal energy is concentrated in a few low-index DCT coefficients while the 

remaining coefficients are zero or are negligibly small. In this regard, reference [115] has 

shown that the DCT is close to optimal in terms of energy compaction capabilities.

Having shown the better BER performance of DCT-OFDM over the AWGN channel in 

the presence of carrier frequency offset, we further consider the BER performance of DCT- 

OFDM by simulation in frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading environments where an

other kind of frequency offset, Doppler shift, exists. We propose using a zero-padding guard 

interval scheme in a DCT-OFDM system. The zero-padding scheme can not only eliminate 

ISI but also provide less penalty in terms of transmission efficiency than the scheme in [111] 

'it is noted that two terms have been employed in the literature to represent inter-OFDM-symbol interfer

ence between successive OFDM symbols. Inter-block interference (IBI) was used in [112,113], and ISI was 

used in [7,20,107,109,114]. We follow the latter usage, and call the inter-OFDM-symbol interference ISI in 

this chapter.
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because it is not necessary to symmetrically extend the entire data sequence. Its application 

in DFT-OFDM has been reported in [113] where it was shown that the zero-padded (ZP) 

DFT-OFDM can achieve a better BER performance than cyclic prefix [6] DFT-OFDM. The 

performance of ZP-DCT-OFDM is then compared with ZP-DFT-OFDM by using simula

tion with the employment of two detection schemes including minimum mean-square error 

(MMSE) detection and MMSE decision feedback detection (DFD) with ordering. Some 

practical operation conditions including channel estimation, channel coding, and interleav

ing are considered in our simulations. The results show that the proposed ZP-DCT-OFDM 

system can achieve better BER performance than ZP-DFT-OFDM.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2, the system model 

is given. Then we introduce the ICI weighting coefficients for the DCT-OFDM system 

through ICI analysis in Section 7.3. The BER analysis for DCT-OFDM systems with dif

ferent modulation formats in the presence of carrier frequency offset, performance com

parisons with DFT-OFDM and some discussion are presented in Section 7.4. In Section 

7.5, a ZP-DCT-OFDM is proposed. Its performance over frequency-selective fast Rayleigh 

fading channels is examined. Lastly, we summarize the chapter results in Section 7.6.

as orthogonal basis. The minimum subcarrier frequency spacing required to maintain 

the orthogonality of these functions in the sense

7.2 System Model

The DFT-based OFDM systems employ the complex exponential functions set

,j2nnFAt̂  0 < t  < T U, n =  0,1, • • • ,N -  1 (7.1)

1, n = m
(7.2)

0, n ^ m
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is l /Tu Hz, and Tu is the length of OFDM symbol without guard interval. Unlike con

ventional DFT-OFDM, a single cosinusoidal functions set cos(2jcnF&t), n =  0, • • • ,N  — 1 

will be used as orthogonal basis to implement multicarrier modulation in DCT-OFDM. The 

minimum Fa required to satisfy

f  \[^cos(2nkF&t)\ — cos(27tmF&t) dt 
io V '«  V Tu

1, k = m
(7.3)

0, k ^ m

is 1 /2TU Hz. The continuous-time representation of a baseband DCT-OFDM block x(t) is

4 0  = \ J j j  £  dnpn cos (7.4)

where da,d\, • • • ,d^~i are N  independent data symbols obtained from a modulation con

stellation, and
/

-4 , n = 0
pn = y  (7 .5 )

1, n =  l ,2,-. .  , N - \ .

We will not consider ISI since it can be avoided by inserting a properly designed guard 

interval (see Section 7.5).

Fig. 7.1 gives a Welch spectrum estimation [18] for a 64-subcarrier DFT-OFDM base

band signal and a 64-subcarrier DCT-OFDM baseband signal, both with QPSK signaling.

Although the subcarrier frequency spacing is l /2Tu for DCT-OFDM, the bandwidth re

quirement of the DCT-OFDM system is the same as for the DFT-OFDM system with the 

same number of subcarriers because twice the channel bandwidth of the equivalent lowpass 

signal is required to transmit a passband DCT-OFDM signal. The frequency axis in this 

figure has been normalized with respect to 1 /Tu Hz. The channel bandwidth of the band

pass signals of both systems is the same, that is, 64/Tu Hz. However, it is well worth noting 

that in DCT-OFDM systems, if the data symbols dn are obtained by real-valued modulation 

formats, such as PAM and BPSK, the baseband DCT-OFDM signal x(t) is still a real signal.
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Fig. 7.1. The power spectral density of (a) a 64-subcarrier DFT-OFDM baseband signal 

and (b) a 64-subcarrier DCT-OFDM baseband signal.
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Hence, single-sideband (SSB) transmission technology can be used to improve bandwidth 

efficiency as in [17]. Therefore, in this real-valued modulation case, the bandwidth of a 

DCT-OFDM system can be only half of the bandwidth required by a DFT-OFDM system 

with the same number of subcarriers. The SSB transmission technology can not be used if 

x(t) is a complex-valued signal.

Sampling the continuous-time signal x{t) at time instants tm — Tu(2m + l) /2 N  gives a 

discrete time sequence

which is the inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT), referred to as IDCT-2 in [18]. Thus 

the continuous-time signal x(t) can be obtained by first performing an IDCT operation on 

data sequence

where [ ]T represents transpose operation, and then feeding serially the resulting samples 

x =  [xo,■*!,•• • ,xjv_i]t  through a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter. At the receiver end, 

ignoring noise temporarily and under ideal channel conditions, the original signal dn can be 

restored, by sampling the received signal and executing a discrete cosine transform (DCT), 

as

This process will be described in detail in Section 7.3.

The IDCT and DCT operations can also be represented in a matrix form which will be 

used in Section 7.5 to examine receivers in fading environments. The IDCT of the N  x 1 

vector d, and DCT of the J V x l  vector x can be w ritten as

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.9)
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and

d =  Dx (7.10)

respectively, where the unitary N x N  matrix D is the DCT matrix, and DT is the IDCT

matrix. The rth (0 <  r <  /V — 1) row and cth (0 < c < N — 1) column element D(r, c) of the

DCT matrix D is defined as

D(r’0) =  \ / I ^ C0S ( ?rr(^ ~ — )  • (7.11)

7.3 Intercarrier Interference Analysis

We consider a DCT-OFDM system operating over AWGN channels in the presence of car

rier frequency offset and phase error as described in Fig. 7.2 in this section and in Section

7.4 where the exact BER is evaluated.

IFFT m AWGN

Data In

2 cos(2 ir(fc — A f)t — <j>)

Data Out

FFT
—2sin(25r(/c -  A f)t — <f)

BPF

LPF

BPF

LPF

LPF

LPF

Channel

SamplerDecision P/S DCT S/P

S/P IDCT P/S

Fig. 7.2. The DCT-based orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing system.

Fig. 7.2 is a detailed block diagram for a DCT-OFDM system including in-phase and 

quadrature modulators in the presence of carrier frequency offset A/  and phase error </>. It 

becomes a DFT-OFDM system when the IDCT module and the DCT module are replaced 

with the IFFT module and the FFT module, respectively. Observe that, in a DCT-OFDM 

system, it is not necessary to use the quadrature modulator when one-dimensional signaling 

formats are used since the DCT is a real transform. However, when using DFT-OFDM, even
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for one-dimensional signaling formats, one must also include both the in-phase modulator 

and the quadrature modulator since, in general, the discrete Fourier transform gives complex 

sequences even if the signal is real.

In Fig. 7.2, a length N  sequence including in-phase components x'm and quadrature 

components x® is obtained after the IDCT as

and QAM. Then the in-phase and quadrature components are serially fed into the in-phase 

and quadrature modulators, respectively. Hence the real part xlb(t) and the imaginary part

respectively, where f{ t)  is the lowpass reconstruction filter which performs digital-to-analog 

(D/A) conversion. Consequently one block of the transmitted bandpass signal is

where 91{y} denotes the real part of y. In an AWGN channel, the received in-phase signal

(7.12)

where d'n and d„ are obtained from general modulation schemes, such as BPSK, QPSK,

x®(t) of one baseband DCT-OFDM signal frame can be written as

(7.13a)

and

(7.13b)

(7.14)

r'it) and quadrature signal r®(t) in the presence of carrier frequency offset A/  and phase 

error <j> after demodulation can be expressed as

rJ(t) =  E  -  ^ ”* 2 cos(2?rA/* +  0)

sin(27tA/r + <p) + wt(t) (7.15a)
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and

w = L *£»* (f _ (2̂ ) sin(27rÂ +

+■*& ^  cos(27TA/f +  0) +  w, (f) (7.15b)

respectively. Here, w,(t) and w9(r) are each Gaussian noise with mean zero and variance 

a 2 =  TVo/ 2 , and q(t) is the cascade of the transmit filter and the receiver filter, satisfying the 

Nyquist theorem [17]; that is,

( n T “ \ (7.16)
1, n ~ 0

0 , otherwise.

The discrete samples r[ and r f  can be obtained by sampling at instants {2k + \)Tu/2N ,k  = 

0,1, • • •, N  — 1. To express them in a complex format, one has

h  = rJk + j r f  + wIk + jw®

(7.17)

where Wk = w[ + jw k are complex Gaussian random variables. At the receiver, the DCT 

processing gives the decision variable d* for the sampled signal in the kth subcarrier as

d k = d ' k +  j d f

~  (d'k  +  j d ® )  (s'k,k +  JS k,k)  +  1 2  ( ^ n  +  j d n )  (s 'n<k +  j^ n ,k )  +  ^  ( 7 . 1 8 a )
n= 0 n^k

where

S'n,k = 2 NpkPn['*, (n + k - e ) + '¥ ( n - k - £ ) + < i> { n  + k + £) + <f>{n-k + e)} (7.18b) 

s %  =  2^ ^ j 8»[r(« +  k -  e) +  T{n -  k -  e) + A(n +  k + e) +  A(n -  k +  e)] (7.18c)

_  s i n ( f ) c o s ( 4> - f )

w _  M m
sin ( ^ )  cos {<j> +  y ) 

s i n ( § )
<*>«

(7.18d)

(7.18e)
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(7.18g)

(7.18f)

'P(O) =<I>(0) =  Ncos</> 

T(O) =  A(O) =Nsin(j>

(7.18h)

(7.18i)

and e — 2TuAf.  Recalling that in DCT-OFDM the subcarrier frequency spacing is 1/2Tu 

Hz, e is the normalized frequency offset with respect to the subcarrier frequency spacing. 

When the normalized carrier frequency offset £ =  0 in (7.18) one has

In the presence of a fixed phase error <j) only, the decision variable is a phase rotated version 

of the transmitted signal, and there is no ICI. Thus a DCT-OFDM system and a DFT- 

OFDM system have the same BER performance when there is only phase error and no 

carrier frequency offset. We will consider carrier frequency offset only in the following 

developments.

Similar to the sequence of ICI coefficients Sn̂  = S'n k +  jS®k in DCT-OFDM, there is 

a sequence of ICI coefficients for /V-subcarrier DFT-OFDM in the presence of normalized 

frequency offset £ =  Af T u. It was derived as

(7.19)

5U  =  COS0 * 3?* =  sin0 (7.20)

Therefore, the decision variable <4 can be written as

dk = (d{ + jd^)eJ<t> + w k. (7.21)

(7.22)
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Fig. 7.3. The ICI weighting coefficients in a 64-subcarrier BPSK DCT-OFDM 

system and |9I{Fn_jt}| in a 64-subcarrier BPSK DFT-OFDM system (a) A fT u =  0.2, 

(b) AfTu =  0.05, and k =  32.

in references [29] and [72,73,114], The corresponding decision variable uk is given as

N - 1

fa = ukF0+ £  unFn- k + wk,k = 0,1, • • - , N -  1 (7.23)
n=0n^k

where uk is the data symbol for the kth subcarrier.

We take BPSK as an example to investigate the previously mentioned energy com

paction property of DCT-OFDM. In the case of BPSK, because there is not a quadrature
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branch for DCT-OFDM, the decision statistic in eq. (7.18a) reduces to

N - 1
d k  — d[s[ k  + 52 d 'n S 'n  k +  w [ . (7.24)

Similarly, in DFT-OFDM, if {u„}%=q binary BPSK symbols, the corresponding decision 

statistic Uk is given as

Assuming that the desired sample location is k =  32 in a 64-subcarrier OFDM system, 

the DCT-OFDM ICI weighting coefficients |S ^ | and the DFT ICI weighting coefficients 

|91{Fn_fc}| in the presence of normalized frequency offset Af T u =  0.2 and 0.05 are presented 

in Fig. 7.3 (a) and (b), respectively. To highlight the difference between these two sequences 

of ICI weighting coefficients, we show the coefficients of subcarrier index from 25 to 39. 

The remaining coefficients are sufficiently small to be ignored, and are not plotted in this 

figure. One observes in these two figures that the sequences of ICI coefficients tend to the 

shifted unit sample sequence 5[n — 32] when the frequency offset A/  is close to 0. Here, 

the unit sample sequence <5[n] is defined as [18]

One can also see that the ICI weighting coefficients of DCT-OFDM are more highly con

centrated near sample location 32 than the ICI coefficients of DFT-OFDM for the same 

value of A fT .  This is expected. In DFT-OFDM, ICI is introduced after the DFT operation 

at the receiver [29,72,73,114]. Similarly, one can see from eq. (7.18a) that ICI is intro

duced after performing the DCT operation in a DCT-OFDM receiver. However, because of 

the energy compaction property of the DCT (this is explained in [18,115]), the DCT oper

ation distributes more energy to the desired signal and less energy to the ICI than the DFT

Uk =  U k ^ i F o }  +  52 U r f r { F n- k }  +  w k . 
n=0

(7.25)

0 , 0
5[n] -  < (7.26)

1, n  =  0.
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operation. Therefore, the desired sample suffers less ICI coming from neighboring samples 

in DCT-OFDM than in DFT-OFDM.

One can also consider the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) defined as

siRkDCT = (7-2?)
(S{k)2

D C T -  y N - i ' ( s i  - V 2  

2-n=0 y^n,k)n^k

and

rjnk (*{Fo}Y n

n^k

for DCT-OFDM and DFT-OFDM, respectively. Fig. 7.4 compares the SIR of a 64-subcarrier 

DCT-OFDM system and a 64-subcarrier DFT-OFDM system. One can see that the superi

ority of DCT-OFDM exists when Af T u <0.25. The reason for that is the energy compaction 

property of the DCT holds for small frequency offset values.

The ICI and SIR analysis suggest that the desired sample suffers less intercarrier in

terference coming from neighboring samples in DCT-OFDM than in DFT-OFDM. The re

duced interference will lead to better BER performance which can be observed from the 

exact BER expressions and simulation results in the following sections.

7.4 Exact BER Analysis on AWGN Channels

In this section, the exact BER performance of a DCT-OFDM system in the presence of 

frequency offset is evaluated by using the characteristic function method. The analysis is 

restricted to BPSK, QPSK, and 16-QAM, but our method can be used for other modulation 

formats.

7.4.1 QPSK m odulation

In QPSK signaling, dk — d[ + j d f  is a complex symbol in which d[ and d f  are chosen 

from the set y/Eb} independently. For the Gray-coded QPSK constellation, which
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is employed, for example, in the IEEE 802.11a standard and the IEEE 802.16a standard, 

the receiver can give the bit decision from the in-phase component d[ and quadrature com

ponent d'f in (7.18a) independently; that is,

if d[ > 0, then il =  0 

if dk < 0, then il =  1 

if df? > 0, then ql =  0 

if d f  <  0, then #1 =  1

where il and #1 are two bits in one QPSK symbol.

To evaluate the il bit error probability, we first derive the characteristic function of d[ 

conditioned on dk and A/. From eq. (7.18a),

N - 1

d{ = d[s lk -  d ° s ° k +  £  ( d X k -  dgs fa)  + w[. (7.29)
n^k 
n = 0

Since the data symbols are independent, the characteristic function of this sum can be writ

ten as the product of the characteristic function of each term, that is

®k(co\dklA f)  = E  =  eH d’ksW - 4 t k ) - W ° 2 J^ 1 E  E
n̂ jtk 
n= 0

, N - l
eH d'A ,k-d°S°k)-icoW J-J cos((0^ 5/ fc) cos((Oy/Fb^ k). (7.30)

n^k
n —Q

The il bit error probability for the Mi subcarrier can then be written as

Pa (k) =  ip rob  [d{ < 0 | dk =  ^/Fb +  j y / ¥ b , A /}

ip rob  {dk < 0 | dk =  \ / T b -  j \ f E b, A/  j

ip rob  >  0 | 4  =  -  y/jTb + j\pEb, A/  j

+  ^Prob | d[ >  0 | dk = -  </Fb -  j s /E b, A /}

: ^Prob < 0 | dk =  \[Eb + j<jEb, A / |
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+  ip rob  [d Ik < Q \d k = ^ E b -  j ^ f E b A f )  (7.31a)

=  ^F4  ( 0 \ d k = V ^  +  y V ^ .A /)  + ± F j j  (0 | 4  =  V F b - j y / F b,A f )  (7.31b)
J  P -j-OO

=  2 y0 ^m((0 y/WbSkk)co&((0 y/Wi,S^k)y{(0 ) d (0  (7.31c)

where

e ~ \ a 2a 2 N - l

y(«) =  — —  n cos(fi>>/ ^ ) c o s ( f f l >/ ^ s g k). (7.3 Id)
nW n±k 

n=0

The derivations from eq. (7.31a) to (7.31c) are obtained based on eq. (2.36). According to 

symmetry, the il bit and the q\ bit have the same BER, hence the BER for the Mi subcarrier 

is

Pb,QPSK{k) =  \ ph (*) +  \ p q I (k) = Pn (k). (7.3 le)

Note that the BER is a function of the subcarrier index, k. This is because the ICI is a 

function of the subcarrier index. The average bit error rate is

i N - l

Pb,QPSK = IT, Y  Pb,QPSK(k). (7.32)
k=0

By removing the terms including S®k in eq. (7.31), one can obtain the BER in the case of 

BPSK modulation, as

Pb,BPSK(k) =  i  -  r “  Sm(v/^ ft)‘S— n cos(y/Fb<DS'nt ) d a .  (7.33)
Z J 0  n ( 0  rtytk

n=0

7.4.2 16-ary QAM

In 16-QAM signaling, dk = d[ + jdk ,k = 0, • • • ,N  — 1 is a complex symbol in which d[ 

and d f  are chosen from the set {—3d, — d,d,3d}  independently. To derive the BER, we 

divide the four bits il i2 q\ q l  'm one 16-QAM symbol into two groups [69], in-phase bits 

( i l ,*2) and quadrature bits (ql,q2). The decision on the in-phase bits is determined only by 

the real part of the received signal dk in (7.18a). The imaginary part of dk determines the
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decision of the quadrature bits ql and q2. The decision rules for the in-phase bits can be

summarized as follows:

if d[ >  0, then il =  0

if dk < 0, then il =  1

if dk > 2d or dlk < -2 d ,  then i2 =  1

if — 2 d < d k < 2d, then i2 =  0.

There are similar decision rules for the quadrature bits q\  and q2. The conditional charac

teristic function of d[ is

&k((0\dk,A f)  = eJm(d' A ^ ^ - ^ >2a2
N -

X cos (20)^5^) cos {(odSJnk) cos(2(DdS®k)cos((OdS®k). (7.34)
n^k 
n=0

The il bit error probability can thus be written as 

P* (*) =  ^  E ( Prob{ 4 < Q \ d k  = d + j (2 r - 5)d ,A f}

+  Prob { 4 < 0 \ d k  = 3d + j ( 2 r - 5 ) d ,A f }

+  Prob {dk >  0 | dk — —d + j(2r  — 5)d, A /}

+  Prob { 4 > 0 \ d k  = - 3 d  + j(2r -  5 )d, A /} ^  

=  I  E (Prob K  < 0 | dk = d + j (2 r -  5)d, A /}

+  Prob {dk < 0 | dk = 3d + j(2r  — 5)d, A /} j

Fdi  (0 | dk =  d  + j(2r  -  5)d, A /) +  Fd[ (0 | dk =  3d + j(2r  -  5)d, A/)

J p-\~oo
— /  cos(2(odSkk)cos(<adSkk)sin(2(adSIkk)cos((odSIkk)P(a))d(a (7.35a)

** J  0 ’ ’
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where

e - j ( o 2a 2 N - l

cos(2codSlnk)cos(a)dSln^)cos(2a)dS^k)cos((odS^k). (7.35b)
n(0 n^k

n = 0

For i2 bit, the error probability is

Pn{k) =  -jr 52 ( Prob 1 $  ^  2d or d[ < - 2 d  \dk = d + j(2r -  5 )d ,A f}
16 r =  1 \

4- Prob {d[ > 2d or d[ < — 2d \ dk = — d + j(2r  — 5)d, A /}

+  Prob { - 2 d < d { < 2 d \ d k = 3d + j(2r  -  5 )d, A /}

+  Prob { - 2 d  < dlk < 2d \ dk =  - 3 d + j { 2 r - 5 ) d ,A f }  ^

1 4 /
=  o 52 I Prob ^  or < ~ ^  I dk = d + j(2r — 5)d ,A f}

r = l  \

+  Prob {—2d < d{ < 2d | dk — 3d +  j(2r — 5)d, A /}  ^

1 4 (
=  a E  \ - V t o b { - 2 d < d Ik < 2 d \ d k = d + j ( 2 r - 5 ) d ,A f }  

r=l V
+  Prob { - 2 d  < 4 < 2 d \ d k  =  3d +  j(2r - 5 ) d , A f } J

1 -  Ff  ( 2d \ dk =  d +  j(2r -  5)d,Af) + (~2d \dk ^ d  +  j (2r -  5)d,Af)
1 4

+  Fd, (2 d \d k = 3d + j(2r -  5)d, A/) -  Fd, ( -2 d  \dk = 3 d  + j (2 r -  5)d, A /)

J P-\-oo
=  -  — / 2sin(2a)d)sm(2(odSIk<k)sm((odSIk<k)cos(2(odSkk)cos((odSkk)P((o)d<a

** JO

(7.35c)

It is noted that the il bit has the same BER as the ql bit, and the i2 bit has the same BER as 

the q2 bit. Therefore, the average BER can be given as

i N - l

Pb,i6QAM = ^  £  [Pn(*) +  Pa(k)]. (7.35d)
ZiV k= 0

Replacing ICI coefficients Slnk with 9I{Fn_*} and S®k with 3{F„_a} in eqs. (7.33), (7.31) 

and (7.35) gives the BER’s of the kth subcarrier for DFT-OFDM with subcarrier modulation
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Fig. 7.5. The BER performances of 64-subcarrier DCT-OFDM with BPSK modulation 

and 64-subcarrier DFT-OFDM with BPSK modulation in the presence of normalized 

frequency offset AfTu — 0.02,0.1 and 0.2.

formats BPSK, QPSK and 16-QAM, respectively.

7.4.3 Numerical Results

In this section, we will compare the performances of a 64-subcarrier DFT-OFDM system 

and a 64-subcarrier DCT-OFDM system using the exact BER analysis results obtained in 

the preceding section. Monte Carlo simulation results are also shown to substantiate the re

sults. To ensure the reliability of the computer simulation, 106 OFDM frames are generated 

to obtain each BER value in Figs. 7.5 - 7.7. Importance sampling [116] is used to reduce 

the variance of the simulation estimates.
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Fig. 7.6. The BER performances of 64-subcarrier DCT-OFDM with QPSK modulation 

and 64-subcarrier DFT-OFDM with QPSK modulation in the presence of normalized 

frequency offset Af T u = 0.05,0.08,0.1 and 0.12.
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Fig. 7.7. The BER performances of 64-subcarrier DCT-OFDM with 16-QAM signaling 

and 64-subcarrier DFT-OFDM with 16-QAM signaling in the presence of normalized 

frequency offset AfTu = 0.02,0.03,0.04 and 0.05.
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The carrier frequency offset values are chosen to be consistent with useful error rates. 

The comparisons are based on the same signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per bit, Eb/No, where 

the average energy per bit Eb is 2.5d2 in the case of 16-QAM. Several performance curves 

are plotted where lines (including solid lines and dashed lines) represent results obtained 

from the exact analysis, and symbols (circles and squares) denote the average BER’s ob

tained from Monte Carlo simulations. The theoretical results and the simulation results are 

in excellent agreement.

Fig. 7.5 shows the BER performance of a 64-subcarrier DCT-OFDM system and a 

64-subcarrier DFT-OFDM system, both with BPSK modulations, in the presence of the 

same absolute frequency offset A/ .  The considered normalized frequency offset values are 

S, — A fTu =  0.02, 0.1 and 0.2 for DFT-OFDM, and e =  2AfTu = 0.04, 0.2 and 0.4 for 

DCT-OFDM. We further assume that both systems are transmitted by the DSB technique, 

hence they have identical transmission bandwidth. These results clearly show that the DCT- 

OFDM outperforms DFT-OFDM. For example, when the normalized frequency offset % is 

0.2, an error floor occurs in the case of DFT-OFDM, whereas, no error floor occurs in the 

case of DCT-OFDM. The reason for this is that the magnitude of the ICI term (the second 

term) in eq. (7.25) can exceed the magnitude of the desired signal component (the first 

term) in eq. (7.25) for DFT-OFDM but not in the case of DCT-OFDM. At a BER of 10-3 , 

DCT-OFDM gives a performance improvement of about 1.29 dB in SNR when A fT u =  0.1. 

One can also observe that in the case of DCT-OFDM at a BER of 10~3, there is a 0.70 

dB difference in SNR between the two curves with normalized frequency offsets 0.02 and 

0.1. In contrast, this difference in the case of DFT-OFDM is about 1.94 dB. This suggests 

that DCT-OFDM is less sensitive to frequency offset than DFT-OFDM. The DCT-OFDM 

system can achieve only a slight performance improvement over the DFT-OFDM system, 

about 0.06 dB at BER=10-3 in the case of AfTu =  0.02, since the BER is dominated by the 

influence of the additive noise when frequency offset is small.
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It is important to note that the performance curves of DFT-OFDM with BPSK mod

ulation in this section do not include the effect of the IQ imbalance which will make the 

BER performance even worse [104]. However, in DCT-OFDM systems for 1-D signaling 

formats, the IQ imbalance problem does not exist.

The performance of QPSK modulated DFT-OFDM with normalized frequency offset 

E, — A fTu — 0 05,0.08,0.1 and 0.12 is compared with the performance of QPSK modulated 

DCT-OFDM with corresponding normalized frequency offset e = 1AfTu = 0.1, 0.16, 0.2 

and 0.24 in Fig. 7.6. Normalized frequency offset £ =  0.1 leads to an error rate floor in the 

case of DFT-OFDM, whereas no error floor exists in the case of £ =  0.2 for DCT-OFDM. 

In the case of AfT u — 0.05, the BER performance for the two systems are quite similar. The 

performance of two systems with 16-QAM signaling is shown in Fig. 7.7. The superiority 

of DCT-OFDM over DFT-OFDM can be clearly seen. The robustness of DCT-OFDM to 

frequency offset can also be observed from this figure.

7.5 Performance Over Frequency-Selective Fast Fading 

Channels

In the preceding sections, we have considered the performance of the DCT-OFDM in the 

presence of carrier frequency offset over AWGN channels. We will examine the perfor

mance of DCT-OFDM over frequency-selective fast fading channels in this section. Rapid 

change of channel states is modeled by the Doppler frequency shift, which can be thought 

of as a kind of frequency offset [117]. Therefore, it is expected that the performance of 

DCT-OFDM over time-varying fading channels should still be better than that of DFT- 

OFDM. In this section, we will first show that a zero-padding scheme can be used in the 

DCT-OFDM system to suppress ISI. We then examine the performance of ZP-DCT-OFDM 

in frequency-selective fast fading environments with the employment of MMSE detection
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and MMSE DFD with ordering by simulation. We focus on the effect of Doppler shift in 

this section, and the carrier frequency is assumed to be synchronized perfectly.

The length N  source data sequence d in (7.7) after IDCT operation yields data sequence 

x =  DTd. A length G zero-padding sequence are then added after sequence x. The zero- 

padded sequence xzp of length M(M — N  + G) is given as

=  CzpX (7.36)

(  \ Twhere Czp =  I iN 0NxG I is an M  x  N  zero-padding matrix, In  is an N  x  N  identity 

matrix, and 0/vxG is an TV x  G zero matrix. The data block xzp is serially fed into the 

interpolating filter, and transmitted over a frequency-selective fast fading channel.

Under a wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) assumption, a frequency- 

selective multipath fading channel h(t,r) can be written as eq.(2.5) where the L time- 

varying coefficients ho (t), h\ (t), • • • , and hl~ i (t) are independent and identically distributed 

complex Gaussian stochastic processes. In discrete-time studies and simulations, the T- 

spaced tapped-delay-line (TDL) realization is desirable [117]. The P + 1 TDL tap co

efficients cco(f), a \ (*),•• •> and ocp(t), which are, in general correlated, can be obtained 

from [118] a/(f) =  h(t,T,)sinc(T//7’ — /) where T = Tu/N, Tu is the duration of a 

DCT-OFDM symbol without zero-padding, and P =  [xp/T\ +1 where [ J denotes the floor 

operation.

If we assume G > P ,  there will be no ISI components in the received signal. Thus, in 

a baseband signal model, after sampling the received signal, the M  x  1 fading signal-plus- 

noise vector will be

r =  H x + "  (7.37)

where H  =  HoCzp, and Ho is the M  x M  channel convolutional matrix whose element in
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the rth (0 <  r < M  — 1) row and cth (0 <  c < M  — 1) column is

CCr- c ( t r), o < r - c < P
H0{r,c) =  < (7.38)

0, otherwise

where ar- c{tr) denotes the channel impulse response (CIR) at the rth sampling instant in 

one OFDM symbol. The complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector w has 

mean zero and variance <r2/2  per dimension.

In slowly fading channel environments where the channel state will not change within 

one OFDM symbol, the channel matrix H becomes a circulant matrix in the case of CP- 

DFT-OFDM after removing the CP at the receiver. It can then be diagonalized by a DFT 

operation. Therefore, one can use a one-tap equalizer in the receiver to compensate the 

channel distortion. In the case of DCT-OFDM, by using a symmetric guard sequence and 

a prefilter at the receiver, the channel can be diagonalized by a DCT operation into parallel 

and decoupled subchannels as shown in [112]. It is noted, in both cases, that the ISI and 

ICI can be completely eliminated.

The case is different for fast fading channel environments where the channel state in

formation will change from time to time in one OFDM symbol duration. The schemes 

designed for slowly fading channels do not work in this case. Zero-padding can effectively 

eliminate ISI caused by multipath. However, it can not remove the ICI caused by rapid 

time variation of the fading channel. Therefore, a signal detection scheme should be em

ployed to mitigate ICI. In this case the optimum detection for (7.37) is maximal likelihood 

(ML) sequence detection but is complex. The use of linear MMSE detection to suppress 

ICI is suboptimum. As shown in [119], a MMSE successive cancellation can significantly 

outperform liner MMSE detection and can better exploit the available time diversity from 

Doppler. One may well ask: How would the relative performance of ZP-DCT-OFDM and 

ZP-DFT-OFDM change with a more advanced receiver? Therefore, in this work, we exam

ine two suboptimum detection algorithms, that is MMSE and MMSE DFD with ordering
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(also known as MMSE successive detection in [119], and MMSE V-BLAST in [120-122]).

7.5.1 M M SE Detection

With perfect knowledge of channel matrix H, a zero-forcing (ZF) detector can eliminate 

ICI components completely as

d =  DHfr  (7.39)

whereHt =  (HHH ) - 1HH is the pseudo-inverse of matrix H, and ( )H denotes the conjugate 

transpose operation. However, the involved matrix inversion will enhance the noise power 

significantly. The MMSE detection technique, on the other hand, can effectively avoid un

desirable noise enhancement by minimizing the mean-square error between the transmitted 

data sequence d and the decision statistic vector d =  G r where G is the equalization matrix, 

and

G =  D(HHH +  <72IAf) - 1HM. (7.40)

It is noted that unit symbol energy has been assumed to obtain eq. (7.40). For two- 

dimensional signaling formats, both the real and imaginary components of d will be used as 

the decision statistic vector. For one-dimensional signaling formats, the real part of d will 

be used as the decision statistic vector. The data is recovered on the basis of the decision 

statistic vector in systems without coding and in systems using hard decision decoding. In 

the latter, the data are input to a decoding operation. In systems using soft decision decod

ing, the decision statistic vector is input directly to a decoding operation. Note that the DCT 

has been included in the equalization matrix in (7.40) at the receiver side.

7.5.2 M M SE Decision-Feedback Detection with Ordering

The MMSE DFD with ordering can further improve the performance of linear MMSE de

tection. The MMSE scheme detects all of the symbols in the data block parallel at one
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time, whereas, the MMSE DFD with ordering performs successive detection and interfer

ence cancellation operations on the received data block. At each time, the scheme performs 

detection on the strongest signal which suffers from the smallest interference. The interfer

ence due to the strongest signal is then subtracted from the received data block to improve 

detection accuracy of the remaining signals in this data block.

The detailed algorithm can be found in [120-122]. Specifically, in the DCT-OFDM 

scenario, the covariance matrix for the estimation error between the source data vector d 

and the decision statistic vector d can be written as

where H  =  HDT. If the smallest main diagonal element of the N  x N  matrix C is C[k,k\, 

then the detection will start from the kth entry dk of the data vector d because it suffers from 

the smallest interference. The decision statistic of dk can be obtained as

where gk is the Mi row of the MMSE equalization matrix G in (7.40). Assuming a correct 

decision is obtained, the influence of dk on the yet undetected symbols can be subtracted, 

and the received vector r  will be updated as

where v* is the Mi column of the matrix H, and H^-1 and dw_1 are obtained by deleting the 

Mi column of the matrix H and kth entry of the vector d, respectively. Clearly, eq. (7.43) 

is a reduced-order problem of (7.37). Therefore, after updating the covariance matrix C 

and equalization matrix G, one can get the decision of the next candidate symbol. The 

interference cancellation is then implemented. The procedure will continue until all of the 

data symbols are detected.

C =  E ( d - d )  ( d - d ) M = c t2 ( h h H +  <j 2I,v)  * (7.41)

dk = gkr (7.42)

r = r - \ k d k  = HN ldN ! -|-w (7.43)
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7.5.3 Computational Complexity

The dominant complexity of MMSE comes from the calculation of (Hh H +  cr2I/v)-1HHr 

which can be further written as
r -| t r -|

H r

o l N OjVxl

where B =  (HMH +  a 2Iw)” 'H H. Several algorithms for the least squares problem in [123] 

can be used to calculate (7.44). For example, the method of normal equations gives a 

computational complexity of I N 2/3 + N 2G. Recalling that N  is the number of data sym

bols included in one OFDM block, and G is the length of guard interval, the per-symbol 

complexity is thus 7N2/3 +NG. The decision statistic vector d can be obtained from fast 

DCT operation and the FFT operation on the length-JV sequence Br in the case of ZP- 

DCT-OFDM and in the case of ZP-DFT-OFDM/CP-DFT-OFDM (for CP-DFT-OFDM, the 

channel matrix H  is defined in [113] and [119]), respectively. Both the fast DCT and FFT of 

a length-lV sequence have a computational complexity &{N\og2N) where 0(x)  means on 

the order of x. The complexity for each data symbol in one OFDM block is thus 0(log2N). 

However, the fast DCT has some computational complexity reduction compared with the 

FFT because the fast DCT algorithm in [105] provides a factor of three improvement in 

computation when compared to the FFT algorithm. But the computational reduction is rel

atively small compared with the order of N 2. On the other hand, the MMSE DFD with 

ordering scheme when using the square-root algorithm in [121] has a per-symbol complex

ity of 29N2/3  +  I ING + 2G2. In summary, in the fast fading environments considered in 

this chapter, by using MMSE detection or MMSE DFD with ordering, all three schemes, 

ZP-DFT-OFDM, CP-DFT-OFDM and ZP-DCT-OFDM have a per-symbol computational 

complexity &(N2).

In the slowly fading environment, the detection of CP-DFT-OFDM or the DCT-OFDM 

scheme in [112] can be implemented by a simple one-tap equalizer. A significant part of the
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computational complexity comes from the FFT or the fast DCT algorithm which has a per- 

symbol computational complexity ^(log2Â ). In this case, the complexity of the MMSE 

detection for ZP-DFT-OFDM and ZP-DCT-OFDM is much higher than CP-DFT-OFDM or 

the DCT-OFDM scheme in [112].

7.5.4 Computer Simulations

The BER performance of a ZP-DCT-OFDM system and a ZP-DFT-OFDM system operating 

over frequency-selective fast fading channels with both MMSE detection and MMSE DFD 

with ordering is evaluated by extensive simulation in several scenarios in this section. In 

the case of ZP-DFT-OFDM, the DCT matrix D should be replaced with the unitary DFT 

matrix to construct the detection algorithm.

We employ the HIPERLAN/2 channel model A [124], which describes the typical 

transmission environment for a large office with non-line-of-sight propagation, in the sim

ulations. Different channel taps a,(t) in (2.5) are independent and identically distributed 

zero-mean complex Gaussian random processes. However the same channel tap at different 

times are correlated according to the classical 2-D isotropic scattering omnidirectional re

ceiver antenna Doppler spectrum model, and they are generated using the method in [125]. 

The number of subcarriers, N, in these simulations is 64, and the length of the zero-padding 

is G = 16. Since L =  8 in the T -spaced TDL model for HIPERLAN/2 channel model A, 

no ISI occurs in our simulations. All of the simulations assume a fast fading channel, that 

is, channel state information will change in one OFDM symbol. To ensure the reliability of 

the computer simulations, 220 OFDM symbols are generated to obtain each BER value in 

the simulations.

In Fig. 7.8, under a perfect channel state information assumption, the BER perfor

mances of the MMSE receiver for 64-subcarrier ZP-DCT-OFDM, ZP-DFT-OFDM, and 

CP-DFT-OFDM are compared, all with BPSK modulation. For a fast fading channel, even
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a CP-DFT-OFDM receiver can not be implemented using a one-tap equalizer because the 

channel matrix H  is no longer circulant. The MMSE receiver designed in [119] for CP- 

DFT-OFDM is employed here. One can see that the CP-DFT-OFDM is worse than the 

ZP-DFT-OFDM. This was also observed in [113]. Therefore, we will focus on comparing 

the performance of ZP-DCT-OFDM with the performance of ZP-DFT-OFDM in the sequel. 

Better BER performance can be achieved with the employment of the proposed ZP-DCT- 

OFDM scheme. In particular, in the case of fdTu — 0.02, a 4.93 dB gain in SNR over the 

ZP-DFT-OFDM system at a BER of 10~3 can be achieved by the ZP-DCT-OFDM system. 

At the same BER and Doppler shift value, the improvement of ZP-DCT-OFDM over the 

CP-DFT-OFDM is about 2.58 dB. The time diversity effect can be observed in the small to 

medium SNR region. The extremely large and impractical normalized Doppler shift values 

0.1 and 0.2 are shown in this figure for the purpose of comparison.

The performance of a MMSE receiver with forward error correction and interleaving is 

examined in Fig. 7.9 where channel is assumed to be perfectly known. At the transmitter, 

a convolutional encoder of rate 1/2 with generator polynomial (133,171) and the block in

terleaver used in the IEEE 802.1 la  standard (and the HIPERLAN/2 standard) are employed 

to improve system BER performance for a QPSK ZP-DCT-OFDM system and a QPSK 

ZP-DFT-OFDM system. At the receiver, after deinterleaving, the Viterbi algorithm [17] is 

used for decoding. One can observe that, the time diversity effect appearing in the small to 

medium SNR region in Fig. 7.8 now becomes more significant due to the coding gain. The 

ZP-DCT-OFDM is superior to ZP-DFT-OFDM in this case. Particularly, at a BER of 10~6, 

in the presence of frequency offset fdTu =  0.05, about 1.0 dB performance gain in SNR can 

be achieved with the employment of ZP-DCT-OFDM, rather than the ZP-DFT-OFDM.

Residual interference may exist after MMSE equalization. The MMSE DFD with or

dering scheme can further suppress the residue interference. Moreover, as the Doppler shift 

increases, the time diversity can be better exploited by this scheme. One can observe clearly
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Fig. 7.8. The BER performance of the MMSE receiver for 64-subcarrier ZP-DCT-OFDM, 

ZP-DFT-OFDM, and CP-DFT-OFDM, with BPSK modulation and perfect channel 

state information.
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Fig. 7.9. The BER performance of the MMSE receiver for a 64-subcarrier QPSK ZP- 

DCT-OFDM and a 64-subcarrier QPSK ZP-DFT-OFDM with convolutional coding 

and interleaving.
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in Fig. 7.10, that when the Doppler shift increases, the BER performances become better, 

not worse. The ZP-DCT-OFDM is still superior to the ZP-DFT-OFDM with this advanced 

receiver. In the case of QPSK modulation, for an uncoded system with perfect channel state 

information, the performance gain achieved by ZP-DCT-OFDM is about 3.87 dB at a BER 

of 10-3 in the case of fdTu — 0.02. In addition, one can observe that about 0.78 dB gain 

due to time diversity can be achieved when the normalized Doppler shift increases from 0.1 

to 0.2 in the case of ZP-DCT-OFDM at a BER of 10-3 .

Perfect channel state information can not be known; therefore, channel estimation must 

be performed at the receiver. Reference [119] proposed a pilot-assisted fast fading channel 

estimation scheme where channel state information of the middle 5 —1 symbols is obtained 

from Q pilot symbols on both sides by using a Wiener filter method. This channel estimation 

scheme shows robustness to variations of channel characteristics. It was derived for a DFT- 

OFDM scenario; however, it can also be used in the ZP-DCT-OFDM system with some 

straightforward changes. For example, the DFT matrix should be modified to a DCT matrix. 

Fig. 7.11 shows the BER performance of a uncoded ZP-DCT-OFDM system and a uncoded 

ZP-DFT-OFDM system with the employment of this channel estimation algorithm and the 

MMSE detection in the case of QPSK modulation. In this simulation, we assume the pilot 

spacing 5 =  2 and number of pilot symbols Q — 4 as in [119]. In the case of fdTu = 0.01, a 

2.18 dB SNR improvement over ZP-DFT-OFDM can be achieved at a bit error rate of 10-3 

by using ZP-DCT-OFDM. The time diversity effect is not apparent due to the existence of 

the channel estimation error.

7.6 Summary

In this chapter, the zero-padded DCT-OFDM system was examined. The BER performance 

of the ZP-DCT-OFDM was compared with that of the ZP-DFT-OFDM in a frequency-
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Fig. 7.10. The BER performance of the MMSE DFD with ordering scheme for a 64- 

subcarrier QPSK ZP-DCT-OFDM and a 64-subcarrier QPSK ZP-DFT-OFDM.
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selective fast fading environment with employment of both MMSE detection and MMSE 

DFD with ordering. The results indicate that the ZP-DCT-OFDM system has a smaller BER 

than the ZP-DFT-OFDM system. In convolutional coding systems, the performance benefit 

achieved by using the proposed ZP-DCT-OFDM is about 1 dB in SNR.

An exact method for calculating the BER of a DCT-OFDM system in the presence of 

carrier frequency offset in AWGN environments was also derived. The method was used 

to compare the performance of the DCT-OFDM system and the conventional DFT-OFDM 

system when carrier frequency offset is present in an AWGN transmission environment. 

Analysis and simulation results show that the DCT-OFDM systems reduce ICI compared to 

the DFT-OFDM systems, giving a smaller BER.
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Chapter 8

Widely Linear MMSE Equalization 

for One-Dimensional Modulation 

OFDM Systems

8.1 Introduction

While most OFDM systems employ 2-D modulations on the subcarriers, some will em

ploy 1-D modulations (real-valued modulation formats). In particular, the important IEEE 

802.11a standard, IEEE 802.16 standard, and HIPERLAN/2 standard all provide the option 

of using BPSK modulation. Also 1-D modulations may be employed in some low data rate 

applications where robustness to severe channel conditions is essential.

It has been shown that, in a system where real-valued data symbols are transmitted 

over a complex-value channel, widely linear equalization can effectively improve system 

performance compared to conventional linear equalization design [126-128]. Several mod

ulation formats, such as, BPSK, PAM, OQPSK and GMSK can satisfy this system model. 

In particular, it was shown in [129] that a widely linear MMSE equalization scheme for in-
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terference suppression can outperform the linear MMSE equalizer in CDMA systems with 

BPSK modulation. A widely linear zero-forcing equalizer was derived in [130] to mitigate 

ICI in multicarrier transmission systems with OQPSK modulation.

As shown in [113, 131], in conventional CP-DFT-OFDM, the equalizer function re

quires that the channel transfer function has non-zero values at the subcarrier frequencies, 

which may not be guaranteed in some wireless channel environments. The ZP-DFT-OFDM 

scheme has been proposed to overcome this disadvantage. The performance of a linear 

MMSE equalizer for ZP-DFT-OFDM was studied in [113]. It was shown that the BER 

of ZP-DFT-OFDM outperforms conventional CP-DFT-OFDM. In this chapter, we propose 

using a widely linear MMSE equalizer to mitigate ICI for ZP-DFT-OFDM systems, CP- 

DFT-OFDM systems, and ZP-DCT-OFDM systems with 1-D modulation formats in fast 

fading environments. The derivation of the widely linear MMSE equalizer is based on a 

gradient method, which is different from [126-130], Our investigation indicates that the 

widely linear MMSE equalizer displays a smaller average error power and BER for 1-D 

modulation formats than the conventional linear MMSE equalizer in [113,131]. When 

applying the widely linear MMSE criterion to design equalizer for OFDM systems with 

many 2-D modulation formats with symmetry in signal constellation, such as QPSK and 

16-QAM, one obtains the conventional linear MMSE equalizer.

The length N  source data sequence d after IDFT operation yields the data sequence

where F is the IDFT matrix whose rih (Q < r < N — 1) row and cth (0 < c < N  — 1) column 

element F(r,c) is defined as e ^ nrc!N j  \[N . We further assume that

8.2 System Model

y =  Fd (8.1)

(8.2)
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where Es is the average energy of data symbol. When a length G zero-padding sequence is 

added after sequence y, the new sequence yzp becomes a zero-padded sequence of length 

M(M = N  + G) given as

yzP = Czpy  (8.3)

where

■'ZP

1 1 x l N

\ 0 G x N j
(8.4)

is an M  x IV zero-padding matrix, and 0Nxg denotes an N  x G zero matrix. If we assume 

G > L, there will be no ISI components in the received M  x 1 fading signal-plus-noise 

vector

r  =  Hy +  w (8.5)

where H =  HoCzp, and Ho is the M  x M  channel convolutional matrix defined in eq. (7.38). 

The complex AWGN vector w has mean zero and variance <72/2  per dimension. It is also 

assumed that the real parts and the imaginary parts of the complex Gaussian noise vector 

are uncorrelated. The linear MMSE equalizer for ZP-OFDM gives the decision vector

ydN-ij

in the sense of minimizing the mean-square error

G ,r (8.6)

E ||G ir —d ||2 (8.7)

where ||a|| denotes the Euclidean norm of the vector a. In references [113,131], the linear 

MMSE equalization matrix Gi is developed as

Gi =  £ i, f hHihi(£sHHm +  o 2lM) - [.■h (8.8)
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On the other hand, if a length-G CP scheme is employed, the OFDM symbol with CP 

becomes

Yep —  Ccpy (8.9)

where

(8 .10)

and lcp is a G x N  matrix whose elements are the last G rows of I#. To avoid the ISI, one 

must remove the prefix from the received signal. Thus the resulting N  x 1 signal vector can 

be written as

where Hcp = RcpHoCcp and the N  x M  matrix Rcp =  ^0at*g Iv J  • The matrix H cp will 

not be a circular matrix in the case of fast fading channels, and can not be diagonalized by 

IDFT and DFT operations. Thus, ICI will be introduced in this case. To overcome the ICI 

one can use a linear MMSE equalizer which can be obtained by replacing H and I m with 

Hcp and I/v in eq. (8.8), respectively.

8.3 Widely Linear MMSE receiver for 1-D modulation

Note that the transmitted symbol sequence d in (8.7) is a complex vector and a real vector 

for 2-D modulation formats and 1-D modulation formats, respectively. Generally d is a 

complex sequence even for 1-D signaling because the received vector r  is complex. For

rcp =  Hcpy +  w (8 . 11)

formats

1-D signaling, the real part of d will be used as the decision vector. However, minimization 

of (8.7) does not ensure that the Euclidean distance between the real part of 3 and d is
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minimized. A better MMSE criterion for 1-D modulation formats is to minimize

where the equalizer matrix G is known as a widely linear equalizer in the literature [126— 

128].

Let G =  Gx +  jG y where G* and Gy are the matrices whose elements are the real parts 

and the imaginary parts respectively, of the corresponding elements of the matrix G. Sim

ilarly, let C =  HF =  C* +  jC y, and r  =  r* +  jvy. The problem at hand has become finding 

the widely linear MMSE equalization matrix G minimizing (8.12) which can be written as

where tr(A) denotes the trace of the matrix A. We use a gradient approach to derive the 

solution to G in the sequel.

Assuming H is known to the receiver, the optimal G can be found by solving the fol

lowing two gradient equations

Thus, eqs. (8.15) and (8.16) can be further written as

E||9t{Gr} — d ||2 (8.12)

A =  E | r r  [(9t{G r> -  d) (<R{Gr} -  d)T] }

=  t r ( e sGxCxCtx Gtx - E jG ^C ^C JgJ- ESGXCx - EsGyCyC jG j

fj2
+ Es GyCyC^Gj + EsGyCy + y G . G j  

+  y G y G j  - £ sC jG j + E sCTy G j  + Es1n \ (8.14)

(8.13)

(8.18)

(8.17)
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by noting that [67]

dtr (Xt MX) 
dX  

^tr(XM XT)
ax

a t r  (A X )

ax 
a t r  ( a x t ) 

ax
a t r ( X X T )

ax

=  m x + m t x (8.19)

=  x m + x m t (8.20)

=  a t (8.21)

=  A (8.22)

=  2X (8.23)

where X, A , and M are matrices with proper sizes. Combining (8.17) and (8.18) together, 

one can immediately obtain

2
Es (GXCX -  GyCy) ( c j - c j ) + y  (G, +  Gy) -  E, (cj -  C j )  (8.24)

that is,

Es I G.v —G,

:M c J  c j

' c '

\cv
/

p T  p T\*x
/ i  x 

\ - I m j

a *
+  T  l G* -G ,

IM

y - I m .

Constructing the N  x 2M  matrix G

IM

—Im ,

(8.25)

(8.26)

and the 2M x N  matrix C

\cv
one can finally obtain

(8.27)

(8.28)
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Eq. (8.28) can also be obtained by noticing that the cost function (8.12) can be written 

as £ ||G r  — d ||2 where

It is noted that 3{G Gr}, where 3{A} denotes the imaginary part of a complex matrix 

A, also contains information about the transmitted vector x. The complexN  x M matrix G G 

is an MMSE equalization matrix. Minimizing

E ||3{G Gr } - d | |2 (8.30)

gives GG =  — Gy and Gy =  G* where GG and Gy are the matrices whose elements are the 

real parts and the imaginary parts respectively, of the corresponding elements of the matrix 

GG. Therefore, the decision vector 91{Gr} for the real part case is actually the same as the 

decision vector 3{G Gr} for the imaginary part case. This result is reasonable according to 

the symmetry between the cost function (8.12) and the cost function (8.30).

For many 2-D modulation formats, such as QPSK and 16-QAM, due to a special 

symmetry in the signal constellation, one can assume that E[xrxJ] =  Efx/xJ] =  E s / 2  and 

E[xrxf] — 0 where x =  \ r +  jx,'. Instead of using (8.7) as the optimal criterion, one can 

minimize E||9t{Gflr} — xr||2 and E||3{G /r} — x, ||2 to get the equalization matrix GR and 

G/ for xr and x„ respectively. It is found that in this case GR = Gi —  Gi (a proof is given in 

the Appendix B). Therefore, one obtains the same equalization matrix as the conventional 

general equalization matrix. The reason for this is that the observation vector r and the pair 

{x, r} are circular and second circular [132], respectively in the case of 2-D modulation for

mats with symmetrical signal constellation but not in the case of 1-D modulation formats. 

That is, E[rrT] =  0 and E[rxT] =  0 for these 2-D modulation formats.

In the case of CP-DFT-OFDM, by using the criterion in eq. (8.12), the equalization
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matrices G* and Gy can be obtained from

- l
(8.31)

where

(8.32)

and

cxcp+jcyp = ccp = UcP¥. (8.33)

By using the criterion in eq. (8.30), one can also obtain G* =  —Gy and Gy = Gx in CP-

DFT-OFDM case.

The widely linear MMSE equalizer can also be used in ZP-DCT-OFDM systems with 

real-valued modulation formats. Following the above gradient approach, one can obtain the 

equalization matrix for ZP-DCT-OFDM as

where Cdct =  HDT.

8.4 Simulation Results

We employ the HIPERLAN/2 channel model A described in [124] and Chapter 7. The 

ZP-DFT-OFDM, CP-DFT-OFDM and ZP-DCT-OFDM systems, where the number of sub

carriers is 64 and zero padding or CP length is G =  16, are examined. Since L = 8 in the 

T -spaced TDL model for HIPERLAN/2 channel model A, no ISI occurs in our simulations. 

The error is composed of unequalized ICI plus noise.

Fig. 8.1, in the case of ZP-DFT-OFDM with BPSK modulation, compares the average 

error power of the widely linear MMSE equalizer, defined as (91 {ip} — xp)2 /P  where

G =  EsC ldct EsCdctC ldct + - a % M (8.34)
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P is the number of samples and P — 105, with the average error power of the conventional 

linear MMSE equalizer, defined as Ylp= i (xp — xp f  /?•

Fig. 8.2 gives BERs of the ZP-DFT-OFDM system and the CP-DFT-OFDM system 

with BPSK modulation using the linear MMSE equalizer in (8.8) and using the widely 

linear MMSE equalizer in (8.28) for fdTu = 0.05 where fo  is the maximum Doppler shift 

and Tu is the length of OFDM symbol without guard interval. The channel state information 

is assumed to be obtained perfectly. To ensure the reliability of the computer simulations, 

220 OFDM frames are generated to obtain each BER value. Although, the widely linear 

MMSE equalizer gives almost the same error power reduction as the general equalizer in 

the whole SNR range in Fig. 8.1, the BER superiority of the widely linear MMSE equalizer 

in Fig. 8.2 is significant only for large SNR values. The reason for this is that for small 

SNR values, the dominant interference is AWGN rather than the average error power. In 

particular, at a BER of 2 x 10~4, the performance gains can be 1.2 dB in SNR for ZP-DFT- 

OFDM and more than 2 dB in SNR for CP-DFT-OFDM.

Under the same channel environments, the BER performance of the ZP-DFT-OFDM 

system and the CP-DFT-OFDM system with 4-ary PAM is compared in Fig. 8.3 using both 

MMSE equalizers. In the case of ZP-DFT-OFDM, the widely linear MMSE equalizer gives 

about 2 dB improvement in SNR at a BER of 3 x 10~4 over the linear MMSE equalizer.

The superiority of widely linear MMSE equalizer can also be observed from Fig. 8.4 

where the BER performance of a 64-subcarrier ZP-DCT-OFDM system with BPSK mod

ulation is given for the normalized Doppler shift values fdTu — 0.001, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1 and 

0.2. Particularly, in the case of fdTu =  0.001, around 1.65 dB gain in SNR can be achieved 

by using the widely liner MMSE equalizer rather than the linear MMSE equalizer at a BER 

of 10~4.
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Fig. 8.1. The average error power of a 64-subcarrier ZP-DFT-OFDM (BPSK) system with 

the linear MMSE equalizer in (8.8) and with the widely linear MMSE equalizer for 

1-D modulation formats in (8.28).
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Fig. 8.2. The BERs of a 64-subcarrier ZP-DFT-OFDM (BPSK) system and a 64-subcarrier 

CP-DFT-OFDM (BPSK) system with the employment of a linear MMSE equalizer and 

a widely linear MMSE equalizer, fdTu =  0.05.
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Fig. 8.3. The BERs of a 64-subcarrier ZP-DFT-OFDM (4PAM) system and a 64-subcarrier 

CP-DFT-OFDM (4PAM) system with the employment of a linear MMSE equalizer 

and a widely linear MMSE equalizer, fdTu = 0.05.
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Fig. 8.4. The BERs of a 64-subcarrier ZP-DCT-OFDM (BPSK) with the employ

ment of a linear MMSE equalizer and a widely linear MMSE equalizer, fdTu = 

0.001,0.02,0.05,0.1 and 0.2.
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8.5 Summary

A widely linear MMSE equalizer was used in ZP-DFT-OFDM, CP-DFT-OFDM, and ZP- 

DCT-OFDM systems with real-valued modulation formats. It is concluded that smaller 

average error power and better BER performance can be achieved using the widely linear 

MMSE equalizer for 1-D modulation formats than the conventional linear MMSE equalizer. 

The practical performance gain can be as much as 2 dB.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

9.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we precisely evaluated the BER performance degradation of OFDM systems 

introduced by receiver imperfection and wireless fading environments. We further pro

posed several ICI reduction schemes to improve OFDM system performance. The major 

contributions of this thesis are listed as follows.

1. An exact method has been found to calculate the BER of a tt/4-DQPSK OFDM system 

in the presence of frequency offset over frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading chan

nels for both single branch reception and multi-branch reception. An analytical BER 

expression has been obtained. The closed-form BER expression can be calculated di

rectly for a small number of subcarriers. In the case of a large number of subcarriers, the 

BER expression can be evaluated by using a Monte Carlo method.

2. Doppler shift and delay spread of wireless channels will cause significant performance 

degradation. In particular, Doppler shift usually results in more performance degradation 

than the same amount of normalized carrier frequency offset for a jt/4-DQPSK OFDM 

system in the presence of frequency offset over frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading
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channels.

3. In OFDM systems, there exists an optimum value of the number of subcarriers to achieve 

a minimum BER for a set of given system parameters. The optimum value can be found 

by using the analytical BER expression.

4. A closed-form and precise BER expression has been developed for the diversity recep

tion of an OFDM system in the presence of channel estimation error over frequency- 

selective Rayleigh fading channels and frequency-selective Ricean fading channels .

5. It has been found in OFDM channel estimation, that sine interpolation gives worse BER 

performance than the Wiener interpolation method.

6. The BTRC pulse and the Franks pulse have been proposed for use in the OFDM trans

mitter pulse-shaper to reduce ICI power.

7. The relations between two recently proposed Nyquist pulses, the SOCW pulse and the 

polynomial pulses, have been disclosed.

8. The effect of several Nyquist pulses on ICI reduction and SIR enhancement of OFDM 

systems in the presence of frequency offset has been examined.

9. Analytical BER expressions for an uncoded OFDM system with different transmitter 

pulse-shapings in the presence of carrier frequency offset in AWGN environments have 

been derived. It has been shown that the Franks pulse exhibits the best performance 

among the considered Nyquist pulses in most cases.

10. A partial-response pulse-shaped OFDM system has been proposed to reduce ICI.

11. The equivalence between the partial-response pulse-shaped OFDM system and the cor

relative coding OFDM system is revealed.
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12. It has been proved that in the partial-response pulse-shaped OFDM system, or the cor

relative coding OFDM system, the data symbols with precoding are still independent.

13. Expressions for the BER of partial-response pulse-shaped OFDM systems with symbol- 

by-symbol detection operated in AWGN channels have been derived.

14. For small frequency offset values, it is not beneficial to use partial-response pulse- 

shaping or correlative coding to reduce ICI because the BER loss caused by the reduced 

decision distance in the multilevel signaling is greater than the benefit obtained from ICI 

reduction. For some large frequency offset values, these two methods can both reduce 

ICI and improve BER performance.

15. The BTRC windowing and the Franks windowing have been proposed using in the 

OFDM receiver windowing to reduce ICI.

16. An exact BER expression has been derived for windowing reception OFDM systems 

operating over slowly Rayleigh fading channels in the presence of carrier frequency 

offset.

17. The effects of several Nyquist windows, including the BTRC window, the raised-cosine 

window, the polynomial window, the SOCW window, the Franks window, and the double

jump window, on the performance of OFDM receiver windowing have been examined 

by the long term average SIR and BER measures.

18. It has been found that the comparison based on BER performance measure is not neces

sarily consistent with the comparison based on the SIR measure of receiver windowing 

OFDM systems in wireless fading environments.

19. Previous window design based on minimizing ICI or maximizing SIR, may not give 

pulse designs with the best BER performance in fading environments.
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20. In slowly Rayleigh fading environments, the BTRC windowing OFDM reception gives 

the smallest BER among the six OFDM windowing reception systems considered in this 

thesis when the pulse roll-off factor is not large. However, the Franks windowing or the 

SOCW windowing shows better BER performance when the roll-off factor approaches 

one.

21. A zero-padded DCT-OFDM system has been proposed to improve OFDM system per

formance. With both MMSE detection and MMSE DFD with ordering, the ZP-DCT- 

OFDM achieves smaller BER than the ZP-DFT-OFDM system and CP-DFT-OFDM 

system. In convolutional coding systems, the performance benefit achieved by using 

the proposed ZP-DCT-OFDM is about 1 dB in SNR.

22. A set of ICI weighting coefficients has been developed for DCT-OFDM in the presence 

of frequency offset.

23. It has been shown that in the presence of frequency offset, the ICI coefficients in DCT- 

OFDM are more concentrated around the desired sample location, introducing less ICI 

leakage to adjacent subcarriers, than the DFT-OFDM.

24. The superiority of DCT-OFDM over the DFT-OFDM is related to the energy compaction 

property of DCT.

25. The exact BER performance of a DCT-OFDM system in the presence of carrier fre

quency offset in AWGN environments has been derived. It has been found that the 

DCT-OFDM exhibits a smaller BER than the conventional DFT-OFDM.

26. A widely linear MMSE equalizer has been proposed using in ZP-DFT-OFDM systems, 

CP-DFT-OFDM systems, and ZP-DCT-OFDM systems with real-valued modulation 

formats to further reduce ICI and improve BER performance.
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27. It has been proved that the widely linear MMSE equalization matrices for some 2-D 

modulation formats with symmetry in the signal constellation, such as QPSK and 16- 

QAM, are the same as conventional linear MMSE equalization matrices.

9.2 Suggestions for Future Work

1. The performance of transmitter pulse-shaping OFDM systems and receiver windowing 

OFDM systems is related to the chosen polynomial coefficients with the employment 

of polynomial pulse and the SOCW pulse. Currently, these coefficients are determined 

empirically. It is of interest to derive an optimal method to find these coefficients.

2. We have derived the BER expressions of a tt/4-DQPSK OFDM system in the presence 

of carrier frequency offset over frequency selective fast Rayleigh fading channels. It 

is also of interest to consider the exact BER analysis for the system in Ricean fading 

environments.

3. It is also beneficial to consider the exact BER performance of the tt/4-DQPSK OFDM 

system when the differential encoding is performed in the time domain, OFDM symbol 

by OFDM symbol.

4. In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we calculated the exact BER degradation introduced by 

frequency offset and channel estimation error, respectively. It is of interest to evaluate 

the performance of a system exhibiting both frequency offset and channel estimation 

error. It should be noted that the channel estimation error is related to frequency offset 

in this case.

5. The MMSE and MMSE DFD with ordering is complex for a ZP-DCT-OFDM system 

with a large number of subcarriers due to the matrix inversion operation. It is interest

ing to design a simplified detection scheme. In a possible solution, we may consider
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only several immediately neighboring subcarriers around the desired subcarrier, and ig

nore the ICI leakage introduced by other subcarriers. This simplification works because 

the dominant ICI power leakage actually comes from a small number of immediately 

neighboring subcarriers as shown in Fig. 7.3 in Chapter 7. This simplification will 

significantly decrease the size of equalization matrix.
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Appendix A

In Chapter 5, we assume that the source binary data sequence and the precoded sequence 

are Dn and P„, respectively. The transmitted BPSK data symbol with precoding is then am — 

\ZEb(2Pm — 1). In this Appendix, we will show that the data symbols am, m =  0, • • • ,N  — 1 

are independent.

The source binary data Dn, n = 0,1, • • • ,N — 1, take value 0 or 1 independently with 

probability 0.5. The precoded sequence Pn is obtained as

Pn—Dn®Pn-\ (A.l)

where © denotes modulo-2 plus. Without loss of generality, we assume Pq =  Do, thus

Prob{Po =  0} =  Prob{P0 =  1} =  0.5. (A.2)

Since P\ =  D\ © P0, one has 

Prob{Pi =  0}

=  Prob{Di =  1 and Pq =  1} +Prob{Di =  0 and Po =  0}

=  0.5. (A.3)

Following the same approach, we can also get Prob{Pi =  1} =  0.5. As a result, it is proved

that Pm takes values 0 or 1 with probability 0.5, that is

Prob {P„ =  0} =  Prob {Pn = 1} =  0.5. (A.4)
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Now we consider an arbitrary length-lV binary sequence bn, n = 0,1, • • • ,N  — 1, and bn 

taking values 0 or 1. Let X,- denote event {P,- =  £>,}. From (A.4), we have

1
Prob{ X; } =  Prob{ P, = b i}  = (A.5)

The precoded sequence Po, P\, ■■■, and Pv-i are independent if the events Xo, X i, ■ • •, Xiv_i 

are independent [47, pp. 244].

We will first show that any two of X;, i — 0, • • • ,N — 1, are independent. Without loss 

of generality, we assume that i > j, so the probability of event X/ conditioned on Xj is

Prob{ X,- \ X j }  = Prob{ pt = bi \Pj = b j }

=  Prob{ A  © A -  i © • • • (&Dj+\®Pj = bt \Pj = b j }

Prob{ the number of Is in A, A_i.

odd number },Prob{ the number of Is in A, A_l > • • • > A'+i

• • • , A+i is an even

l+i is an

number}, bi — bj 

bi ±  bj

(cf-j+clj+ " + c ‘: j - 1)

(clj+clj+'-+c;_j)

1 1
2 ‘-J 2 >

1
- i  ~  2’

bi = bj
when i — j  is odd

» ~ i  2 >

b i ^ b j  

bi = bj
when i — j  is even

2 i-i 2, bi ^  bj

where C* denotes the number of

Therefore Prob{ X; | Xy- } =  Prob{ X,- }, that is,

two events X,- and Xevent Xj does not 

are independent.

n things taken & at a time.

"  the occurrence

combinations of

ofhand, Prob{ X,- } =  | .  - ___*____ *_t —, ,

change the probability that event X,- occurs. So any

(A.6) 

On the other

Now for any three events X,-, X j  and X*, i > j  > k, we have [47, pp.253] 

Prob{ X i , X j , X k }

-  Prob{ X, | X j , X k }Prob{ X, | X* }Prob{ X k }
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=  Prob{ Di®---@Dj+\®Pj = bi \Pj — bj } 

x Prob{ @Dk+1 ®Pk — bj \Pk = h }

x Prob{ Pk = bk }

= Prob{ X,-1 Xj  }Prob{ X j \ X k }Prob{ X k }

=  Prob{ Xi }Prob{ Xj }Prob{ X* } =  (A.8)
o

Hence for any three events, we have

Prob{ Xi ,X j ,Xk } =  Prob{Xf}Prob{X;}Prob{X*}. (A.9)

As a result, any three events X,-, Xj, X k are shown to be independent.

Now under the assumption that any M  — 1 (M < N)  events are independent, following 

the same approach, we can show that

Prob{ X,j, X,-2, • • • , X,-M }

=  Prob{X,-j }Prob{X,-2} • • • Prob{X,M } =  (A.10)

So any M  events are independent.

Finally, when M  =  N, we have

Prob{ Xo,Xi, • • • ,X/v_i }

=  Prob{X0}Prob{Xi} • • • P r o b ^ - i } =  ^ . (A. 11)

This completes the proof of the independence of the precoded sequence Po^t) "  • -Pv- i- 

The transmitted data an, n =  0,1, • • ■ ,N  — 1, can be obtained from

an = y % ( 2 P n - l )  (A. 12)

and they are also mutually independent [47, pp.245].
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Appendix B

In Chapter 8, we considered using the widely linear MMSE equalizer for 2-D modulation 

formats. For many 2-D modulation formats, such as QPSK and 16-QAM, due to a special 

symmetry in the signal constellation, one can assume that E[xrxJ] =  E[x,-xf] =  Esj 2 and 

Efxj-xT] =  0 where x =  xr +  y'x,. Instead of eq. (8.7), one can minimize

to obtain the MMSE equalization matrix GR and G/ for xr and x,-, respectively. It is found 

that in this case G r = G/ =  Gi by the following proof.

The equalization matrices Gr, G/ and Gi are all complex matrices, and can be written 

as Gr = Grx +  jG/ty, Gi — G/x + jGjy and G i =  Gj^ +  yGj},, respectively.

One may construct N  x 2M matrices

E||9I{G/fr} — xr||2 (B.l)

and

EPiG /r l -x ,-!!2 (B.2)

G* =  (Gto - G Ry) (B.3)

and

G/ =  (G& ~G/y) . (B.4)
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Following the same approach as in Section III, the matrices Gr and G/ can be obtained as

G r  =  G i  —  EsCt (EsCCj  + EsC2c J  + a 2h M) - 1 (B.5)

where

\
C 2 =

y

Cx

Eq. (8.8) can be written in real-matrix form as

Gi* —Giy
Gi =

yGij, Gl*
/

= E„
p T  p T'-'x V'>’

_ p T  p T  y j
It can be seen that

G r  — G /  — ( i N  Ort )

where Q̂r is a N x N  zero matrix. Thus, we have

(B.6)

( e s CCt  +  £ ,C 2C j +  c t212m )  1 • (B.7)

(B.8)

G R x  — G/x — Gix (B.9a)

and

G R y  — G ly  — G ly . (B.9b)

Therefore, G r  =  G/ =  Gi, as required.
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